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ABSTRACÍ:

Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is a progressive, X-linked

neuromuscular disease affecting 1 in 40oo boys. It is characterizecl by

the absence of dystrophin, a protein known to play a vital role in the

maintenance of sarcolemmal integrity. Progressive and rampant muscle

degeneration, concurrent with extensive fibrotic and fatty infiltration

compromise the structure and function of axial and Iimb muscles within the

first decade of life. I4edical, rehabilitative, and psychosocial concerns

of those with DMD are extensive due to the prolonged degenerative nature

of the disease, and ultimately cardio-respiratory insufficiency and

failure prove fatal.

The mdx mouse is a valued and intriguing animal model for DMD, with

a weII documented and remarkable capacity for myofibre regeneration

following dystrophic insult in its hindlimb muscles. In contrast, IittIe

is known about the mdx diaphragm (DIA) muscle' which reportedly

demonstrates the progressive myofibre degeneration characteristic of DMD.

Considering the importance of targeting future therapies such as myoblast

transfer therapy and gene therapy to the DMD diaphragm' it is important to

ascertain the role of specific myogenic and mitogenic agents in this

process in diaPhragm tissue.

Basic fibrobl-ast growth factor (bFGF) is a pervasive and potent

mitogenic, angiogenic, neurotropic, and chemotactic agent vital to

myogenesis and muscle tissue integrity. This study represents the first

known attempt to localize and guantify the distribution of bFGF at the

ultrastructural (EM) Ievel in mdx skeletal muscle, and in the diaphragm in

particular. In this investigation, an immunocytochemistry protocol was

developed, following extensive experimentation, to link electron dense

collodial gold particles to bFGF epitopes in resin-embedded muscl-e

sections which had been tagged with specific anti-bFGF antibodies'

Omission of primary antibody and presorbtion with the bFGF antigen were

used as controls for the gold labelling procedure. Gotd-labell-ed bFGF in



I\/

myogenic cells (myoblasts, fusing myoblasts, central nuclei, satellite

ceIIs, peripheral nuclei), non-myogenic cells (endothelial cells and

fibroblasts), sarcoplasm and extraceltular matrix (ECÌ{) was identified on

micrographs of high resolution (x18,000 to x25,000)' quantified' and

compared statistically by means of a label-Iing index (LI) derived as the

number of gold parti-cles f pmz area'

ultrastructural study of mdx diaphragm confirmed that there \¡ras

significant histopathology, consistent with that of DMD limb muscles, and

also markedly more severe than dystrophic changes in the hindlimb skeletal

muscle. In addition, secondary dystrophic damage was observed in many

fibres previously regenerated from an initial insult, suggesting early and

repetitive damage. Statistically l-ower LIs were evident in most celI types

and compartments in the dystrophic (mdx) diaphragm than in the control'

Control muscle endothelial cells had the highest bFGF LI, followed in

descending ord.er by myoblasts and the ECM. A gradual and persistent

decline in bFGF LIs was evident and statistically significant between the

phases of myogenesis (fusion to differentiation and quiescence) in both

control and mdx muscle, with the largest bFGF LI evident following the

commitment of muscle precursor celIs (myoblasts) to the myogenic Iineage

and expression of muscl-e specific filament proteins. In comparison, the

hindlimb muscle of mdx mice, which demonstrated successful repair

following dystrophic insult, exhibited much greater bFGF LIs than control

hindlimb muscles, and the dystrophic mdx diaphragm. These findings suggest

that there is a correl-ation between the amount of bFGF sequestered in the

muscle tissue (both myogenic and non-myogenic celfs. as well as in the

ECM) and the ability of those muscles to respond adaptively to normal

strain and to dystrophic insult. This may have implications for promoting

the ability of dystrophic tissue to respond favourably to future cell- and

molecular theraPies for DMD.
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1.0 IMTROÐUCTION:

Striated skeletal muscle is a dynamic tissue which has the ability

to successfully repair and regenerate following many forms of insult or

injury. Myogenic repair is governed by a complex interplay of many

factors, including the presence of muscle precursor ceIls (myoblasts) and

appropriate levels of local-ized growth factors (Florini et aI',1991)'

When damaged skeletal tissue is unable to repair itself successfully or

functionally, as in the case of Duchenne l{uscular Dystrophy (DMD) (Rojas

& Hoffman 1991; Emery 1989; Carpenter & Karpati 1984), the consequences

may ultimately prove lethal. For those diagnosed with DMD and their

families, a traumatic and lifelong process of attempting to adjust to

acute. chronic, progressive, and finally terminal disease sequelae ensues

(Miller, 1991). It is hoped, therefore, by gaining a better understanding

of specific factors which promote successful muscle regeneration, we may

in turn shed some Iight on future therapies appropriate for those

afflicted with progressive deteriorating muscular disease such as DMD.

In this study immunocytochemisty techniques and electron microscopy

(EM) were used to localize and compare the presence and distribution of

basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF), a potent mitogen implicated in

muscle repair in normal and dystrophic skeletal muscle tissue (FIorini

l_990; Schweigerer l-990; Gospodarowicz L986), particularly in myoblasts'

the pool of muscle precursor celfs in mature muscle (Stockdale 1989;

Stockdale 1990; Johnson 1989; Emery 1989). An interesting animal model

which demonstrates an X-linked muscular dystrophy, the g¡þ mouse (Butfield

et aI 1984), vras selected for use in the study. Mdx mouse muscle, while

Iacking the same dystrophin gene product as is absent in DMD (Partridge

l-991-), survives the dystrophic insul-t and ultimately is able to compensate

through myoblast proliferation and regeneration to maintain a successful'

functional outcome (Anderson et aI., 1990; Anderson et al., 1988; Rojas &

Hoffman 1991; Carnwath & Shotton 1987). This is in marked contrast to the

boy with DMD, in which successful muscle repair ultimately fails and the
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resulting disease sequelae prove fatal (swash & schwartz I9a4)'

Recent reports have identified a specific muscle in the mdx mouse,

the diaphragm, which undergoes progressive fibrosis and deterioration

rather than the characteristic repair and regeneration of the skeletal

Iimb muscles in this model (stedman et âI., 1991; Dupont-Versteegden &

McCarter, Lggz). This observation raises the interesting and perplexing

question ,,what mitogenic or repair factor(s) found in mdx skeletal

hindlimb muscle are compromised or absent in the diaphragm, making the

Iatter tissue susceptible to rampant fibrosis and degeneration?" This

study addresses the question through a comparison of immunogold

Iocalization of bFGF in normal and dystrophic (mdx) diaphragm skeletal

muscle tissue at the EM level. During the first phase of this project an

effective immunogold labelling protocol was developed to visualize bFGF in

c57BI ScSn control and mdx (dystrophic) muscle. In the second phase, a

bFGF labelling index (LI) was derived from observations and morphometric

data (gotd particles per micrometer2) and the populations of muscle

precursor cells (myoblasts, satellite cells) and mononuclear non-myogenic

cells (fibroblasts, endothelial ceÌIs) were compared both within and

between the two muscle strains. Significant differences in the bFGF

Iabelling index (LI) might suggest a role for bFGF in promoting successful

myogenic repair following dystrophic insult'
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2.O }¡ORMAL SKELETAI STRIATED MUSCLE:

Normal skeletal muscle is composed of muscle cel-ls (myocytes or

myofibres) organized by connective tissue elements into groups of cells

which act in a coordinated fashion to generate mechanical force' MuscIe

represents the active component of the musculoskel-etal system' translating

electrical and chemical signals into mechanical energy essential for

movement, respiration, and the maintenance of body homeostasis" MuscIe

tissue compromises roughly 453 of the total human adult body weight, and

can be further identified as over 350 distinctly named muscles, often

occurring in pairs. MuscIe tissue may be further classified according to

structure as smooth, striated cardiac, or striated skeletal muscle, and

according to metabolic profile as fast glycolytic, slow oxidative or mixed

fast and slow.

2.I DeveloPment of Muscle:

2.1I orígin of Muscle:

Beginning at week three in human embryonic development, the paraxial

mesoderm differentiates in the longitudinal region adjacent to the

developing notochord and neural groove (Moore' l-989) ' By

gestationrtheparaxialmesodermhasbecomesegmentedinto

characteristic and distinct elevated blocks known as somites which

ultimately give rise to the dermis, skeleton, and skeletal muscle

(Johnson, l-989). Embryonic somites contain myotomal muscle primordia

which proliferate, differentiate, and migrate to ultimately form the

majority of trunk and rimb musculature. Mesoderm from the branchial

arches (head and neck primordia) differentiates into the muscles of

mastication (branchial arch I), facial expression (branchial arch II), and

pharynx/larynx (branchial arches IIf. Iv' and v). In situ condensation of

]ocal mesenchyme involves aggregation and differentiation of the myoblast

stem cell populations adjacent to the developing skeleton and was

previously thought to account for the origin of some distal extremity
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skeletal musculature (Moore, 1989)- More recent evidence suggestsf

however, that the myoblast precursor ceIIs migrate distally from the

somites, and differentiate in a progressive Iateral wave as the Iimb

elongates (olson et aI., Igg2). Nearly a1l myocytes therefore arise from

intraembryonic mesoderm, the exception being the ectodermally-derived

muscles of the iris.

2.L2 Development of Muscle Fibres:

Four principal stages of myogenesis occur as an animal matures,

beginning with commitment of undifferentiated presumptive myoblast-

mesenchymal cells to definitive myoblasts. upon commitment to distinct

myogenic cell lineagesf specific muscle contractile proteins are expressed

in either slow or fast isoforms, depending on the muscle, innervation'

hormonal status, J-ocation, species, and functional demands. This protein

expression continues throughout myogenesis within existing fibres and

results in the diversity of fibre type profiles evídent between different

muscles.

The four distinct stages of myogenesis include: i) formation of

myotomal myoblasts, myotubes, and fibres from myogenic precursor cells in

the somites, ii) formation of primary fibres in embryonic muscle prior to

the completion of morphogenesis, iii) formation of secondary fibres in the

embryonic and neonatal periods associated with rapid muscle growbh' and

iv) formation of regenerating or replacement fibres originating from

satellite myoblast cells during adult Iife. (stockdale et aI.' 1989). The

following paragraphs expand on these stages and define parameters which

are involved in defining muscle tissue at each stage'

The premyoblast cell originates as an undifferentiated mesenchymal

cell with a ruffled border and containing typical cellular organelles such

as ER, ribosomes, Golgi, mitochondria. and nucleus. This "presumptive

myoblast', retracts its cellular processes to become spindle shaped,

miqrates out from the myotome region of the somites' and divides' It
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and/or its daughter ceIIs are somitic and differentiate into the striated

muscle cell lineage (Boettiger et al., 1989). The definitive myoblast,

arising postmitotically. is characterized by the synthesis and

íntracerrurar accumuration of actin and muscre specific proteins including

myosin, troponin, tropomyosin, and alpha-actinin (Stockdale' 1989;

Johnson, l-989). ultrastructurally the myoblast is characterized by a

prominent, central, oval nucleus with an enlarged nucleolust many free-

floating ribosomes and Golgi, glycogen granules, a well-developed rough

endoplasmic reticulum, and a few globular mitochondria (Johnson' 1-989)'

the myoblast develops muscle-specific membranous channels and compartments

including the sarcoplasmic reticulum (sR) and T-tubules which form the

muscle triad (Jorgenson, personal communication). Myoblasts express

muscle-specific intermediate filament proteins desmin and H36+ just prior

to the onset of terminal differentiation, suggesting or indicating that a

specific myoblast phenotype exists even prior to the onset of terminal

differentiation (Kaufman, 1989)

The myoblasts, having withdrawn from the cell-cycIe under signals

from muscle regulatory genes including MyoD and myogenin (Beilharz et aI"

L992¡olsonetâI.,199].),aggregateandinitiatesynthesisofthe

contractile proteins actín and myosin. Actin and myosin myofilaments

initially accumulate in an apparently random fashion within the myoblast

cytôplasm and become distributed loosely in sheets beneath the plasma

membrane. Eventually these myofilaments are assembled as parallel

aggregates of thin and thick filaments, during which time, the myocyte

becomes bipolar and elongated. The myocyte represents a mono-nucleated

intermediate stage in myogenesis: although Z-line formation has begun to

anchor the actin filaments no clearly discernable sarcomere patterns are

yet visible.

The fusion of the juxtaposed plasma membranes of several adjacent

myocytes results in the formation of the definitive syncytial primary

myotube. As the primary myotubes mature, they undergo a reversible change
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in cellular phenotype known as modulation in which a series of changes

occur within the myoblast cytoarchitecture (Johnson, 1989)' However' some

myoblasts continue to proliferate into a second population. As the

skeletal muscle anlage forms, the primary myotubes mature, and then the

secondary population of myoblasts collect at the muscle to form secondary

myotubes (Cox & Buckingham, L9921 -

Initially the myofilament proteins of the contractile apparatus are

localized. to the periphery of the myotubes, and a core region is evident'

comprised of central nuclei, mitochondria, and many glycogen granules. T-

tubules develop as the myotube plasma membrane invaginates and

concurrently the sarcoplasmic reticulum cisterns differentiate from the

endoplasmic reticulum. The central myotube nuclei begin to migrate to

subsarcolemmal positions as the ribosomes arrange into multiple long

chains. With polymerization, the actin and myosin myofilaments orient

Iongitudinally within the existing myotube and become organized into a

regular array (sarcomere) that increases the myotube's functional

efficiency in generating a contraction (Johnson, 1989). Mitochondria

become elongated and also orient paralIeI to the long axis of the

developing sarcomeres. New sarcomeres are added resulting in lengthening

of individual myofibril-s. Differentiation continues and an external

lamina appears around each fibre, later to become associated with the

appearance of collagen fibres.

A variety of fibre phenotypes may ultimately be manifest, depending

upon the activation of specific genes that encode for unique isoforms of

myofibrillar proteins, ATP-generating enzymes and acetylcholine receptors

(Stockdate et âI, 1989, Kaufman & Foster, l-989). Cox and Buckingham

(Lgg2), in their study on mouse skel-etal muscle development, concluded

that there are complex changes in the pattern of contractile protein gene

expression at both the RNA and protein Ievels that transcriptionally

reguLate actin and myosin production.

The sarcolemma is the limiting membrane of an individual fibre and
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is covered by an amorphous external Iamina. Between the plasma membrane

and the external lamina of myotubes, skeletal muscle myoblasts identified

as satellite cells are evident (Moss & Leblond, 1977). These cells are

corffnitted to the muscl-e Iineage, and become dormant in normal intact

muscle once growth has ceased. Satellite ceIIs appear as spindle-shaped

mononuclear cells with an ovoid nucleus, highly condensed peripheral

heterochromatin, a thin rim of cytoplasm containing few and rudimentary

cell organelles, and usually have no myofilaments. The prevalence of

satellite ceIIs evident in mature healthy striated muscle typically

decl-ines with increasing age as a percentage of total muscle nuclei on a

perfibrebasis,andalthoughtheyretaintheabilitytodivideand

differentiate into muscle' a decreased proliferative potential has been

demonstrated with age(reviewed in caplan et al., 1988). Satellite ceII

proliferation and fusion into myotubes plays a vital role in skeletal

muscle repair and regeneration (Schmalbruch 1-976¡ reviewed by OnteII'

:)74). By comparison, mature striated cardiac muscle has no satell-ite

cells and cannot proliferate in response to injury'

Intrinsic myonuclei of mature skeletal muscle fibres cannot divide

since only satellite cells have that potential. Growth results instead

from an increase in the number and/or sLze of individual myofibres

depending upon the stage of development of the particular muscle,

proêesses which are completed with the proliferation and fusion of

satellite celIs into new muscle. Most skeletal muscle fibres are in place

at birth (Moore, 1989). Prenatal growth to the muscles or to older fibres

occurs primariJ-y as an increase in the number of myofibres present in a

given muscle, although not aII embryonic muscle fibres persist until birth

(Moore, 1989). From birth through the first year of life the size and to

a smaller extent, the number of the myofibers increases to accompany rapid

skeletal growth. From this point on the actual numbers of myofibers

remain very nearty constant. Norma} muscle fibres increase in size with

maturation from l-6 microns diameter at 1 year-of-age to 40 microns in
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díameter at 10 years-of-age. Adult muscle fibre size is achieved by 12 to

15 years-of-age and ranges in men from 40-80 microns and in women from

30-70 microns in diameter (Swash & Schwartz, 1984) '

Muscle hypertrophy, or an increase in the size of fibres, results

when increasing numbers of myofilaments are formed and the overall fibre

diameter increases (Moore, l-989). Hypertrophy may also occur when nuclei

generated from satellite ceII division, fuse with parent fibres, The

interplay of the two processes (myofil-amenL expansion and nuclear

expansion) during hypertrophy is limited by the sLze of local nuclear

domains along the tength of a fibre, within which nuclei are able to

regulate protein synthesis. sketetal muscle will differentiate and

develop in the absence of innervation but innervation is criticaL to the

final maturation of normal skeletal muscle activity and strength or force

generation.

2.2 Mature Skeletal Muscle Structure:

Mature muscle fibres (myofibers) are eÌongated, cylindrical,

multinucteated "giant" cell-s. In healthy tissue myofibers appear

unbranched with conical or semiconical ends. l"fuscle fibres average 1 to

40 millimetres in length (up to 30 cm)rand l-o to l-00 micrometers in width

(Juirqueira et âI, l-989). Factors including â9e, sex' nutritional and

hormonal status, and physical training account for the variation in

diameter evident between specific muscl-e fibres. Individual muscles

typically conslst of a muscle beIly, the contractile portion, which tapers

to ends attached by connective tissue tendons via Sharpey's fibres to

bone. Fibre branching is rare and normal only at sites of tendon

insertion or as a response to vrork-induced hypertrophy following training.

In healthy mature skeletal muscle tissue regenerating and necrotic fibres

are al-so rare.

À4uscle fibres are enclosed in a fine connective tissue layer known
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as the endomysium, composed of mainly external Iamina and reticular

fibres. Muscle fibres are regularly arranged in small, variable sized

Eroupings known as fascicles. Each fascicle in turn is surrounded by a

fibrous connective tissue perimysium, which originates as thin septa

extending inward from the external epimysium. Multiple fascicles make up

an individual muscle which is covered by the thick external dense

connective tissue layer of epimysium or fascia. The ensheathing

connective tissue layers play a vital role in the alignment of the

mechanical transmission of forces generated by contracting muscle cells'

As weII, the internal layers provide a route between and parallel to the

muscle fibres for the dense capillary and lymphatic network to run

(Junqueira et â1, ]-989). Myofibers are each supported in a stroma

consisting of cotlagen, reticular and elastic fibres, fibroblasts, mast

ceIIs" and histiocytes which populates the interstitium between fibres'

Transverse sections of healthy, intactr mature human skeletal

muscle tissue are characteristically polygonal with multiple peripheral

nuclei. Fat and fibrous tissue may be evident interfasicularly in small

amounts with thicker fibrous pLanes expected near sites of fibre insertion

on internal tendons. Fatty tissue is uncommon within fascicles but may

occur in greater amounts in the larger interfasicular boundaries. within

fascicles, fatty tissue should not infiltrate or replace individual muscle

fibîes. with aging, the endomysium thickens slightly but this causes only

a slight separation between adjacent muscle fibres'

Myonuclei are ovoid, typically elongated along the same axis as the

myofibre. They are bound by a double membrane, demonstrate prominent

nucleoli, contain heterochromatin and euchromatin, and are peripheral in

location in the fibre, between the sarcolemma and the contractile

myofibrils.Inhealthymatureskeletalmuscle'upto3to5%of

myonuclei are centrally placedr due to the previous repair of muscle

injured by normal use and exercise. MuItiple central myonuclei, a hallmark

of regenerated muscle tissue in mouse and man' are most evident in damaged
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or pathological tissue such as DMD (Karpati et aI'' 1988)'

The muscle ceII cytoplasm or Sarcoplasm contains numerous

mitochondria, glycogen granules, myoglobulin, and myofibrillar inclusions'

Most organelles and much of the non-contractile sarcoplasm lies adjacent

to the nuclear poles along the sarcolemma. The sarcoplasm also contains

long, cylindrical protein myofilaments organized into bundles known as

myofibrils. The exact number of myofibrils in each muscle fibre varies'

The contractile myofilaments are in turn composed of two major types: a

thin (6nm diameter) actin myofilament and a thick (16nm diameter) myosin

myofilament. Actin and myosin filaments lie parallel to the long axis of

the myofibrils and account for 55t of the total protein of striated

muscle: the remaining 35? includes alpha-actinin, tropomyosin, troponin

polypeptide complexes, and many cytoskeletal proteins including dystrophin

(see section 3.3) and dystrophin-associated glycoprotein (DAP) (Ervasti et

âI., 1990).

Myosinfilamentsarel.6micrometerslongandoccupythecentral

portion of the sarcomere. Myosin is a complex protein made up of six

different polypeptides; two identical heavy chains which twist together

and 2 pairs of light chains (Ganong, l-989) ' Myosin molecules are

asymmetrical rods with tiny projections or "heads" found at one end of

each heavy chain. Each myosin filament seen by EM is composed of several

hundred myosin molecules arranged by an overlapping of the rod-Iike

portions of the individual myosin molecules, and demonstrating six rows of

heads. The heads are arranged in pairs at intervals of 14.3 nm along

the length of the filament with each pair precisely rotated in relation to

the previous. The myosin heads are globular and contain a site which

binds and hydrolyses ATP. The head of the myosin molecule and a portion of

its rod-Iike base form cross-bridges between the thin and thick filaments

in the regions where the two filaments overlap in the sarcomere' During

isotonic contraction, the cross bridges are the force producing element,

and their ',rowing,, acts to slide actin filaments attached along myosin
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rods to shorten the muscle.

Actin is composed of two strands of globular actin molecules

polymerized and twisted into a double helix which form filamentous actin"

Each globular actin monomer contains a binding site for myosin' In cross

section at the ultrastructure level, 6 actin filaments may be found in a

hexagonal array surrounding each myosin filament in the sarcomere region

of actin- myosin overlaP.

Tropomyosinmoleculesareabout40nminlengthandcontaintwo

polypeptide chains twisted in an al-pha helix form (Junqueria' 1989). The

mofecules bind head-to-taiI to form tropomyosin filaments that run along

the outer grooves of the actin filaments. Troponin is in fact a complex

of three distinct proteins: TnT, which binds firmly to tropomyosin; Tnc,

which binds to calcium ions; and TnI which inhibits the interaction

betvreen actin and myosin. Each troponin complex is bound to one specific

site on the tropomyosin molecule, which in turn spans seven globular-actin

molecules. The unit formed by this combination of actin, tropomyosin, and

troponin is known as a "thin" filament'

Longitudinally myofilaments are arranged into a Iinear unit of

contraction known as a sarcomere, visible at the Iight microscopic (LM)

Ievel. Sarcomeres may vary in length depending upon the state of

contraction (1.8 nm maximally contracted to 3.8 nm fully relaxed) in width

from .5 to 1.0 nm- (*1) Perpendicular to the long axis of the myofibril'

distinct bands or lines are evident within the sarcomere resulting from

the specific arrangement of actin and myosin filaments' The chain-like

arrangement of individual sarcomeres in series with each other and in

register with adjacent myofibrils results in distinct continuous bands,

evident at the LM level, which serve as useful reference points and give

rise to the term striated muscle.

An individual sarcomere is demarcated by the Z-Iine or z-disk at

either end. The z-Iine contains the protein alpha- actinin which anchors

one end of each thin filament perpendicuLar to the z-Iine. Alpha actinin
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serves to maintain the specific spatial distribution of each thin filament

as it projects into the middle of the sarcomere and is thought to play an

important role with desmin (an intermediate filament protein) in binding

adjacent sarcomeres together. Actin filaments exhibit reverse polarity on

opposing sides of the Z-line'

The Ï-Bands (isotropic), contain thin filaments and connectin

anchoring proteins, and are found on each side of the z-Iine' The overall

length of the I-band is determined by the phase of contraction: with

muscle shortening it becomes reduced as the thin filaments are drawn

towards the centraL M-Iine in the myosin filament. The A-band

(anisotropic) is found in the mid-sarcomere region and has a fixed length

of approximately 1.6 nm. The A-band denotes the position of the thick

myosin filaments and lies between I-bands where thin filaments do not

overlap thick filaments. At higher magnification, a paler central region

of the A-band known as the H-band and darker peripheral portion, where the

thick and thin filaments overlap become evident. The H-band contains only

the myosin molecule shafts and is in turn bisected by a thin M-Iine' The

M-Iine marks the centre of the sarcomere and demarcates the region where

laterar connections are made between adjacent thick firaments (Junqueria'

r.989 ) .

Muscle ceIIs contain specialized smooth endoplasmic reticulum' In

strl-ated muscle this sarcoplasmic reticulum (sR) consists of a network of

anastomosing membrane-Iimited tubules and cisternae which surround each

myofibril and regulate calcium ion f1ow. calcium ions, sequestered in the

sR cisternae are released folLowing neurally mediated cell depolarization'

calcium binds to troponin (Tnc) and allows bridging between actin and

myosin. when membrane depolarization ends' the calcium ions are activefy

transported back into the sR cisternae and contraction ceases'

From the periphery of the muscle fibre. the sarcolemma invaginates

and penetrates to encircle the A/I junctions of each sarcomere in every

myofibril (Junqueria, 1989). This invagination, known as the transverse
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tubule or T-tubule system allows for rapid transmission of the surface-

initiated depolarization signal to aII myofibrils, essential for uniform

skeletal muscle contraction. Adjacent to each T-tubule at the A/f

junctions are the expanded terminal cisternae of the sR' The combination

of 2 terminal cisternae and one intervening T-tubule is know as a triad'

The muscle triad transmits the neurally-derived depolarization signal at

the sarcolemma via the T-tubule system to the sR cisternae to stimulate

the release of calcium from the sR and the initiation of muscle

contraction. The triad also regulates the subsequent calcium sequestering

by the SR to relax the contractile apparatus'

Specialized connections or synapses known as a myoneural or

neuromuscular junction occur between the sarcolemma of skeletal muscle

fibresandtheterminalboutonsofamotorneuron.contractionis

initiated through a complex chain of events in which the axon terminal

transmits chemical signals in synaptic vesicles of acetylcholine across

the junction, resulting seguentially in depolarization of the muscle

motor end plate, sarcol-emma and T-tubules, resulting in calcium reLease'

ultimately depolarization triggers the binding of myosin filament heads to

actin, resulting in the movement of actin filaments towards the centre of

each sarcomere. This movement generates the production of energy and

results in the shortening of the r band, the sarcomere, the myofibrils in

the fibre, and the entire muscle in turn. when calcium is resequestered

by the sR, binding of myosin heads to actin filaments is once again

inhibited and the sarcomere returns to its longer resting length'

AII human striated muscle contains encapsulated sensory receptors

known as muscle spindles which act to relay information on dynamic and

static proprioception. Muscle spindtes are typically 1-.5 nm long and are

comprised of 2 Eo 2O specialized myofibers (intrafusal fibres) contained

within a fluid-filled connective tissue capsule. The intrafusal fibres

have accumulated nuclei in their equatorial regions. one or tvro longer'

thicker Nuclear Bag intrafusal fibres may be distinguished by their
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distinct nuclear swetlings from the shorter, thinner nuclear chain

intrafusal fibres. Both types of intrafusal fibres detect changes in the

tength of the extrafusal rnuscle fibres and have distinct roles to play in

the adjustment of muscle length and tension.

Muscle spindles occur typically close to neurovascular bundles in an

interfasicular plane. Neurovascular bundles contain small arteries and

veins in addítion to myelinated and non-myeì-inated nerve fibres. The

diameter of the neurovascular bundles varies, but each nerve innervates a'

specific number of muscle fibres caII a motor unit. Small arterioles,

venules, and perimysial capillaries (typically 2 to 5) surround each

muscle fibre.

Motor endplates or myoneural junctions are found on each mature

muscle fibre within the perimysiaL connective tissue. The neural and

muscle components of the neuromuscular junction are separated by a

specialized synaptic cleft. The dilated neural axon terminal bouton

consists of short axonal expansions overlain by Schwann celI cytoplasm'

The axonal expansions contain numerous mitochondria and clear synaptic

vesicles, the latter containing the neurotransmitter acetylcholine.

Acetylcholine (ACH) is Iiberated from the synaptic vesicles following the

arrival of an action potential at the motor end-plate' and diffuses across

the synaptic cleft. It then binds to ACH receptors in the sarcolemma of

the post-synaptic junctional folds. Through a series of interactions, the

binding of the ACH transmitter causes a membrane depolarization which is

ultimately propagated along the surface of the muscle ceII and deep into

the fibres by the T-tubule system. This in turn results in the release of

calcium ions and initiates the muscle contraction cycle. Motor endplates

are not often seen in routine muscle biopsies as they are typically

localized to specific regions along the length of the fibres in a muscle.

In sunìmaryr normal, mature skeletal muscle is characterized

histologically by the following features: homogeneous, polygonal fibres

in fasicles on cross section, striated fibres on longitudinal sectionr
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tissue infiltration'

inflammatory ceIls.
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nuclei, little intrafasicul-ar connective or fatty

substantial vascularization, and minimal numbers of

2.3 Size and Fibre Typing of Skeletal Muscle:

SkeÌetal muscle fibres may be typed according to myoglobin content'

the number of mitochondria, and contraction speed. Different fibre types

are found in a mosaic distribution pattern across a given muscle, and in

human muscfe fibres the types are intermingled. Tvpe I fibres, also known

as ,,red,, or "slow-twitch" fibres, are fatigue resistant and capable of

prolonged, vigorous activity (Junqueria. 1989). They predominate in

muscles in which sustained contraction is important and demonstrate a slow

steady response to stimulation and then slow relaxation. Significant

guantities of myoglobin, cytochrome and mitochondria are evident in Type

I muscles, which predominate in postural and Iower limb muscles' An

example of a Type I muscle referred to in this study is the hindlimb

soleus muscle of the mouse.

Tvpe II or "white", "fast twitch" fibres are larger¡ glycolytic and

exert a brief , rapid, phasic contraction and show rapid fatigue' They

cannot support continuous heavy work but produce more force than slow-

twitch fibres (Junqueriq, l-989). Type II fibres can be further subtyped

into 4 classifications: Type II-4, II-8, II-C, II-M' and II-X depending

upon the type of myosin heavy chain present usually by staining with

immunohistochemical techniques. Type II fibres predominate in extraocular

and in upper limb and hand muscles. The extensor digitorum longus (EDL)

hindlimb muscle in the mouse is an example of a muscle which has

predominateJ-Y TYPe II fibres.

The majority of human striated skeletal muscle is composed of

mixtures of Type I I Type II and intermediate fibre types, its

differentiation into a particular muscle type being influenced in part by

its innervation (Junqueria, 1989). The relative proportions of different
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training andfibre types are under
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genetic influences, the
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effects

1984 ) .
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3 . DUCIÍENNE MUSCT'LAR DYSTROPHY ¡

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy (DMD) is the most cornmon form oi

muscular dystrophy in humans, a class of genetic disorders of muscle

characterized by progressive degenerative changes in skeletal muscle

fibres. segmental myofibre necrosis occurs, and is followed by fibre loss

and consequent ,,attempts" at regeneration which fail to supply enough new

fibres to prevent the advancing course of the disease. concomitant with

the loss of muscle fibres is the progressive proliferation and

infiltration of fibrotic and adipose tissue into muscle fasicles (Rojas &

Hof fman l-991-). Uttimately DMD proves lethal'

DMD was first formally described in the mid 1800's by Duchenne de

Bologne who noted a progressive disease of muscle weakness that led to

death by age 20 in affected males. others believe that pictorial

representations of boys afflicted with muscular dystrophy date back to

earlyEgyptianandtheMiddleAgeperiodsinhistory.Itwasonly

recently that abnormalities of the dystrophin gene (see section 3'3) were

implicated in the etiology of DMD (Hoffman et al', 7987)'

3.1- Clinical Manifestations of DMD:

Considerable variability in the clinical manif estation of Dl'fD

exists. This arises as the disease affects primarily or possibly

secondarily a variety of tissues including skeletal muscle, cardiac and

smooth muscle, brain tissue, and some visceral organs (Emery' 1989)'

progressive symptomatology experienced by the DMD population is

multisystemic involving respiratory, cardiac, musculoskeletal' and

gastrointestinal sYstems.

Skeletal- muscle involvement is pronounced in Dl'lD and rampant muscle

fibre degeneration, connective tissue infiltration, and proliferation of

fatty tissue are hatlmarks of the disease process. skeletal muscle

weakness usually is evident in the large proximal muscles of the lower

limbs. Involvement of the hip and knee extensors is soon accompanied by
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weakness of the pelvic girdle. By 3 to 5 years of age the boy with DMD

demonstrates difficulty in climbing stairs, running, and in rising from

the floor (Carpenter & Karpati, 1984). Delayed motor milestones become

progressively prominent. and the DMD boy demonstrates frequent falls and

eventually difficulty walking, maintaining a broad-based waddling gait.

Gower,s manoeuvre, a characteristic clinical sign in the DMD population,

becomes evident as D¡,fD boys must raise themselves f rom the f loor to

standing by compensatory upper Iimb pushing, climbing up their legs due

to proximal leg muscle weakness (Korenyi-Both, 1983). As the disease

progresses, the feet and shoulder girdle also become involved, but

typically to a lesser extent. Pseudohypertrophy of the calves, deltoids,

and serratus anterior results, as increased connective and fatty tissue

replace muscÌe bulk. Often severe myofibre atrophy in muscle biopsies and

clinical muscle weakness are evident despite the external appearance of

well-developed, robust musculature. Contractures in the AchiIIes tendon'

force the boys into a compensatory and less stable tiptoe gait which in

turn, reinforces an excessively lordotic Iumbar posture and marked

postural distortions resuLt (Carpenter & Karpati' 1984) '

Between 9 and 1-2 years of age, the DMD child faces the "wheelchair

crisis stage". Walking ceases to be a . functional and safe method of

ambulation and the child begins to become dependent upon a wheelchair.

This results in a cascade of further complications, brought on in part by

physical inactivity. The development of contractures accelerates, notably

involving the tensor fascia lata and calf muscles (Carpenter & Karpati'

l-984). Scoliosis and significant back pain become a major concern, and

rapid progressian in the degree of musculoskeletal weakness, deformity and

discomfort experienced is common following confinement to a wheelchair.

SpinaI fusion done prophylactically and customized seating and positioning

units often prove necessary for the support and comfort of many mid-to-

Ìate stage DMD patients (Colbert & Curranf l-991-) '

Abnormalities in the vascular and skeletal systems such as decreased
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peripheral circulation and reduced bone density have been noted, likely as

a result of both the disease itself and secondary to the decreased muscle

strain important in maintenance of bone strength. The extraocular and

majority of the craniofacial muscles demonstrate no functional impairment

(carpenter & Karpati, 1984) although progressive weakness and contractures

of the masseter and pharyngeal muscles may be evident during the late-

stage of the disease Process.

lnvolvement of the cardiac muscle has been noted by several authors'

Korenyi-Both (1983) noted the presence of ECG abnormalities both with and

without cardiac symptoms in the DMD population. Emery (L989) reported

frequent persistent sinus tachycardia and arrhythmias in DMD boys and the

tendency of the postero-basal part of the outer-free wall of the left

ventricl-e to be particularly affected by fibrosis. chamberlain et aI'

(1989) reported that death may result from the cardiac arrhythmias

evident, although carpenter & Karpati ( 1984) report that cardiac

symptomology usual-ly occurs in the late stages of the disease process when

significant compromise is evident in many tissues, most noteabJ-y those

involved with respiration. colbert & curran (l-991-) in a study of 30 late-

stage, ventilator-dependent young men with DMD cited primary or secondary

cardiac complications as the most common cause of patient death' They

also noted that 70 to 8Ot of this population experienced significant and

distressing chronic respiratory insufficiency in addition to severe

gastrointestinal symptoms -

Studies of the gastrointestinal tract in DMD patients demonstrated

marked variation in muscle fibre srze, atrophy and loss of smooth muscle

fibres, and regions of pronounced fibrosis (Emery' l-989)' Difficulties

chewing and/or swallowing, gastrointestinal malabsorption¡ constipation'

abdominal discomfort, hal-itosis and obesity are frequently reported as

secondary but not inconsequential problems for this population (Colbert &

Cì..rrran, L99l- ) .

CNS involvement has been suggested, due to a 30ts incidence of non-
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progressive mental retardation and learning disabilities evident in boys

with DMD (Hoffman, Bertelson, & Kunkel, 1989 ) , where scores of

intelligence rank one deviation below the normal mean (Emery' 1989)'

Atthough the intellectual impairment is stightr a normal distribution with

a mean 2O points lower than unaffected sibtings was noted by Korenyi-Both

(1983), suggesting an organic basis to the retardation. Leibowitz &

Dubowitz (1981-) reported that the reduction in intelligence score affected

verbal more than performance scores' and was not related to either the

extent of physical disabiJ-ity or a lack of educational opportunities. No

significant pathology has been determined at autopsy to date which could

account for this intellectual impairment (Emery' l-989), although known

dystrophin deficiencies within the cNS are IikeIy implicated.

Uttimately the disease sequelae prove fatal, and l5Z of the DMD

population dies before 2L yeats-of-age, usually from cardio-respiratory

complications (Swash & Schwartz, J-984). Survival- beyond 3O years-of-age

is unusuaÌ, and then only since the advent of Iife support systems'

3.2 Inheritauce of DMD:

Duchenne Muscular Dystrophy is an X-linked recessive disorder, with

the trait carried on the short arm of the. X chromosome at þand Xp21. DÀID

affects l- in 4OO0 male births, making it the second most coftìrnon single

gene disorder affecting man after cystic fibrosis (Emery l-989)- It is

estimated that L/3 of the boys affected represent new mutations (Swash &

Schwartz , L984r, the remainder affected by transmission from carrier

mothers. Both the very J-arge size of the DMD gene and non-equal crossing

over during meiosis, caused by specific homologous sequences in the

dystrophin giene, have been given as possible explanations for this high

mutation rate (van Essen et âI., I992r. HaIf of the male offspring of

carrier mothers develop the fuII clinicat DMD syndrome; hal-f the female

offspring wiII be carriers. Female carriers themselves typically show no

overt clinical signs of DMD, although a few carriers with X-autosome
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translocations manifest the disease and demonstrate hypertrophied calves,

slight-to-severe proximal weakness, raised CK levels, and a mosaic pattern

of dystrophin positive and negative fibres (Carpenter & Karpati, ]-984'

R.ojas & Hof fman 1991) .

3.3 The DMD Gene:

The DMD gene, first identified by Hoffman et aI. (1987)/ spans

approximately 2.5 million base pairs of the X chromosome (Rojas & Hoffman'

1991) and is ten times larger than any other gene characterized to date

(Hoffman, Bertelson, & Kunkel, l-989). This unusually Iarge target size

for possible mutagenic agents is hypothesized to explain the high

spontaneous mutation rate (3Ot) evident in the DMD population (Monaco

& Kunkel t987i Rojas & Hoffman, 1991). DNA probes around the site of the

breakpoint have been generated and to identify the DMD gene as having

approximately 70 exons (Rojas & Hoffman, 1997) and a mean size for introns

of 35 kb (Koenig et aI 1-987 ¡ Emery, L989).

At least sixty-five percent of affected boys demonstrate

submicroscopic gene deletions of DMD cDNA with a high degree of

heterogeneity of the specific exons deleted (Bartlett et al. r1988;

Emeryr:-g}g¡ Hoffman et aI.,1989). Duptication mutations have been found

in 5 to 6 I of Duchenne patients (Hu et a1., 1990) and the remaining 3OB

are presumed to have point mutations (Rojas & Hoffman' 1991). Hoffman

further identified "hot spots" for the initiation of the DMD mutation.

Monaco et aI. (L988) noted, however, that the size of the actual gene

deletion does not appear to correlate with the clinical phenotype- What

is imporLant is important whether the deletion causes a reading frame

shift, to result in truncated, non-functional dystrophin (DMD) or not

(Becker Muscular Dystrophy, BMD) (Hoffman et al., l-989). Partial gene

duplications and point mutations have been identified in both Duchenne and

Becker type muscular dystrophies. Arahata et aI. (L99L), while supporting
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the reading frame hypothesis, provided evidence that the carboxy-terminaL

domain plays a key role in correct dystrophin function in the

cytoskeleton.

3.4 Dystrophin- The Missing Gene Product:

The characteristic protein product of the D¡lD gene has been called

dystrophin. Dystrophin was originatly presented as an "intracellular'

plasma-membrane-associated, Iarge molecular weight, Iow abundance'

cytoskeletal protein present in nearly equal levels in aIl types of

terminally differentiated myogenic celIs" (Hoffman et âI., 1987).

Dystrophin is a very large protein with a molecular mass of 42O kD

subdivided into four domains which have similarities with other muscle

cytoskeletal proteins such as spectrin and alpha-actinin. Dystrophin is

present in very small amounts in normal skeletaL muscle. lt is thought to

account for l-ess than O.OO2% of the total striated muscle protein ox 2*

of the plasma membrane fraction protein (Hoffman et aI., 1987 ) and to play

primarily a structural rather than enzymatic role (Rojas & Hoffman, I99I¡

KeIIy et al., 1992).

Subcellular localization studies have confirmed the distribution of

dystrophin along the intracellular face of the plasma membrane in striated

and smooth skeletal muscle (Hoffman, 1987¡ Sugita et af., 1988; Eft€rlr

l_9e9), synaptic regions of neurons (Miikw et aI., 1989; Miyatake et aI-,

1990), neuromuscular junctions especially in the postjunctional folds

(Huard et aI.. 1-gg2), and myotendon junctions (shimizu et âI. , l-989) .

Dystrophin has also been detected in cardiac and smooth muscle though to

a lesser extent, and in renal, cerebral cortical, Iung tissue (Chelly et

â1., l_988) and the spinal cord (chamberlain et aI., 1989). Yaffe et aI.

(l-989) Iocalized DMD mRNA in small quantities in the spleen, brain, J-ung,

and testis of the rat, suggesting different mRNAs in the brain and in

muscle may result from alternative initiation of transcription. There are

now approximately 11 isoforms of dystrophin described which confirm the
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alternative splicing during transcription. In skeletal muscle, expression

of the D¡,fD gene is thought to occur following myoblast stem ceII fusing

and differentiation into myotubes (Miranda et al., 1990). Hoffman (1988)

also reported DMD gene expression in a neuron population in celL culture,

though not by any celI type found in the peripheral circulation.

Initial studies of muscle tissue Iocalized dystrophin in close

association with muscle triads and the T-tubule system in particular

(Hoffman et aI. 1989). Later however, Zlubrzycka-Gaarn et aI' (1989, 1991)

proposed a role for dystrophin associated with the sarcolemma rather than

with triads. They propose that dystrophin anchors internal cytoskeletal

elements to the surface membrane, thereby strengthening the sarcolemma

itself. Subsequent ultrasLructural studies (CuIlen et al', 1990; Petrof

et al", in press) confirmed the subsarcolenunal rather than the triad

localization, and proposed that the primary function of dystrophin is to

provide mechanical reinforcement and protection to the sarcolemma during

stresses induced by muscle contraction. Dystrophin is bound to the plasma

membrane by strong interactions with other intrinsic membrane proteins,

acting as a member of a larger family of cytoskeletal proteins, including

DAp, alpha- actinin and spectrin with which it displays structural- and

sequence similarities (Rojas & Hoffman, 1991). Dystrophin accumulations

have also been correlated with accumulations of desmin in striated and

smooth muscle cells and neuromuscular junctions in various species (Huard

et aI., Lgg2',. Petrof et aI (in press) propose two distinct mechanisms

whereby dystrophin impacts sarcolemmal stability during muscle

contraction. In the first instance he proposes that the interaction of

dystrophin with structural elements known to exert tension upon the

sarcolemma, helps to distribute the mechanical forces associated with

contraction over a broader membrane area. Alternately or additionally'

the presence of a dystrophin-associated glycoprotein (DAP) complex which

spans the sarcolemma, may protect the sarcolemma by transmitting

mechanicaL forces across and beyond the membrane to the extracell-ular
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matrix as well.

Immunoblot, immunoflourescent and immunohistochemical techniques

found dystrophin to be absent in DMD skeletal muscle even in preclinical

cases (Emery 1989, Hoffman et aL 1989), which was confirmed in the mdx

mouse model of DMD (Anderson et âI., 1990). Together these studies

conclusively demonstrate that classic DMD is caused by a marked deficiency

of the carboxy terminal of dystrophin in skeletal muscle (reviewed by

Rojas & Hoffman, 1991).

3.5 Effects of Dystrophin Deficiency:

The exact mechanism by which dystrophin deficiency causes DMD

remains uncertain. Hoffman (1989) speculated that dystrophin, being

involved in maintaining sarcolemmal integrity, regulates intra-cellular

levels of calcium. The total calcium content of dystrophic muscle fibres

appears elevated (reviewed in Hollingworth et aI., 1990) with the large

influxes of calcium ions potentially resulting in striated myofibre

hypercontraction and necrosis, visceral and vascular defects (secondary to

smooth muscle fibre involvement), and possible neuronal defects (Hoffman'

l_9g9 ) " Haws and Lansman (1991- ) f ound the normal deveJ-opmental down-

regulation of mechanosensitive calcium channels Iacking in dystrophin-

deficient (mdx) murine skeletal muscle, and support the notion that

alteration of mechanisms which regulate the expression of functional

channels may be an early step in the dystrophic process. These

observations have not been supported by more recent work which contends

that mechanicat instability of the membrane due to dystrophin deficiency

is the etiology of mdx and tikel-y DMD dystrophy (Kelly et aI.f I992t.

Both the quantity and the quality of the dystrophin present are felt

to determine the clinical severity of the dystrophy that results from its

absence: the total absence of dystrophin results in the severe Duchenne

form of muscular dystrophy, while the presence of a truncated form of

dystrophin accounts for the milder clinical presentation of Becker
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Muscular Dystrophy (Hoffman, 19BB). A physiologicaJ- or biochemical

threshold may exist which must be crossed before a dystrophin deficient

myofibre is subject to necrosis (Hoffman et aI', 1989)'

Emery (1989) proposed that dystrophin deficiency in skeletal muscle

tissue results in altered cell surface membrane stability and altered cell

surface antigens. This in turn might render the muscle susceptible to T-

ceII attack resulting in damage to the muscle membrane and an influx of

calcium ions" If calcium-activated proteases were then enhanced, muscle

fibre necrosis and mitochondrial overload would foIlow, leading to

reductions in oxidative phosphorylation and cell death.

ThreecurrentworkinghypothesesreviewedbyRojasandHoffman

(1991) attempt to explain the effects of dystrophin dysfunction in DMD'

The first "Ieaky membrane" hypothesis proposes that the dystrophin

deficiency results in a non-specific instability of the plasma membrane'

Ieading to localized, transient rifts in the sarcolemma which allow for

unregulated passage of materials into and out of the celI (Hoffman, 1991-) '

Thispositionhasbeensupportedbyfindingswhichlocalizelarge

quantities of large molecules (creatine kinase and aldolase) outside the

cell and significant accumulations of serum albumin and calcium ions

intracellularly. The model- further proposes that many variables" in

addition to dystrophin-deficiency induced plasma membrane instability' are

involved and lead to calcium induced myofibre necrosis (Hoffman, 1991-).

The second hypothesis proposes that the dystrophin deficiency

causes a specific biochemical dysfunction of the associated integral

membrane proteins known to be anchored, localized, ot regulated by

dystrophin(Rojas&Hoffman,1991).Dystrophinformsacomplexwith

several glycoproteins of different molecular weights (35 kD' 43 kD, 50 kD,

and 156 kD) in the membrane (ErvasÈi et âI., 1990). V'Ihen absent,

dysfunction of the integral proteins results, which could allow abnormal

calcium ion homeostasis to play a central role in DMD pathogenesis.

specific dystrophin-associated glycoproteins become deficient when
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dystrophin (which keeps them in a non-random distribution) is lacking

(Ervastí et al. , 1990 ) .

Keller (:_gg2) refutes the involvement of calcium-activated proteases

and proposes instead that the lack of membrane stability results in a

susceptibiì-ity to work-induced injury and may be a key event Ieading to

cell death. This position, supported by campbell et at. (1989), Hutter et

aI. (1991), and Anderson et aI., (1993 in press), notes that dystrophin'

by stabilizing the plasma membrane and maintaining normal membrane folding

and flexibility, gives increased resistance to muscle contractile stresses

and protects againsL mechanical damage.

In reviewing a series of patch-clamp studies of dystrophic skeletal

muscle, Rojas & Hoffman (1991-) conclude that the observed increased

sensitivity of the membrane to the mechanicaf stresses (generated by the

patch-clamp) results from the dystrophin deficiency which affects normal

plasma membrane-cytoskeletal interactions. They also note that the

progressive fibrosis evident in Dl"fD may be in turn stimulated by leaking

myofibre cytoplasm and misdirected wound repair. Menke et aI. (1991-)

observed a reduced resistance to osmotic stress in mdx myotubes and muscle

fibres. More recent work (Petrof et aI., 19921 in which dystrophin

deficient mice demonstrated increased susceptibility to contraction-

induced sarcolemmal rupture, correlated to the magnitude of the mechanical

stress placed on the membrane during contraction, have supported the

proposition that a primary function of dystrophin is to provide mechanical

reinforcement to the sarcolemma.

McArdIe et al. (1991-) while refuting the notion that dystrophin-

deficient muscle is more susceptible to work induced damage, noted that

the release of intracellul-ar CK in vitro was greater in control than mdx

muscle following excessive contractile activity. They proposed that

dystrophin-deficiency influences instead, the activity of muscle membrane

phospholipase enzymes such as prostaglandin Er'
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3-6 Muscle pathology and regeneratiou in DMD:

MuscIe biopsies were routinely employed for diagnostic purposes

prior to the development of appropriate DNA used in PCR detection of DMD

gene deletions from Iymphocyte DNA. Characteristic changes, though not

specific to DMD , are evident in dystrophic muscle depending upon the stage

of the disease. The work of swash & schwartz (7984) and Carpenter &

Karpati (1984) outlined these changes in detail:

1) Early in the disease process, typically between years one to

five when the child is stilt ambulatory, hyaline fibres apPear in

transverse sections as darker, Iargerr and rounder than the normal

polygonal fibres evident in striated muscle. Hyaline fibres, thought to

result from segmental myofibril hypercontraction secondary to the absence

of dystrophin, have a glassy, homogeneous sarcoplasm and often show tears

in their cytoplasm. Longitudinal sections of hyatine fibres demonstrate

the absence of cross-striations in the hypercontracted segments.

2 ) Fibre necrosis appears during the early and middle stages of the

disease, spreading in a variable, Iongitudinal fashion to adjacent

components of the affected fibre. The transition zone between necrotic

and intact segments occurs at different l-eveIs, creating a staggered

appearance histologically. Necrotic fibres, found typical-ly in smalI

clusters of 3 to l-O fibresr are especiatly prevalent during the

preclinical stage of the disease. The fibres undergo a series of

characteristic changesr summarized beIow, and demonstrate peripheral

precipitations of calcium and a "ground glass" matrix appearance.

3) Significant macrophage infiltration of necrotic fibre segments

occurs and the fibre segments attract abundant numbers of macrophages by

an unknown chemotactic signal, possibly fibroblast growth factor (FGF).

phagocytosis of debris by macrophages both within the necrotic segment and

between muscl-e cells is marked

4) Regenerating fibres appear in small, basophilic clusters within

a fascicle in the early disease stage. They have a small cross-sectional
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axearvesicularcytoplasm,(cytochemicallyreactingwithribonucleic

acid) and large central or nonperipheral nuclei- Regenerating fibres are

often closely associated with endomysial inflammatory ceII infiltrates'

and fibres may demonstrate branching if regeneration results from

incomplete or aberrant fusion of myoblasts. Split fibres occur when

segments of multiple daughter fibres fuse. each with a distinct

sarcolemma, within one endomysial sheath. During the midstage of the

disease process, fibre splitting is most prominent, decJ-ining as the

diseaseprogresses.Thisalsowouldsuggestthataonceregenerated

myofibre is still subject to damage'

5 ) Hypertrophied fibres with tremendous variation in size appear in

the middle stage of DMD (years 6 - 1O), as marked muscl-e weakness and

pseudohypertrophy become evident. This means that "pseudohypertrophy"

must at one stage not be "pseudo" but real. Hypertrophic. rounded fibres

may range from the normal 10-40 to 235-250 micrometers in diameter, and

are distinct from hypercontracted fibres by the preservation of their

cross striations. Marked interfasicular and endomysial fibrosis may be

evident, independent from the integrity of any local muscle fibres' Type

I and lype II myofibres are both affected, although there is a larger

susceptibility of fast-twitch (than slow twitch) fibres to dystrophic

insult, perhaps related to the greater contraction speed and force

generation producing larger strain and perturbations of an unstable fibre

membrane (Webster et aI., l-988).

central nuclei are prominent in the majority of myofibers during the

middle stage of DMD. Central nucfei appear large and pale staining' and

demonstrate prominent nucleolir thought to indicate increased protein

production (Korenyi-Both, l-983). The accentric persistence of myonuclei

within the centre of regenerated myotubes in human and mouse skeletal

muscle enables their use as an effective index of muscle regeneration in

dystrophic tissues (Karpati and Carpenter, L984) ' As central nuclei

demonstrate the potential to ultimately migrate back to the periphery
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(Anderson, 1990) n this index must be interpreted with some care' Indeed

different counts of nuclear members rather than an index of fibre

centronucleation reveal different aspects of muscle regeneration

(Zacharias & Anderson, 1991).

From the mid to the later stages of DMD, muscle fibre hypertrophy'

though less obvious. continues. Bl-ood vessels continue to demonstrate a

normal distribution pattern and, Iike muscle spindLe fibres and

intramuscular nerve bundÌes, appear preserved through end stages in the

disease process. Thickening of the spindle capsule and enlargement of the

periaxial space maY be evident.

Significant collagen and adipose tissue infiltration occurs

concurrent to the progressive muscle cell loss- Eventually fat replaces

much of the muscle bulk and the interstitium of muscles becomes heavily

fibrotic. Prominent inflammatory ce]I infiltration, characteristic of the

earlier disease process, diminishes although macrophage clustering in and

around newly necrotic fibres persists. Actively dystrophic striated

skeletal muscle thus contains a combination of hypertrophic, atrophic'

necrotic and regenerating myofibres within a fatty and fibrous connective

tissue matrix that contains numerous inflanunatory celIs.

Limited fibre-type differentiation in DMD muscle has been

demonstrated through myofibril-Iar ATPase histochemistry. Type 2c fibres

occur commonly in D¡4D muscle, typically in small groupings, and may

represent a transitional myosin heavy chain (MHC) in undifferentiated

form. Adult maturation of fibre types is generally incomplete during the

mid to late clinical stages of DMD.

Discrete muscle pathology has been demonstrated in some carriers of

DMD. Muscle fibre hypertrophy, increased central nucleation, variability

in fibre sLze, fibre splitting, and occasional basophilic fibres are the

most common findings in this group (Dubowitz & Brooke, 1973). Other

carriers have presented clinically with features similar to severe DMD

althouqh the onset is usually delayed. This variation in clinical
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X chromosomes of the female carrier.
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different aIleles on the two

Following cell iniury or death, serum creatine kinase (cK) and

pyruvate kinase (pK) Ievels escalate after their release from damaged

myocytes. In DMD males, significantly elevated CK and PK levels. which

precede apparent clinicat manifestations, have proven useful as diagnostic

tools though not specific to DMD (Swash & Schwartz, 1984). In later

stages of the disease process however, the CK level does not correlate

with the severity of muscle damage as little intact muscle tissue remains

to release the enzymes.

MuscIe reqeneration subsequent to necrotic insult follows a series

of steps similar in nature to those described during embryonic and fetal

muscle development. As focal fibre necrosis spreads longitudinally along

individual myofibers, characteristic changes in the mitochondria'

myofibrils, and T-tubules ensue, resulting in the disrupted morphology

described previously. Pronounced macrophage infiltration and phagocytosis

of necrotic debris occurs within old external lamina tubes, which

eventually become rel-ined by regenerative myoblasts. Caplan et aI. (l-988)

noted macrophage infiltration precedes in vivo activation of these

myogenic celfs in damaged fibres. He speculated that the macrophagic

infiltration either removed a negative feedback influence on myogenic

cells during phagocytosis of damaged myofibre cytoplasm' or alternately'

provided an intrinsic positive stimulus triggering myogenic cellular

activation.

Myofibre regeneration is mediated by the proliferation of

mononuclear myoblasts (precursor or satellite cells) r which form a sparse

population (4 t) of the total peripheralty Iocated nuclei evident by liqht

microscopy. peripheral myonuclei (inside myofibres) are not thought to

divide (Moss & Leblond, tgTI; Stockdale, 1990) although there is one

supposed report of myonuclei activating for division (Naidoo ' 1-992l,.

Satellite ceJ-l populations, evident between the external lamina and the
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sarcolernma of a myofibre in normal muscle tissues (Mauro, 1961), appear to

be in a state of dynamic change. FoIlowing necrotic insult and macrophage

invasiorr, sateltite cells develop pseudopodia and demonstrate mass

migration to the outside of fibres within the external lamina' In some

instances, ceIIs are thought to migrate between muscles, their number

peaking at 18 to 24 hours post insuJ-t (reviewed in Macro et aI., 1988)'

This satel-Iite stem ceII migration, evident during and/or preceding a

myogenic regenerative response, is an integral component of the total

process (schultz et al., 19BB). The actual chemotactic signal employed to

guide the movement of satellite cells is however unknown, though growth

factors released from dying myofibers or the extracellular matrix have

been suggested to play a significant role (Kardami et al., 1985; Bischoff,

1986). SatelIite cells from dystrophic (mdx) mouse muscle, which develops

genetically induced myofibre lesions' are thought to be particularly

activated by fibroblast growth factor (DiMario et al.' 1988), although

that study was not careful with controlling experimental variables in

tissue culture studies-

FoIlowing proliferation and migration of satellite/ myobfast stem

celIs, fusion occurs longitudinally and transversely amongst those cells'

and with the surviving myofibre stumpr to reestablish muscle fibre

continuity and generate new myotubes. cytologic features of regenerating

myotubes, characteristic for celIs producing Iarge amounts of

intracellular protein, include: enlarged nuclei with prominent nucleoli'

abundant potyribosomes' and an intensely basophilic cytoplasm resulting

from high celLular RNÀ content. Contractile proteins assemble initially

at the myotube periphery with later myofibrils added in succession towards

the myotube core. The definitive transition from myotube to muscle fibre

is a gradual process in development: chains of fusing myonuclei break up

and individual nuclei migrate peripheralJ-y. The presence of peripheral

myonuclei marks a mature myofibre rather than a myotube in the

regeneration process, and for the most part complete fibre differentiation
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in regenerating muscle remains innervation dependent and may never be

attained (Hasley & Anderson, submitted; Beilharz et ã1., 1992). The

percentage of proliferating vs. quiescent satellite ceIIs evident in

regenerating fast and slow muscle tissue returns to normal l-evels

following the usual sequence of myofibre differentiation in normal

muscle(reviewed in Caplan et aI- l-988) '

fnDMDmuscletissuesrrepetitivecyclesofnecrosisand

regeneration are apparent. Interestingly, subsequent rounds of necrosis do

not appear to affect regenerated fibre segments until they reach maturity

and a more normal size (Anderson et aI., l-987). One report (DiMario et

al.r1991) supposedly detailed that fibre regeneration is not persistent/

that celIs do not undergo more than one round of degeneration, although

their data were based on tissue level expession of neonatal MHC not an

examination of whether centronucleated fibres could be damaged as seen by

Anderson et aI., 1,gB'7 and Anderson et âI., 1991. Duplication of the

external Iamina or absence of that layer apposed to the plasma membrane

may occur (Anderson et aI., l-987). Dystrophic skeletal fibres may branch

due to incomplete lateral fusion, end btindly, or fail to regenerate

(Anderson. 1991-; Caplan et af., 1988), as ultimately evident in mdx

diaphragm tissue (stedman et aI.,1991). Wakayama (L976) reported that

although an increased number of satellite cell-s exist in DMD skeletal

muscle, the repetitive, cyclical' necrotic insults inherent in the disease

process render satellite cel-Is unable to successfully compensate for fibre

loss by making sufficient new fibres.

Interestingly, myoblast fusion is not species restricted. The

potentiat therefore exists to inject normal myoblasts into host and DMD

tissue. This procedure, known as myoblast transfer therapy, has been

shown to partially rescue dystrophic muscle fibres from their biochemical

defect (Partridge et aI., 1989; Karpati et aJ-., 1989; Karpati' 1990). As

well foreign genes can be cloned and transfected in harvested muscle

precursor ceIIs, and the altered cel-Is reinjected into host tissue.
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Injecteci myoblasts fuse during myogenesis and form fibres of specific

properties at discrete developmental periods (stockdale, 1990; Partridge

et ê1., 1989), although preliminary studies (Merrifield, 1993 personal

conìmunication) show that fusion into homotypic (all injected cells) or

heterotypic (injected cells fused to host) fibres cannot be predicted'

preliminary investigations of myobl-ast transfer therapy, and qene

transcription as a therapeutic approach in the management of DMD are

interesting, though success to date has been Iimited in producing

dystrophin-positive fibres(Partridge et aI., l-989; Karpati et al., 1989;

Karpati o L990; Huard et aI., l-991).

Distinct histological pathology has also been demonstrated in fetal

tissue, presumed by family history and raised placental cK levels to be

DMD. pathological findings evident in fetal skeletal muscle biopsies

taken at 18 to 20 weeks gestation included increased variation in muscle

fibre diameter, increased connective tissue, and the presence of hyaline

fibres (Emery & Burt 19BO; Ernerlr L989). The significance of these

findings is interesting but unclear. Most puzzling is the knowledge that

although individuals with DMD lack dystrophin from fetal life onwards,

overt clinical signs of dysfunction do not become apparent until

approximately four years of age (Hoffman, l-991). The presence of DAP and

dystrophin-related proteins (DRP) may provide initial protection to the

sarcolerruna despite the genetic absence of dystrophin itself.

3.7 Ultrastructure of DMD Skeletal Muscle:

Four stages in the disease progression have been identified in

ultrastructural studies of DMD. The first stage is evident as a membrane

defect, secondary to the dystrophin deficiency, results in discontinuities

in the plasma membrane of muscle fibres secondary to the dystrophin

deficiency. This is followed by a "decompensated enzyme stage" in which

widespread dilation of the SR becomes evident. During the third stage of

active dystrophy myofibre hypertrophy, increased numbers of small
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myofibrils, and hyaline necrosis are apparent (Korenyi-Both' 1983)' E¡{

abnormalities described are many and include: invaginated and indented

subsarcolemmal nuclei and prominent central nuclei; focal disruptions of

the myofilaments evident as z-Iine streaming; a honeycomb appearance to

the now vesicular T-tubule system ("pentads" arrangement) accompanied by

significant ditation of SR terminal cisternae; and a increasing number of

swollen mitochondria lacking their usual cristae become grouped at the

myofibre periPherY.

During the final atrophic stage, fibre contractile elemenLs

aggregate with mitochondria and ceII organelles along the central axis of

the fibre. An empty 'halo' appears separating cellular organelles and the

sarcolemma, possibly reflecting a swelling of the cell and/or atrophy of

contractile material. The number of satellite cells continues to increase

(I,Ìakayama , tg76) I as does significant fibroblast infiltration accompanied

by increased interstitial collagen deposition. ultimately celluIar

infiltration results in a "sclerotic mass of dense connective tissue"

(Karpati l-984) containing phagocytes and monocytes surrounding severely

disrupted fibres. Myotubes with new fibrils, myoblasts, and myocytes may

aII be present together in one muscle. SateIIite ceIIs continue to display

active mitosis throughout the disease process however attempts af

regeneration become unsuccessful.

4.0 ANIMAL MOÐELS FOR D¡[D:

Dystrophin has been detected in the muscle of all vertebrates

studied to date. This includes human, rat, dog, cat, guinea pig, rabbit,

frog, and chicken (Hoffman et aÌ., :-gB'7t L98B). Three unique dystrophin

deficient models which emerged spontaneously in otherwise normal

populations, include the mdx mouse (Bulfield et aI. ' l-984), the cxlfD

canine (cooper, 1989; Kornegay¿ 19BB¡, and the dystrophin deficient feline

(carpenter et aI., l-989). All show significantl-y elevated serum creatine

kinase (CK) from birth and a simil-ar muscle histopathology early in the
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disease process (Rojas & Hoffmanr 1991). These animal models demonstrate

minimal pathology during the neonatal period despite having significantJ-y

high serum cK levels. High cK is used as an indicator of the extent of

muscle damage, however samples taken after muscle damage secondary to

manipulation or surgery (eg. thoracotomy) may be artificially elevated'

which could impact this finding. Most interestinglY, the clinical

outcomes of dystrophin deficiency among the animal modeLs are notably

divergent as the disease progresses. Not aII animal models demonstrate

the end-stage histopathology characteristic of DMD. The mechanism by

which an identicat genetic and biochemical abnormality results in

significant variations of the expressed clinical phenotype among different

dystrophin-deficient species is as yet unkno!'rn' but may relate to many

processes including proJ-iferative capacity, muscle fibre types, animal

activity, the exact gene defect, Lyonization differences between species,

etc.

4.1- The dystrophin deficient canine:

The CXMD canine demonstrates a progressive histopathology which

resembles Dì4D. Histologic lesions, apparent even in preclinical stages

(valentine & cooper, l-991), continue and attempts at myoregeneration

following necrosis ultimately fail. I'fuscle degeneration persists'

accompanied by progressive fibrous and fatty infiltration and diffuse

calcification (Partridge, 1991). Clinical weakness is evident j-n the CXMD

model by 2 months of ager followed by the development of muscle

contractures, hypertrophy of select muscle groups, and deterioration to an

early death in a manner similar to that of the DMD patient' Unlike man'

however the X-Iinked dystrophic dog demonstrates an earlier onset' a more

rapid progression of dystrophy followed by a phase of relative clinical

stability, and a highty variable clinical phenotype (valentine et âI.,

1990). Valentine & cooper (1991) noted the muscles first displaying signs

of myofibre necrosis are those experiencing the greatest activity in the
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ûewborn state (tongue, diaphragm, pectoral girdle) and also show an early

maturation to the adult fibre type pattern. A high freguency of

neonataL death is evident in the dystrophin-deficient dogs, Iinked to

significant pathological Iesions evident at the time of birth in the CXMD

diaphragm. The authors propose that, with severe myofibre necrosis also

evident in neonatal CXMD Iimb muscle tissue, myofibre maturation may not

be a critical antecedent to dystrophic necrotic insult. They furthur

propose that smalI diameter fibres may not be protected from the ensuing

necrotic episodes as previously speculated (Karpati et aI., l-9BB).

4"2 The dystrophin-deficient feline:

The X-linked dystrophic cat model, discovered spontaneously in a

non-breeding colony, demonstrated "stiff muscIes", selective muscle

hypertrophy, striking variation in fibre sLze' and widespread fibre

necrosis and regeneration with Iimited fibrotic infiltration (Carpenter et

aI., 1989). The timited descriptive data available on this animal model

suggests a chronic but mild myopathy similar to that of the mdx mouse (see

below). A second litter of fertile dystrophin-deficient cats has been

identified more recently and attempts are underqtay to establish breeding

colony for further research purposes (Hoffman' l-991) '

4.3 The dystrophin-deficient mouse:

The first widely used animal models of DMD were dy and dy2j *ic".

Both demonstrated progressive muscle weakness, carried as an autosomal-

recessive disease, and compromised health and lifespan, but were abandoned

as true animal models for DMD following a report by Hoffman et aI', (1987)

which demonstrated the presence of dystrophin positive muscles fibres in

these animals. This was later confirmed by Anderson et aI. (1990) who

noted the presence of dystrophin posi-tive bands in both fast- and slow-

twitch hindlimb muscles in the D425 strain.

The mdx strain of dystrophic mouse arose as a spontaneous mutation
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in a colony of ScSn BI57 mice, characterized by Bulfield et aI' (1984)'

and accepted a genetic model- for human Duchenne muscular dystrophy

(chamberlain et aI., 1989; Partridge, 1991). Mdx mice persistently Iack

dystrophin (Hoffman et aI., 7981¡ Anderson et aI., 1990) secondary to a

point specific single base substitution on the X-chromosome that results

in premature termination of the polypeptide chain (Sicinski et aI'¡ 1"989)'

There are greatly reduced DMD gene mRNA levels in both mdx muscle and

brain (chamberlain et âI., 1989) and significantly reduced (80-903)

dystrophin-associated muscle membrane glycoproteins (DAP) (ohlendieck et

âl.n 1991). Matsumura et aI. (Igg2) however, found DAPs preserved in

small skeletal muscles (J-umbricals, extraoccular) and cardiac muscle of

mdx mouse and noted a simultaneous increase of dystrophin-related proteins

(DRp) in these tissues (a four fold increase in mdx cardiac tissue and 1.3

fold increase in the quadriceps muscles). DRP is an autosomal homologue of

dystrophin, expressed in fetal and regenerating tissue (Tinsley et aI',

lgg2). Matsumura et aL (1992) proposed that attered Ievels of DRP somehov,

compensate for dystrophin deficiency in mdx mice by helping to retain DAPs

in extrajunctional regions of the sarcolemma. Altered DRP expression

therefore could result in preservation of small skeletal and cardiac

muscles evident in mdx mice.

Although 4ç!¡ mice share the same biochemical and genetic defect as DMD

boys, they do not develop clinically overt weakness, the histologically

rampant fibrosis. or failure of myoproliferation characteristic of DMD

(Carnwath & Shottont 1-gB7; Anderson et aI.' 1'981¡ Dangain & Vrbova, 1986;

Hudecki and pollina, 1990). Rather, these mice demonstrate successful

cycles of myofibre degeneration and regeneration accompanied by

progressive muscle hypertrophy, indicated by muscle fibres up to two or

more fold larger than the norm (Anderson et aI.¡ 1988; Rojas & Hoffman

1991). The mechanism of the fibre hypertrophy may relate to an increased

accumulation of contractile material in dystrophic muscl-e (Sacco et aI. '
Lggz) though the cause of this is not yet known (Valentine & Cooper'
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1991 ) .

Histologically, x-Iinked dystrophic mice demonstrate a sudden onset

of massive, segmental- muscle fibre necrosis 2 I/2 to 3 weeks after birth

in skeletal muscles of the Iimb and trunk, accompanied by active

compensatory myofibre regeneration (carnwath & shotton, I9B'/; Coulton et

âI., :9B7¡ Anderson et aI., 1"987). Satellite cells and immature myotubes

appear adjacent to degenerating muscle fibres, with clusters of

neutrophils and macrophages visible between apparently intact myofibres'

z-line streaming, evident very early in the disease process, spreads

progressively until much of the contractil-e apparatus of the fibre becomes

disorganized (Torres & Duchen, 1987). By three weeks of age widespread

Ioss of sarcoplasmic structure accompanied by vacuolation is visible

alongside newly regenerating myofibers in hindlimb muscles (carnwath &

Shotton, L9a7i Anderson et aI., 198?). SateIIite ceIIs demonstrate rapid

proliferation during this period (Anderson et aI.' 7987; McGeachie et aI"

:lgg2) and the expression of skeletal myogenic regulatory genes MyoD and

myogenin is most pronounced (Beilharz et âI., ]992). Significantly

reduced force production, fatiguability in fast muscle. and prolonged half

relaxation times become apparent by 3 - 4 weeks of age in mdx mice,

attributed to extensive muscle damage (Anderson et âf., l-988),

disorganization of the contractile apparatus, reduced muscle strength'

and/or the immature state of regenerating fibres (Dangain & Vrbova'

l-984). Foci of acute segmental necrosis and myofibre regeneration' most

prominent at one to two months of age, persist though gradually declining

throughout adulthood (Torres & Duchen, t9a7¡ Anderson et aI', 1987)'

By two to three months of age mdx skeletal muscl-e fibre necrosis

decreases in intensity (Tanabe, Esaki & Nomura, l-986) and whole muscle

contraction speed, tension, and relaxation appear equal to or greater

than those of control populations (Anderson et âI', 19BB), although

individual fibres are likely weaker than normal since muscle weights are

large. Adult ggþ skeletal limb muscle demonstrates central nucleation in
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70 - 8OB of fibres (Karpati et aI., 19BB), marked variability of fibre

diameter (Anderson et aI., 1988), and sporadic fibre splitting (Anderson

et aI., I9A7¡ Partridge, 1991). Following the phase of active dystrophy

the serum pK and CK levels diminish (Coulton et al., 19BB) - The total

number of. muscle fibres appears maintained (Anderson et âI., 1-981;

carnwath & shotton, L987 ), however muscle hypertrophy is evident (Anderson

et aI., 1988). Hypertrophied 4ç!¿ muscles appear stronger than controls;

however, their force when estimated per unit of cross-sectional area is

significantJ-y lower than normal (sacco et aI., 1992; Dupont-versteegden et

âI., 1992¡ Anderson et aI., 1988).

By six months of age virtually all skeletal muscle fibres in the mdx

mouse appear centrally nucleated, indicative Of a muscle that has

regenerated, with Iimited fibrosis and interstitial adipose tissue

replacement (Tanabe et aI-, 1986; Anderson et aI'' l-987)' Foci of

single, peripherally nucleated original, myofibers persist (Anderson et

aI., 1987).

Mature regenerated mdx fibres appear generally resistant to furthur

significant degeneration (Karpati et âI., L99O), although pockets of

localized myofibre damage continue to be observed in regenerating f.ibres

(Anderson et aI., l-987). Regenerated mdx myofíbers demonstrate increased

endomysial and perimysial collagen (Marshal} et aI., l-989), and a major

and concurrent transition from Type 2 Eo Type 1 fibres (carnwath &

shotton,l-987). and from Type IIB (fast glycolytic) to IIÀ (fast oxidative

glycol-ytic) (Anderson et âI., 1988). Mdx hindlimb muscles appear

differentially affected by dystrophic insult, the slow-twitch soleus

demonstrating relatively stable fibre typing and earlier and more

successful regeneration than the fast-twitch extensor digitorum longus

(EDL) (Anderson et aI., 1988). A simifar disproportional increase in the

proportion of Type 1 fibres has been noted in DMD populations (reviewed

in Carnwath & Shotton, 1987).

ClinicalIy, adult mdx mice do not demonstraLe overt signs of muscle
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weakness or of functional- compromise. They are heavier (Anderson et aI"

L981; Coulton et aI., 19BB) and muscles. such as the tibialis anterior'

may weigh up to Bot more than controls (Anderson et al., L987; Sacco et

âI., I9g2). Muscle weight to body weight ratios however are unchanged

(Anderson et aI., 1987). The spontaneous physical behaviour and endurance

of adult mdx mice decreases with age, but is not significantly different

from age-, sex-. and body-weight matched controls (Hudecki & PoIIina"

1990).Theirlongevityappearsunaffectedbydystrophindeficiency'in

stark contrast to those with DMD (Carnwath & shotton' 7987)'

one mechanism linked to the successful myogenic response of mdx

mice to dystrophy is the maintenance of intact blood and nerve supplies

and basal lamina (Dangain & vrbova, 1984). Studies of the neuromuscular

junction(NMJ) in mdx mice, however identified a reduction of at least 50t

in the complexity¡ number and depth of postsynaptic folds (Torres &

Duchen, l-987), although intact fibres appear to have normal NMJ ' Lyons

and slater (1991) demonstrated both redistribution of postsynaptic

molecules and reduction in synaptic foldings exclusive to neuromuscular

junctions in regenerated young adult (8 week) mdx muscle fibres' They

concluded the repeated cycles of myofibre necrosis and regeneration' not

dystrophin deficiency at the neuromuscular junction, accounted for the

evident remodelling of pre- and postsynaptic components. Focal

degeneration at the junctional folds, widening of the synaptic cleft and

simplif ication of the postsynaptic region were f ound also in D¡'fD

neuromuscular junctions, resulting in altered but not impaired

neuromuscular transmission (reviewed in Nagel et al., 1990).

Grounds and McGeachie (7gg2) proposed that ultimately the myogenic

responses of mdx mice and non-dystrophic strains to injury are similar in

terms of the timing and the pattern of myogenic cell replication' This

conclusion following experimental crush injury however' was based on a

very smal} sample population. Others view the ability of mdx muscle to

initiate and maintain regenerative capacities and recover after imposed
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injuryasunique,citingregenerationtobegreaterinyoungthanoldmdx

muscle (Zacharias & Anderson (1991), and greater in mdx than their control

strain populations (Anderson, 1991; Zacharias & Anderson, 1991-; Mclntosh'

Pernitsky,&Anderson,submitted).Mdxskeletalmuscleappearsto

demonstrates prolonged or greater leveIs of satellite ceIL proliferation

relative to control muscle following crush injury (McIntosh, Pernistky'

Anderson personal communication) which in combination with factors such

asthepresenceofgreaterlevelsofendogenousbFGF(ÀndersonetâI.,

1991;DiMarioetâ1.,1989)¡fraYaccountinpartforitsremarkable

regenerative caPacities.

Differences in muscle fibre typing have al-so been Iinked with

varying degrees of successful muscle regeneration. FoIlowing denervation

and devascularization of the EDL at four weeks of age, mdx fast-twitch

hindlimb muscle demonstrated significantly greater recovery of contractile

characteristics (isometric twitch and tetanus tensions) than controls

(Mechalchuketâl.,:-gg2 .Andersonetal.(]-98?)reportedanearlier

onset of necrosis in mdx s low-twitch (soleus) than fast-twitch (EDL)

myofibers, although conversely at l-ater stages fast-twitch muscles

ultimately demonstrated greater pathoJ-ogy, a factor in common with DMD

muscle (webster et aI., l-988). Cooper and valentine (1991) found distinct

patterns of necrotic insult in the cxMD model, first evident in muscle

groupsessentialforsurvival.andrequiredbytheneonataldogto

breathe. suckle, and crawl. Antigravity muscles required to stand and

walk. activated later between 2-4 weeks of age, showed a delayed onset of

dystrophy. These studies suggest mechanical stress may in part determine

the degree of necrosis evident in actively contracting dystrophin-

deficient muscle. Whether dystrophin deficiency itself renders skeletal

muscle more susceptible to mechanical damage remains controversial

(reviewed in sacco et â1., 1,gg2), although it is known to render the

sarcolemma more susceptibte to focal breaks (WeIIer et aI., 1990; Petrof

et al ., in Press l-993).
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4 . 31 Md.x diaPhragm tis sue :

Thehistopathologyofthemdxdiaphragmappearstobedistinctfrom

hindlimb skeletal muscle, in that the mdx mouse diaphragm reproduces the

degenerative changes characteristic in DMD than do most of the limb

muscles (Stedman et â1., 1991). Distinct patterns of degeneration'

fibrosis, and severe functional deficit are evident in mdx diaphragm

muscle (Dupont-versteegden et aI . t 1,992\. Adult mdx mice do not appear to

demonstrate overt crinicar signs of respiratory compromise, however (Kelry

etâ1.,1991),despitesignificantlyreducedforceqeneration'anda

gradual shift to slower, though less fatiguable, fibre types (Dupont-

versteegden & Mccarter, I9g2). Petrof et aI. (l-9924) found the maximal

twitch and tetanic tension of mdx diaphragm reduced to 15% and 2oz

respectively of control values. This was accompanied by a concurrent

increase in expression of type I myosin heavy chain and substantially

increased muscre endurance. This response to the dystrophic insult

contrasts markedly with that of the DltD population in which histological

and functional respiratory compromise is significant (Carpenter et al' '

r-984 ) .

stedmanetal.(1991)firstdocumentedthedystrophicchanges

evident in mdx diaphragmatic tissue. He noted the presence of limited

foci of myofibre degeneration, necrosisr mineralization, and regeneration

in coexistence by 30 days of life. From this point oD¡ progressrve

myofibre deterioration occurred l.rithout the corresponding regeneration

evident in mdx skeletal hindlimb muscle. By six months of age, the adult

mdx diaphragm demonstrates a wide variation in myofibre sLze and

architecture, continued necrosis, marked fibrosis, and adipose

infiltration. collagen density increases to seven times that of control

diaphragm tissue and 10 times that of mdx hind limb muscle (stedman et

â1., l-991).

By two years of age, Iimited signs of attempted regeneration persist

in mdx diaphragm, however significant physiological changes no\¡¡ accompany
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Lhe histopathology. These include severe Ioss of tissue strength (to

13.5È of control) and elasticitYr reduced twitch speed, a 35t net loss in

sarcomere and fibre resting length, a four fold reduction is isometric

force generation, and a two fold increase in the proportion of slow

fibres relative to control popuLations. Stedman et aI- (1991-) proposed

that dystrophin deficiency alters the threshold for work-induced injury in

the diaphragm, thereby perturbing the normal balance between injury and

repair in muscle fibres bearing the greatest workload. rn the case of

cage-reared mice, they speculate that the obligatory respiratory work of

the diaphragm significantly out measures that of the Iimb muscles,

resulting in degenerative changes despite the large pool of regenerative

satellite celIs evident. studies in which cage reared mdx mice underwent

strenuous physicat exercise, however, failed to demonstrate significantly

increased degeneration in skeletal Iimb muscles following work-induced

stress, which did impact on diaphragmatic muscle injury (Hudecki &

PolIina, l-990 ) .

4.32 Sel-ection of the mdx model:

I4dx mice have been described as excellent therapeutic models for DMD

because, though they fulJ-y manifest dystrophin deficiencyr they lack the

progressive secondary effects of the disease Process, thereby proving

valuable to monitor the effects of treatment' such as myoblast transfer'

in an uncompromised manner (Hoffman, 1991). Mdx mice are an excellent

mammalian model to study the process of fibre degeneration and

regeneration (carnwath & shotton/ 1,987¡ Anderson et aI., 1-987, 1988), and

are an important model for understanding the disease processes involved in

DMD (Mcceachie et aI., in press 1993). The mdx animal model is unique

in that although mdx hindlimb skeletal muscle overcomes the initial

effects of dystrophic insult and demonstrates successful myoproliferation,

the diaphragm muscle conversely demonstrates the progressive myopathy and

fibrosis characteristic of DMD. Though a transient increase in the
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development of active tension is evident in mdx diaphgram during the first

100 days of life, it is followed by progressive deterioration of muscle

strengthandenduranceralterationsoffibretype'andadecreasein

proteincontent(Dupont-VeersteegdenandMccarter,1992). This

replicates the dystrophic changes evident in DMD muscle' These

attributes, in combination with the retative ease in care' handling' and

breeding,shortgestationperiod,rapidonsetofdystrophy,andnatural

longevity of the mdx mouse model- of DMD, make it a valuable model for

many research projects. The strikingly divergent responses to dystrophin

deficiency in the mdx diaphragm vs. skeletal limb muscle make it also a

most interesting and perplexing animal model for DMD'

5"0 FIBROBLAST GROW:IE FACÎORS

Growthfactors(GF)arerelativelysmallpotypeptides,producedand

secreted by a variety of cells and tissue types (Florini et âI', L991;

Logan, 1990). Growth factOrs, like endocrine system hormones, regulate

cellular functions through distinct cell membrane receptor-mediated

mechanisms in a manner not yet fully comprehended (Logan, l-990). Though

some propose that the "distinction between protein hormones and growth

factors is arbitrary and has little biological difference" (Florini et

â1.., 199L), current research clearly differentiates the two entities

(Logan, 1990; Yayon & Klagsbrun, l-990; Baird & Bohlen' l-991) '

Peptide growth factors are signalling molecules which promote

growth, control differentiation, and act in a multifunctional nature'

depending upon the other effectors and receptors present (sporn et aI"

l-991-). Peptide growth factors provide an essential means for cellular

communication with its immediate environment. promote local ceIIuIar

homeostasis, and control gene transcription'

Problems inherent in the early identification of growth factors'

including divergent naming of common entities by the discipline or by the

function(s) first assigned, resulted in confusion over the classification
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of specific GFs. Fibroblast growth factor (FGF) ' for example, comprises

a family of structurally related proteins and a number of oncogene

products known by at Ieast 23 synonyms (Florini et al., 1991) but thought

r-o derive from one ancestral gene (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1986)' The FGF

family includes acidic FGF (aFGF)' basic FGF (bFGF)' Lnt-2, r¡st/K_fgf,

FGF-S, FGF-6, and FGF-7 (Gospodarowicz et âI., I9B'la¡ Baird & Bohlen,

TggI¡ Rifkin & Moscatelli, 1989; Gospodarowicz et al., 1987b; Mignatti &

Rifkin I Tgg1) and is characterized by a high affinity to heparin

(vlodavsky et al., l-991-), heat and acid lability (Gospodarowicz et al.,

198?b), and known pleiotropic, multifunctional effects that vary depending

oncelltype(Baird&Bohlen,1991).FGFSregulateceIIgrowthand

differentiation (Florini et aI., 1991) and have perhaps the widest range

of tissue distribution and broadest spectrum of biological activities of

allknowngrowthfactors(Mignatti&Rifkin,199]-).Theyexertpotent

mitogenic and angiogenic effects on mesodermal- and neuroectoderma]-

derived tissues (Baird & Bohlen, 1,997; vlodavsky et â1., 7997¡

Gospodarowicz et al., 1987b), and are inducers of mesenchymal formation

(Vlodavsky et aI. ' 1991).

Different FGF pools use paracrine, autocrine and/or intracrine

mechanisms to effect cellular responses (Loganr l-990). Paracrine

secretion, in which trophic factors travel to the target celIs by

diffusion, and autocrine secretion, in which the target cells produce and

,,secrete,'the trophic factor which in turn interacts with receptors on the

same ceII surface, are known tO regulate FGF-ceIIular interactions

(Logan, 1990; Mignatti et aI., 1991). Research continues to focus on the

intracrine action of FGF' which can remain within Lhe ceII of origin and

act directly as an intracellular messenger to reguJ-ate nuclear gene

expression and therefore affect cell function (Baird & Bohlen, 1991-) '

Immunoflourescence studies which localized nuclear and cytoplasmic

5FGF found only nonspecific associations of bFGF in secretory vesicles'

mitochondria, or membrane fractionsr suggesting a distribution pattern
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inconsistent with that of an autocrine or paracrine protein (Renko et aI',

199O)" yayon and Klagsbrun (1990) proposed a comigration and continuous

interaction of growth factors and growth factor receptors along the length

of a cel-I's secretory pathway, an "internal autocrine transformat-ion"

Ioop. FoIlowing "secretion", bFGF binds to high affinity ceII surface

receptors and generates a mitogenic signal which results in rapid

internalization and degradation of the receptor-ligand complex'

Subsequently non-Iysosomal transport pathways translocate the intact bFGF

into the nuclei of target cells (Bouche, l-9B7)'

The concept of intracrine regulation of FGF is supported by its

intracellular localization, its lack of a peptide signal sequence required

for translocation across rough endoplasmic reticulum membranes' and its

known effects at modulating gene transcription within the nucleus (Logan'

r-990 ) .

5.1 Ideutification of Basic FGF

Fibroblast stimulating factors were known to exist in tissue

extracts since the 1940's. Initial identification and characterization of

FGF occurred in 1,974 by GospodarowLcz, who purified from bovine brain and

pituitary extracts, a 12kD mitogen capable of causing the proliferation

and phenotypic transformation of BALB-C 3T3 mouse fibroblast cells

(Gospodarowicz, Neufled, & Schweigererr 1987b¡ Rifkin & Moscatelli, 1989;

schweigerer, 1990). The FGF mitogen has since been purified to

homogeneity, its amino acid sequences determined, and its cDNA cloned and

sequenced (Baird & walicke, 1989). This ]ed to the identification of two

distinct though structurally related FGF peptide chains; acidic and basic

FGF (Baird & Bohlen, 1991). Characterization also led to the discovery of

a plurality of 16 names previously assigned to the single bFGF mitogen by

researchers who identified and tabelled it in a variety of ways based

upon observed angiogenic-, fibroblast- and endothelial- stimulating

properties, and its marked affinity for heparin (Gospodarowicz et aI' '
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t9B7a; Baird & Bohlen, 1991).

The two main prototypes of the FGF famiLy, acj-dic (aFGF) and basic

(bFGF) mediate their effects through binding to cornmon cell surface

receptors" Basic FGF, however, is more widely distributed than aFGF, and

is 50 to 100 fold more potent (Schweigerer, l-990). Acidic FGF and bFGF

are unique polypeptides in that both Iack a signal sequence to govern

secretion along typical pathways (D'Amore, 1990). The acquisition of a

signal peptide has been documented to convert bFGF into a transforming

protein¡ analogous to FcF-related oncogenes, resulting in uncontrolled

cell gror^rth and tumorigenicity (Yayon & Klagsbrun, l-990).

Acidic FGF shares 55t total- sequence homology to bFGF

(Gospodarowicz et al., 1986; 1987b) ' is a 140 amino acid protein with an

acidic isoelectric point and may exist in a truncated form, Iacking the

first 6 amino acids (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1987b). Acidic FGF is an

agonist of bFGF (Gospodarowicz et al., 1987a) and contributes only a small

portion of the total mitogenic activity present in crude brain (BC) or

retinal (0.15t) extracts relative to bFGF (Gospodarowicz et al., l-987a).

The human genome contains one copy of the bFGF gene located on

chromosome 4 (Baird & Bohlen, 1991,¡ Rifkin & Moscatelli, 1989). The bFGF

gene spans over 40 base pairs (Rifkin & Mpscatelli, 1989) of genomic DNA

and appears highly conserved through evolution. It is present in all

verúebrates studied to date including avian, maûìfnalian, fish, and

amphibian species (Baird & Bohlen, l-991-). Basic FGF is known to alter

protein synthesis, motility and migration in differentiated celIs' and to

affect the cell's survival. and onset of senescence (Baird & Boh1en'

1991 ) .

Restriction enzyme mapping has characterized 3 exon coding

sequences in the bFGF gene (1-60, 61--94, 95-155) (Schweigeretr l-990)

widely separated by two large noncoding introns (between 60/61, 94/95\

(Schweigerer. 1990). The nucleotide sequence for cDNA of bFGF reveals a

primary translation product of 155 amino acids which lack a hydrophobic
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The bFGF precursor

molecules undergo proteolytic cleavage of the first nine residues to

generate the mature bFGF protein, which may be cleaved further

(Gospodarowicz et aI., 19B7b¡ Rifkin & Moscatelli, 1989). Variants of the

bFGF amino acid sequence have been identified, including truncated forms

which lack the amino (NHr) terminal in the kidney and corpus luteum (Rifkin

& MoscatelIi, 1989; GospodarowLcz et aI., 1986) or amino-terminal extended

forms of 154 or 75'7 amino acids (Baird & Bohlen' l-991). Mature bFGF

predominates as a single chain peptide protein of 1-46 amino acids, with

a high (basic) isoelectric point (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1987b; Rifkin &

Moscatelli, 1989; Baird & Bohlen, 199L), and mofecular weight of 24t 22'51

22 or 18 kD depending upon the site of initiation from the AUG or CUG

codons lRifkin & Moscatell-i, 1989). The variants do not arise as a result

of posttranslational modifications or degradation (Powell & Klagsbrun'

199i_) and are thought to have different functional roles and subcell-ul-ar

distribution patterns (Rifkin & l'foscatelli, 1989) . Higher molecular

weights of bFGF localize preferentially to the nucleus, ribosomal and

nuclear fractions. Truncated or lower molecular weight forms (18 kD) are

ìocalized primarily in the cytosol (Renko et aJ-., 1990). TruncaLed bFGF

appears as effective as the native form.(Gospodarowicz et âI., t987a)'

indicating that the NHr-terminal region is likely not involved in the

biological activity of bFGF or in its binding to FGF celI surface

receptors (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1987b).

Basic FGF has some unusual structural characteristics. It contains

4 cysteines, 2 conserved among aII members of the FGF family, and 2 which

are not essential for biologicat activity (Rifkin & Moscatelli' 1989).

Two sequences characteristic of heparin binding domains are evident at

residues lA-22 and 107-110 (bovine pituitary bFGF). Binding to heparin

causes significant changes to the tertiary protein structure of bFGF' and

protects it against denaturation and proteolytic degradation (Rifkin &

Moscatelli, l-989 ) .
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5.2 bFGF Expression

Basic FGF has been purified from mesodermal and neuroectodermal-

derived tissues in vitro and in vivo. It has been found in aII organs'

solid tissues. tumours, and cultured cells examined (Gospodarowicz et al.'

198?b) and in both normal and hyperplastic ceII types under a variety of

pseudonyms. Basic FGF has also been noted in chick embryo vitreous fluid'

synovial fluid, follicular fIuid, and the urine of patients with bladder

or kidney cancer (Baird & Bohlen, 1991). Rifkin and Moscatelli (1987)

theorize that the bFGF levels found in serum are Iikely in a biologically

inactive state, bound to carrier proteins or associated with bl-ood born

carrier cells.

The biosynthesis of bFcF appears to involve a relatively unique

mechanism not yet understood (Rifkin & Moscatelli' 1989). By attempting to

Iocalize bFcF within the cel-J-, basement membranes, and ECM in vivo and in

vitro, researchers hope to gain a better understanding of its mode of

synthesis and action.

5.3 bFGF RecePtors

Several different forms of plasma membrane receptors which recognize

5FGF have been isolated and cloned (PoweII & Klagsbrun, 1991). Growth

factor receptors are a group of glycoproteins that contain a single

extracellular region with one or more Iigand binding domainsr a singfe

linear hydrophobic region that passes through the membrane bilayerr and a

single linear peptide seguence within the cel-I's cytoplasm (Czech et aI.,

l_g9l_). Their simple design suggests a role in catalyzing signal

transduction across the membrane (Czech et aI., 1991), though the exact

mechanism of this is not yet well known.

FcF interaction with the ceII surface receptor is highly specific

and bFGF and its receptor wil-I not bind to other growth factors, exlcuding

perhaps aFcF/ or receptors respectively (Baird & Bohlen, l-991-). Basic FGF
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surface receptors exist on a variety of ceII types and indicate that bFGF

may exit the cells in which it is synthesized (Mignatti et â1.. 1991).

The actual number of celL surface receptors for bFGF is speculative.

Rifkin and Moscatelli (1989), in reviewing studies of bFGF surface

receptors, estimated between 3,000 to 80,000 exist per BHK ceII in vitro.

An approximate inverse relationship between the number of receptors per

cell and the content of endogenous bFGF was noted, suggesting endogenous

growth factor down-regulates the bFcF receptor/ possibl-y in an autocrine

manner.

Two ceII surface protein receptors with different molecul-ar weights

have been found to bind members of the FGF family in a potentialJ-y

competitive and unequal manner (Rifkin & MoscateIIi, 1989). The structural

homology between aFcF and bFGF enables one to displace the other from a

given binding site, however a marked receptor affinity for binding bFGF

over aFGF is evident for most tissues studied (Baird & Bohlen' l-991).

Mosocatelli (1987) estimated approximately 1 million binding sites for

bFGF per bovine capillary endothelial celI, the minority of which (10,000

in number) were estimated as high affinity bFGF binding sites needed to

mediate its biological activitY.

vlodavsky et al. ( 1991) , in reviewing the extracel-lul-ar

sequestration and release of FGF, noted that bFGF binding to saturable,

high affinity cell-surface receptors stimulated protein kinase activity

and activated gene transcription. FcF high affinity binding sites have

been found capable of transmitting the FGF signal to the ceII in most

systems studied to date (Cordon-Cardo et aI.' 1990), although the exact

mechanism is still unknown. CeIl surface-bound FGF appears to be slowly

internalized, and to either resist degradation (Gospodarowicz et al.,

1987a) or degrade very slowly (Baird & Bohlen, l-991). Olwin and Hauschka

(19BB) reported that ceII surface FGF receptors are permanently lost

during terminal differentiation in skeletal muscle celIs in culture, a

process which would ensure that residual FGFs remained extracellular. This
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bFGF plays a role in muscle cellular

The predominating low affinity receptors, identified as a large

capacity class of heparin sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) / may be cell-

surface associated or membrane-embedded core proteins (Yayon & Klagsbrun,

7990¡ Vlodavsky et âI., 1991). Low affinity receptors are thought to

store bFGF molecules that, following cleavage and release of the GAG core

protein, may be presented to high affinity cell-surface receptor sites.

-thereby exerting both autocrine and paracrine effects (Vlodavsky et aI.o

1991), Low affinity receptors show a preference for aFGF over bFGF

(Gospodarowicz et aI., 1987b).

Intracellular receptors of bFGF have received much attention since

nuclear localization of FGF was documented (Bouche, 198'7r. Logan (1990)

noted that intracellular bFGF is translocated to, and accumulates within

the nucleolus where, as a chemical mitogenic messenger. it can facilitate

pleiotypic responses. He suggested that within the nucleolus bFGF

stimulates nuclear cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase activity and

ultimately, in vitro ribosomal gene transcription. The exact pathway of

signal transduction to the ceIl nucleus is hypothetical. Baird and Bohlen

(l-991) suggest that different cel-I typeg may use different signalling

mechanisms, including increased protein phosphorylation, or activation of

Na+/H+ and other ion channefs.

5"4 Modulators of bFGF Bioactivity

One factor which distinguishes bFcF from other growth factors is its

high affinity for binding to heparin. Basement membranes serve as the

"physiologic reservoir for FGFs" (D'Amore, 1990) as do heparin sulfate

proteoglycans (HSPG) in the extracellular matrix (ECM) (Rifkin &

Moscatelli, 1989; Folkman et aI., 1988). The binding of bFGF to heparin

and to HSPG is biologically significant. The bFGF-heparin/HSPG

interaction localizes bFGF to the celf surface. making it readily
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available for target ceIls. It protects bFGF against the proteolytic

degradation characteristic of tissue remodelling, wound healing'

neovascularization, and metastasis, thereby improving its function, and

serves as an extracellular bFGF reservoir (Baird & Bohlen, 1991). Binding

to heparin greatly extends FGF half-Iife (GospodarowLcz et al', l-9874)

and represents an important mechanism for modulating the extracellular

activity of bFGF (Mignatti et âI., l-991). Binding may also impose

conformational changes on bFGF necessary for the optimal interaction of

the cF with high affinity ceII-surface receptors (Yayon & Klagsbrun'

1990).

The mechanisms that regulate FGF release are unclear. To

understand the mode of bFGF action one needs to consider cellular pathways

for both exogenous and endogenous FGF. Exogenous, pericellular FGF

pathways mediate bFGF bioactivity through specific receptors (Yayon 6(

Klagsbrun, l-990). Endogenous bFcF may be released and deposited in the ECM

and basement membranes of cells or cell surface GAGs (Vlodavsky et aI.'

l-991). Then loca1 release of ECM degrading enzymes' such as heparinase

and plasmin at sites of tissue remodelling or growth would enhance the

release of bioJ-ogicalIy active FGF (Baird & Bohlen,1991; Rifkin &

Moscatelli, 1989). Cell death, ceII lysis, and sublethal microinjury have

been proposed as additionaL modes for bFGF release (Rifkin & MoscateÌ1i,

l-989) as the application of endotoxins, irradiation or membrane scraping

to endotheliat ceIIs resulted in significant leveIs of FGF release (McNeil

et aI., 1989). Spontaneous leakage into the extracellular space or

deposition of FcF containing cytoplasmic bits in the ECM during cell

miqration have al-so been proposed (D'Amorer 1990). Receptor bound bFGF

may be released by light (photoreceptors in the eYe), protamine, or

suramin (Schweigerer' 1990).

Dimario et al-. (1989) support the role which inflammatory responses

and lymphocyte-related heparin-dissolving enzymes play in the release of

FGF from the heparin-rich external Lamina of muscl-e cells. Macrophages and
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platelets, also evident during infLammatory responses, could theoretically

deliver high concentrations of FGF to appropriate sites in a controlled

time and mannerr possibly as membrane-bound granules (D'Amore, 1990).

vlodavsky et al. (l-991) propose that bFGF stored in the EcM is less

active but more stable than the fluid phase bFGF. Release of bFGF when

complexed to a heparin sulfate fragment yields a stable form of bFGF,

stitl capable of binding to high-affinity plasma-membrane receptors. Basic

FGF complexed to heparin or HSPG appears to interact with the receptor in

a manner identical to free bFGF (Rifkin & Moscatelli, 1989). Basic FGF

then may be made available via endogenous autocrine and/or paracrine

production by the target ceIIs (Rifkin & Moscatel-Ii, I9A9¡ Yayon &

Klagsbrun, 1990; Mignatti et aI., 1991.)

protamine sulfate is known to inhibit the mitogenic effects of bFGF

by blocking its receptor interactions (GospodarowLcz et êI., 1987b).

Transforming growth factor beta (TGF¡¡) has multifunctional properties' It

can potentiate or inhibit FGF activity depending upon the specific cell

type, while having no activity of its own . Together with FGF, TGFß can

interact on a cellular level- to modulate growth (Gospodarowicz et â1',

r_987b ) .

5.5 Knowrx effects of bFGF:

The in vitro and in vivo effects of bFGF are known to be both acute and

long-term, affecting cell morphology, growth, and responsiveness.

5.51 In vitro effects of bFGF:

Early in vitro studies using BALB/c and Swiss 3T3 lines' propose

bFGF as a competence factor for normal diptoid cells (Gospodarowicz et

â1., 19g7b). The addition of FcF to culture medium maintains vital

cellular functions and promotes survival of neuronal, vascular. and

endothetial ceIIs (Schweigerer, L990). Basic FGF further modulates
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cellular proliferation by shortening the G1 phase of the cycle, thus

reducing the celI doubling time significantty (GospodarowLcz et âI.,

1987b). ft appears to have a variable effect on tumor celLs, stimulating

proliferation in some cell- types while inhibiting proliferation in others

(Schweigerer, 1990).

The variable effect of bFcF is also evident during cellular

dj fferentiation; not alt the cellular effects of bFGF are stimulatory.

Basic FcF is known to stabilize the phenotypic expression of cultured

cells, such as myoblasts, enabling long-term culturing of cells that

normal-ly lose their phenotype over time as they fuse and mature into

differentiated myotubes. This ability to delay ultimate senescence of

cells and thereby increase culture Iifespan 5 to l-0 fold has been noted in

a variety of cell types (Schweigerer, 1990). In culture, bFGF reduces the

number of myoblasts entering the Go- G1 cell cycle phase, delaying both

their differentiation and subseguent fusion, and in some Iineages limiting

creatine phosphokinase expression (Linkart et aI., 1981; Lanthrop et al-.'

1985a; Lanthrop et aI., 1985b). Internalization of bFGF by the myoblast

stimulates RNA polymerase I activity and transcription of ribosomal genes'

thereby regulating expression of the cellular oncogenes involved in

myoblast proliferation and differentiation. C-fosr a gene involved in

promoting cel-Iular differentiation, and c-myc, involved in stimulating

cellul-ar proliferation, appear to be particularly affected by the multiple

effects of bFGF on gene expression (Schweigerert 1990).

In vitro. in other cell- Iines bFGF induces the polarized secretion

of extracellular matrix components in vascular and corneal endothelial

cell-s and chondrocytes, and transforms human skin fibroblasts and smooth

muscle ceIls into elongated, bipolar ceIls with characteristic membrane

ruffling (Gospodarowicz et ê1., 7987a, l-987b). Thus there are both

proliferation- and differentiation- related influences of bFGF in vitro.

Other known in vitro effects of bFcF include: stimulation of

cellular migration and locomotion (Rifkin & l4oscatetli, i-989); modulation
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of specific functions in terminally differentiated celI types (e9.

synthesis and rel-ease of hormones or neurotransmitters, retinal

phototransduction) (Schweigerer, 1990); and promotion of tissue

organization by stimulating cellular matrix invasion and induction of

protein synthesis (plasminogen activator, interstitial and type fv

collagenase) (Schweigerer, 1990; Mul-Iins et al', 1991)'

5.52 In vivo effects of bFGF:

In vivo, bFGF is a very potent angiogenic agent (Gospodarowicz et

aI., 1986) which has an important role in regulating vascularization

during specific angiogenesis-dependent events including reproduction'

ischemic responses, tumor invasion, and blood vessel formation and

proliferation. Basic FGF induces angiogenic responses during embryonic

development, tissue remodelling and wound healing in normal and

pathological conditions by modulating endothelial celI proliferationr new

capillary sprouting, endothelial cell- migrationr enzyme production (to

modify the surrounding ECM), and new matrix component production (Baird &

Bohlen, l-991). It is the primary mitogen present in many organs with

pronounced vascular supply (Gospodarowicz et â1., 1986), and has been

detected in the basement membranes of aII sizes of blood vessels

(Vladavsky et ô]., 1991). Uncontrolled expression of bFGF has been

implicated in neoplastic cellular transformations and the prominent

vascularization characteristic in tumor genesis (Baird & Bohlen, L991).

Basic FcF may play a significant role in wound healing' a complex

process which involves the precise regulation of multiple ceIIuIar

functions (Schweigerer, 1990), since it is evident at wound sites and in

wound fluids. It accelerates hea)-ing by attracting cells vital fot

phagocytosis of debris (macrophage and leukocytes) to the wound site'

stimulating the release of matrix degrading enzlrmes' promoting cerlular

proliferation (eg. fibroblasts), and inducing the synthesis of ECM

components. Basic FGF further promotes wound healing by stimu)-ating local
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angiogenic responsesr melanocyte and keratinocyte proliferation, re-

epithelialization of the epidermis, chondro-ossification, and osseous

growth (Gospodarowt-cz et aI- ' 1987b' cuevas et aI', 1988) ' This growth

factor plays an important rol-e in l-imb and lens regeneration in specific

amphibian species (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1986; 1987a; 1987b) '

NormaI embryonic development is a precisely regulated, inductive,

interactive process between the developing tissue cells and the forming

ECM. precisely regulated ceIIuIar proliferation and phenotypic

stabitization, both mediated in part by bFGF, are required for successful

neurulation, somite formation' mesenchymal differentiation and

organogenesis. High tevels of bFGF have been detected in early embryos,

oocytes, fetal brain, and adrenal cortex (schweigerer, 1990), and the

amount of þFGF present, declines with Iater stages in development.

Studies with Xenopus stage B blastula celIs, where ectodermal explants

were exposed to exogenous bFGF, demonstrated a highly specific

differentiation of ectoderm into mesodermal structures that could not be

imitated by other growth factors (slack et aI., 1'987). Animal pole cells

in amphibians have Iikewise demonstrated a highly specific inductive

mesodermal response to the bFGF signal (reviewed in Schweigerer, 1990).

The neuronotropic effects of bFGF promote survival and

differentiation of specific nerve ceIl Iines from the hippocampal region

of the brain cortex (Gospadorwicz et aI., J-987b), and induce embryonic CNS

development. Baird and Bohlen (l-991) note that bFGF stimulates the

proliferation of neurobl-asts, the proliferation and differentiation of

gIial cells (astrocytes, oligodendrocytes, Schwann cells), the migration

and maturation of astrocytes, and also enhances myelination. Basic FGF

further influences the central nervous system cellular response to

pathogenic events, and promoÈes capillary ingrowth into the brain- It has

been localized in CNS neurons and cerebelLar Purkinje cells, but not in

the glial cells surrounding neurons (Cardon-Cardo, 1990)

A possible hormonal regulatory role for bFGF has also been
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suggested, not surprisingly as the greatest amount of bFGF purified to

date originates from pituitary tissues (Gospodarowicz et aI., 1987a) and

can be extracted from them (Kardami et âI., 1985). Baird and Bohlen

(1991) note that while bFcF potentiates thyrotropin releasing factor, it

inhibits aromatase activity, testosterone synthesis and luteinizing

hormone receptor induction. Thus, both the promotion and the maintenance

of vitaL endocrine capillary networks and gland function are also heavily

influenced by bFGF activitY.

5. 53 Pathogenic/therapeutic bFGF expression:

Given the magnitude and range of cel-fular responses mediated by

5FGF, it is plausible that abnormal gene expression of bFGF or faulty

siqnalling pathway components could result in pathogenic cellular

stimulation and ultimately in clinical disease. Schweigerer (l-990) noted

that pathogenic bFGF expression could result from enhanced signalling

secondary to amplification of the bFGF genef from insertion of a

functionally active promoter proximal to the bFGF gene¡ or from cell-s

which contain point-mutated bFGF that are bioactive but escape cellular

control (eg. tumor cells). With enhancement of the bFGF signalling

pathway, persistent angiogenesis and/or uncontrolled ceIIuIar

proliferation may occur. These factors are operant in diseases

characterized by persistent angiogenesis (diabetic retinopathy,

retrolental fibroplasia, rheumatism' abdominal adhesions), or by

exaggerated mesoderm- or neuroectoderm- derived cellular proliferation

(athersclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, hepatic cirrhosis, idiopathic

pulmonary fibrosis). Basic FGF has been found synthesized in a variety of

tumor celIs (retinoblastomaf melanoma, osteosarcoma¡ hepatoma) and may

have an autocrine stimulatory effect on tumor development and progression

(reviewed in Schweigerer, l-990) .

Impaired signa]-ling pathways could also result in the down-

regutation or disruption bFGF expression. Considering the known effects
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of bFGF on early embryonic development, disturbances in gene expression

could result in malformations of varying severity. Abnormal mesodermal

proliferation and differentiation, coutd be lethal early in development'

or associated with less pronounced impairments at later gestational dates

(schweigerer, 1990). Faulty expression of bFGF may be associated with

developmental disabilities such as infantile or adult progeria

(characterized by cataracts, atheroma formation, scleroderma-like skin

changes, ulcerations, and diminution of the musculo-skeletal system) and

with degenerative neuronal diseases, since neuron synthesis of bFGF is

vital for survival and differentiation (schweigerer, l-990).

Therapeutic enhancement of bFGF expression or, more likely,

application of recombinant bFGF potentiatly provides useful tools for the

management of disease. Baird and walicke (1989) hypothesized potential

applications for recombinant bFGF in the management of pathological

conditions where increased regeneration, or conversely limited cellular

degeneration, is desirable. They speculate that enhanced healing of

surgical Or traumatiC wOunds, ulcers. burns, or severe muSculOskeleta1

injuries could result from therapeutic bFGF application as could the

development of increased compressive and tensile strength in cartilage and

Iigaments. Recombinant bFcF could potentially induce revascularization in

heart tissue damaged by athersclerosis, prevent the progressive neuropathy

of Alzheimer's disease, improve neural recovery following a brain or

neural lesion, or even increase the survival of retinal ganglion cells'

Recombinant bFGF may also have a role to play in reproductive biologY¡ as

perhaps an angiogenic ovarian factor or a developmental morphogen' It is

also plausible that recombinant bFGF could play a role in modulating

endocrine diseases.

5.54 bFGF a¡¡d muscle gene expression:

The impact of bFGF on in vitro and in vivo muscle cells' as

described previouslY, is significant. In fact, severa] distinct families
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of growth factors are known to exert malor effects on the differentiation

of muscle ceIIs. Basic FGF and Transforming Growth Factor-beta (TGFß) are

potent inhibitors of myogenic differentiation, and Insulin-Iike Growth

Factor (IGF) is stimulatory: together, these factors affect myoblast

fusion, muscle-specific gene expression, and postmitotic differentiation

in primary muscle celI cultures or immortal muscle celÌ Iines (Florini et

ê1., l-99L) and have been shown to stimulate sequential phases of wound

repair (AIlen & Boxhorn, 1989). Basic FGF promotes myoproliferation and

blocks early steps in myogenic differentiation. It is known to stimulate

smooth and skeletal myocyte proliferation (Gospodarowicz et âI" 1-976;

1981) and has been localized in association with the basement membranes,

nuclei, and intercalated discs of adult cardiac myocytes (Kardami &

Fandrich, 1989; Kardami et âI., 1990) where it is known to stimulate

cardiac myocyte activity, possibly rel-ated to celI-ceII communication via

gap junctions.

FcF is able to inhibit terminal myogenic differentiation under

conditions in which it is not mitogenic. The exact mechanism of bFGF

inhibition of myogenic differentiation is still speculative, but Iikely

involves its ability to restrict expression of MyoD and myogenin, myogenic

determining genes (Fox & Swain, 1993), or increase cellular oncogene

expression of c-fos or c-myc (Florini et aI., 1991). It is known that the

endogenous expression of bFGF by myogenic cells decreases during cellular

differentiation (vaidya et aI., l-991) and that this autocrine and/or

paracrine downregulation occurs in parallel- with myogenesis both in vitro

and in vivo (reviewed in Fox & Swain, l-993). Other proteins known to

influence myogenesis demonstrate a simifar autoregulation to bFGF during

different iation.

MyoD was the first in a series of four regulatory muscle-specific

helix-Ioop-helix proteins identified in a variety of species, which was

found to activate ceII transcription, force expression of the muscle

phenotype (Bober et aI., 1,991-) and maintain the cetl in a differentiated
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state (Robertson, l-990). In combination with myogenin, Myf-6, anci

herculin, MyoD regulates muscle specific gene expression during

specification of the myogenic lineage (reviewed in olson et âI., l-991;

Beilharz et aI., Igg2), and is first expressed in early embryonic periods'

Levels of MyoD and myogenin expression decline during later gestation,

resulting in a relative absence of MyoD and myogenin gene transcription

evident in muscle precursor ceIIs of mature, undamaged muscle (Beilharz et

aL., 1992). Conversely, the increased accumulation of mRNAs encoding for

FGF was found to coincide with decreased expression of myogenin, either by

suppressing its transcription or decreasing the message stability (Fox &

Swain, 1993). Through a variety of mechanisms therefore, increased

expression of bFGF maintains the myoblast in an undifferentiated state

associated with low leveIs of MyoD and myogenin expression. According to

Fox and Swain (1993), it remains to be demonstrated whether the control of

expression of the muscle regulatory genes exerted by FGF occurs as a

result of its direct effect on gene transcription or by a more indirect

mechanism, which may or may not be operative in vivo. This is of clinical

significance as studies of enhanced expression of MyoD and myogenin have

demonstrated their unique abitity to convert non-muscle cells (such as

fibroblasts) into myoblasts (Robertson, l-990). A potential therapeutic

role for bFGF is suggested, based upon its ability to influence muscle

specific aene expression in the DMD population, in which transfection

studies using donor fibroblasts and a MyoD expressing retrovirus have

been found to create potentially large populations of transformed cells

suitable for myoblast transfer therapy (Tapscott et al., 1990).

The specific expression of muscle regulatory genes in activated,

replicating skeletal muscle precursor cell-s has been studied as a

quantitative measure of both growth and regeneration in normal and mdx

striated skeletal muscle. Beilharz et aI. (L992) found heightened mRNA

levels of both MyoD and myogenin evident in mdx muscles during the phase

of active dystrophy and regeneration (21 to 40 days), decreased to a
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fairly constant though elevated level in comparison to intact control

muscle samples in adult mouse populations. The authors maintain that

elevated levels of MyoD and myogenin mRNA expression evident in adult 4¡þ

skeletal muscle suggest an ongoing rather than transient phase of muscle

necrosis and regeneration in this strain. This is consistent with earlier

observations that adult mdx hindlimb muscle demonstrates persistent, mild

myofibre lesions (Tanabe et al., 1986) in small myotubes regenerated

inside older external Iamina sheaths (Anderson et al., 7987 ) but contrasts

with the work of DiMario et aI. (1991-) who proposed that fibre

regeneration is not persistent in adult dystrophic (mdx) mouse skeletal

muscle. Di Mario et aI. (1991) based their conclusion on anal-ysis of

fetal myosin mRNAs and embryonic l.fHC expression in adult dystrophic

skeletal muscle which in fact demonstrated a Ionger period of expression

of neonatal and embryonic myosin than evident in control populations-

5.55 bFGF aud dystroPhic muscle:

Knowing therefore, that upregulation of bFGF resul-ts in inhibition

of terminal differentiation in muscle through downregulation of MyoD and

myogenin gene expression, and that bFeF itself functions as a potent

mitogen, the possibility of bFGF playing,a role in promoting mdx muscle

regeneration has also been investigated.

DiMario and Strohman (l-988) found that satetlite cells from mdx

hindlimb muscle display an increased sensitivity to FGF in comparison to

satellite cells from the normal mouse muscle or fibroblast cells from

either muscle group. They proposed that this heightened sensitivity to

FGF permits rapid myofibre regeneration in the mdx hindlimb muscle in vivo

without parallel fibroblast hyperplasia. However, this study was not weII

controlled in aspects of tissue culture technique, nor in comparison with

control mouse myoblasts, and has not been repeated by others. Later work

by Digario et aI. (L989) related significantly elevated levels of FGF in

mdx hindlimb muscle extracelluar matrix (ECM) to an increase in both
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satel_Iite celI and regenerative activity evident in dystrophic muscle'

which they felt was sufficient to enable the mdx model to display a benign

phenotype despite dystrophin deficiency. The mdx mouse skeletal muscle

demonstrated an amplified concentration of endomysial and basal lamina-

bound FGF, although these authors did not detect any of the dystrophic

Iesions in mdx muscl-e sections.

Anderson et aI. (1991) did demonstrate distinctive patterns of bFGF

distribution through immunofluorescence Iabelling (with a different

antibody to bFGF) in degenerating and regenerating areas of mdx hindlimb

and cardiac striated muscle at the light microscopic leveI. Basic FGF was

localized at the periphery, over nuclei, and less intensely, in the

sarcoplasm of controL striated fast- and slow- twitch hindlimb muscl-e.

presumptive myosatellite cells IabeIled strongly for bFGF, confirming

earlier reports of bFGF gene expression by satelÌite cells (Alterio et

aI., l_990). Dystrophic muscle sections demonstrated significantly more

bFGF in recent areas of degenerating sarcoplasm and al-so over myotubes

during new fibre formation. The anti-bFcF labelling was greater in mdx

than control muscÌe for both hindlimb and cardiac tissues. MuscIe

extracts for mdx hindlimb and cardiac tissues al-so contained significantly

more bFcF than control counterparts. Interesting was the observation of

increased availability of bFGF epitopes prior to mononuclear infiltration

and phagocytosis in dystrophic tissue, suggesting, as the authors note,

that 5FGF may promote myofibre repair in mdx hindlimb tissue by a variety

of mechanisms. These could include bFGF acting as a chemotactic factor

released following injury to attract responsive cefls; bFGF providing

contact guidance for cells convergiing on areas of recent injury; and/or

bFGF stimulating mononuclear infiltrative cell proliferation and

differentiation to mediate the regenerative process. The authors conclude

that a correlation exists between local concentrations of bFGF and the

regenerative processes of skeletal muscle: greater levels of bFGF were

evident in slow-twitch than fast-twitch hindlimb skeletal muscl-e which
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coincide with their differences in regenerative capacity.

The hypotheses that differences in the amount or distribution of

bFGF in skeletal hindlimb muscle correlates with successful regeneration

following dystrophic insult/ was further examined using human, canine, and

mdx dystrophin-deficient muscles. Anderson et aI. ( 1993 ) used

immunofluorescence to identify differences in anti-bFGF labelling between

biopsies taken from patients with a range of myopathies including DÈ{D and

the related Becker muscular dystrophy (BMD), and from both normal and

dystrophic canine and mouse tissues. They noted intense bFGF label both

at the myofibre periphery and in the ECI'Í in mdx and control mouse tissue

which was not replicated in the human or dog sections. Endothelial and

smooth muscle cells at aII ages in human, dog, and mouse muscles

(dystrophic and control-) also stained brightly for bFGF. l-ikely related to

endothelial ceIIs being a known site for both FGF synthesis and the

angiogenic action of bFGF. creater levels of bFGF were evident in the

mononuclear celIs within the ECì4 than in peripheral myonuclei in muscle

samples for all species, and in degenerating than intact myofibres. The

authors conclude that the high extracelluar¡ peripheral staining for bFGF

in mdx limb muscle might stimuLate a local proliferation of the muscle

precursor cell (mpc) popuJ-ation following.dystrophic insult and that this

in turn could effect the remarkable regenerative response of those mdx

muscles.

Studies at the LM leveI have identified distinct and el-evated

pericellular, nuclear, and extracelluar staining patterns for bFGF in mdx

skeletal hindlimb tissue. The increased expression of bFGF evident in

this animal model for DMD is felt to represent one mechanism which

mediates the remarkable regenerative capacities evident in mdx hindlimb

tissue despite a persistent absence of dystrophin. Of interest then would

be the locatization and quantification of bFGF in mdx diaphragm tissue, in

which myofibre degeneration is much more persistent, and muscle is

eventually atmost replaced by fatty and fibrotic tissue (Stedman et aI.,
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199:L)" If there were reduced levels of bFGF expression evident in mdx

diaphragm corresponding to control diaphragm, they would be consistent

with earlier observations which correlated a) Iimited bFGF expression in

DMD with poor myoregeneration following dystrophic insult' and b) high

levels of FGF in mdx limb muscle which does regenerate from dystrophy'
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6,0 IMMI'NOGOLD IILTRASTRUCTURÄL LOCAT.IZATION:

Accurate localization and quantification of bFGF in discrete tissues

and cells, would enable us tO learn more about its function, storage, and

method of synthesis and delivery to target sites. At the electron

microscopic (EM) Ievel, immunocytochemistry, which makes use of antibody-

antigen reactions inherent in the immune system' proves a valuable tool

for this purpose.

6. 1 The antigen-antibody reaction:

An antigen is a molecule which when encountered, is identified as

"foreign" by the host, resulting in the initiation of a specific,

protective, multifaceted, immunogenic response (Abbas et âl', J-991a)'

Antigens have a unique molecular and/or conformational portion' known as

a determinantr which is recognized in turn by a specific antibody (BozzoIa

et aI., 1991).

Antibodies represent a superfamily of structurally related

gtycoproteins, produced in a membrane-bound form by B lymphocytes and

released to tissues and pl-asma' which mediate the protective effects of

humoral immunity. Antibodies demonstrate high specificity, or ability to

recognize and distinguish between a tremendous range of antigenic

structures, with differential marked affinity in their strong binding to

specific antigens (Abbas et âI., 1991a). They are found in distinct

locations throughout the body including membrane-bounded compartments'

plasma, immune effector cell surfaces, and collectively are referred to as

immunoglobulins ( IS) .

Ig molecules are simil-ar in structure. The cornmon Ig core consists

of thro identical short arms each composed of one light chain bound to one

heavy chain. These short arms are in turn "hinged" to a central region

where the two heavy chains bind together. This results in a ttytr- shaped

configuration where the "short arm" N-terminal domains form the wariable

regions containing the antigen binding sites. Enzymatic cleavage severs
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the Ig molecule into three segments, the two shorter fragments which bind

antibody (Fab) and the central, single crystallisable (Fc) fragment

(BozzoLa et aI., 1991). Igs are divided into numerous physicochemicall-y

distinct classes and subclasses, each with a diversity of amino acid

sequences at their Fab sites (Abbas et aI', 199Lb) '

Antibodies prove useful to identify and localize the anatomical

distribution of a specific antigen within a given tissue or cellular

compartment. To do this, antibodies are harvested from animals such as

rabbit, mouse, or goat, that have become immunized in a natural ort more

commonly, artificially induced manner which involves repetitive injections

of a specific antigen (BozzoLa et aI., l-991). PolyclonaI antisera,

containing a mixture of antibodies against different determinants on the

antigen are produced. Monoclonal antibodies. on the other hand bind to

a single determinant of the antigen, are produced typically from distinct

hybridoma cell lines. Antigens from different species or molecules with

varied functions but similar structural determinants, wilI cross-react,

making the harvested antibody useful for labelling antigens in other

tissues (Abbas et al ., l-991-b). when a visible label, such as a gold

particle is attached to the harvested antibody, it becomes possible to

infer the location of a designated antigen using immunocytochemistry

techniques ( BendaYon, l-986 ) .

6.2 Colloidal Gold Immunocytochemistry:

Ultrastructural immunolabelling techniques are a sensitive method to

locate and quantify specific antigenic determinants, important for their

characterization (Bendayan, 1986). Postembedding immunogold methods are

one preferred approach, which aim to maintain the essential, delicate

balance between antigen recognition by the antibody and morphological

preservation (Bozolla & Russel, 1991; Herrera, t99I; Park et aI., L989;

Ferrari et âI., l-989). The alternative, cryo-ultramicroscopy' requires

very low temperature processing of frozen tissue to maintain structureo
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but has the advantage of better retention of antigenicity of target

epitopes. Successful immunolabelling depends upon a myriad of factors

j-ncluding tissue fixation and processing, antibody characterization and

selection, etching and tabeJ-Iing techniques (BozolIa et aI., 1991).

Conditions for optimal labelting must be developed empirically to obtain

high morphological and antigenic preservation (Bendayan 1987). Both a

critical- degree of antigenic expression to clearly identify a reliable

reaction, and an antibody-tag complex (used to visualize the antibody

Iocations) of high affinity and specificity are required to bind the tag

effectively to the antigen.

proper tissue fixation and processing directly impacts the success

of specimen immunolabelling (Herrera, 1991; Bendayon 1987). To minimize

denaturing of the antigenic determinant, Iow concentrations of

glutaraldehyde (<1t) or paraformaldehyde have been used with success

(Ferrari et al- l-989; Bendayon 1983). Osmium, used to increase membrane

stabilization and tissue contrast, mây alter or mask the antigenic sites

in some tissues (VarndetI & Polak, 1987 ) , necessitating careful appraisal

of results achieved (Bozzola et al., 199L). Johnson and Bettica (1989)

linked poor label penetration to the presence of osmium and to the Iimited

effectiveness of sodium metaperiodate etçhing techniques used to expose

antigenic sites of tissues embedded in epoxy resins. Tissue dehydration,

infiltration, and embedding steps, derived to preserve antigenicity, must

be discerned empirically and individually for each specific tissue type

and labelling agent of interest.

pre- or post-embedding labelling procedures each have unique

inherent advantages and disadvantages (reviewed in Bozzola et al-., l-991).

In post-embedding labeIling, the staining procedure is carried out on

ultrathin tissue secÈions (silver or pale gold interference colours)

mounted on nickel grids. Many new hydrophilic resins such as Lowicryl and

LR !{hite have been developed to aI}ow enhanced antibody penetration

(Herrera l-991), and appear to produce good labe1J-ing results (StirJ-ing
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lggo; shida & ohga 1990; Bendayon 1987). If ePoxy resins are used, an

initial etching procedure prior to immunolabelling is required to expose

the antigenic sites buried in the plastic. Hydrogen peroxide (BozzoLa'

1991),sodiummetaperiodate(Bendayon19B3,7986,19B7),andsodium

ethoxide (Johnson et al., 1989) have all been suggested as appropriate

etching agents. The etching process could prove destructive to the antigen

under investigation (varndell & Polak 1987) so care must be taken not to

compromise tissue antigenicity or integrity during the etching period'

Thorough rinsing prior to subsequent staining is required to remove aII

residual traces of the solvent.

Blocking steps typically recur throughout the labelting protocol'

During blocking, the tissue is exposed to normal or non-immune serum

and/or albumin proteins which bind to nonspecific antibody sites' This

improves the specificity of the subseguent colloidal gold labelling by

blocking access to low and medium affinity antigenic sites' Ovalbumin and

skim milk are routinely used as blocking agents, and when modified with

the addition of Tween-20 (a detergent) and sodium chloride, become

suitable diluents for the antibodies and gold reagents as well (Johnson et

âI., 1989).

The primary antibody, prepared or purchased specifically for the

tissue antigen, is diluted and applied to the grid-mounted sections' A

tagmaybeappliedtotheprimaryantibodyforadirectlabelling

approachn however signal amplification may be desirable in which case

inclusion of a secondary antibody proves advantageous.

Following incubation, unbound antibody is washed âv/â!lr blocking

recurs, and a secondary antibody is introduced to magnify or amplify the

primary antibody label. The secondary antibody itself may contain an

electron-dense taq, or subsequently after additional washing and blocking

procedures is Iinked to a tag in suspension such as colloidal gold'

coIIoidal gold suspensions Iink relatively stable, discrete, high]-y

electron-dense, non-cytotoxic gold particles to Ïgs' protein A' protein
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c (VarndelI & Polak, I9B7; BozzoLa et al', 1-992), ot Protein AG

(Bendayon, 1991). Protein A-colloidal gold displays low, nonspecific

labelling properties and precise antigen detection (slot et al.' 1989)'

protein A-colloidaÌ gold aIlows for clear visualization of the

surrounding tissue structure and good quantification of the bound

determinant sites.
protein A and protein c bind the Fc portion of some Igs with varying

affinities, a factor which impacts the selection of individual coIloidaI

suspensions (stirling, 1990). The gold particles contained within the

colloid are available in a variety of sizes (from 5 nm to 20 nm

routinely), making the multiple Iabelling options feasible. smaller

particles, though more difficutt to visualize, demonstrate Less steric

hindrance (Ferrari et al., 1989), a higher efficiency of J-abelling and

better resolution of the target protein's distribution (Park et aI',

i-989; StirJ-ing' 1990) .

FoIlowing gold )-abelling, the sections must be rinsed thoroughly to

remove unbound gold particles' and then contrast stained with lead citrate

and uranyl acetate. The immunolabelled sections are dried thoroughly' the

grids demagnetized, and then viei^¡ed with a transmission electrQn

microscope.

Immunocytochemistry experiments require a battery of controls for

the staining, b]-ocking, and tagging steps to reveal potential localization

artifacts and to minimize experimental error (BozzoLa, 1991). Omission of

the primary or secondary antibody, demonstrates antibody specificity.

Pre-immune serum used in place of the primary antibody demonstrates if

any component other than the specific Ig is responsible for the antibody

binding which is evident in sections. Adsorption, in which the primary

antibody is removed from solution foltowing binding to an aliquot of

excess antigen, should result in a solution which is no longer capable of

labelling the antigen when the routine protocol is implemented'

Adsorption confirms that it is the primary antibody and not the diluting
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solution that ultimately binds the gold tag to the antigenic determinant;

use of a specific pre-sorbent molecule which is identical to the epitope

of interest furthur confirms the molecular identity of l-abeIled sites.
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7 .O PRO'TECT HYPOTHESES:

From a review of the ì-iterature, the following conclusions were

drawn: a) successful myoregeneration following dystrophic insult,

evident in Mdx mouse hindlimb (soleus) muscle, is significantly

compromised in mdx diaphragm tissues, resulting in a progressive

histopathology similar to that evident in Dl'{D; b ) An identical

genetically-based sarcolemmal protein deficit ultimately results in

markedly divergent phenotypic expression within two tissue types from the

same animal model, suggesting that other factors (mitogenic, angiogenic,

and/or chemotactic) may compromise the regeneration of diaphragm muscle;

c) Basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) plays a vital role in mediating

both myogenesis and muscle repair in striated skeletal muscle through its

known mitogenic and angiogenic properties. Since the mdx soleus contains

significantly more bFGF than control muscle and also regenerates

successfully from dystrophy, a tissue which did not regenerate in mdx mice

(diaphragm) was chosen to test the hypothesis. d) Immunocytochemistry is

an efficacious tool for the }ocalization and quantification of specific

proteins (such as bFGF) at the ultrastructural level in muscle tissue.

Based on these conclusions it is hypothesized that:

L) precise localization and quantification of the bFGF protein at

the ultrastructural- level is possible by means of immunogold labelling for

bFGF in gçþ striated muscle.

2) creater amounts of bFGF are present in control diaphragm

striated muscle tissue, which demonstrates ongoing successful myogenesis,

than in dystrophic (mdx) diaphragm muscle, in which myogenesis is

compromised.

7.1- specific Objectives:

1) To develop an effective technique using immunogold Protein A

immunocytochemistry to localize and quantify the presence of bFGF in mdx

and control skeletal muscle.
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2) To apply this method to study muscle ultrastructure, and generate

a labelling index (LI) of gold particles per unit area in defined myogenic

ceIIular compartments.

3) To study statistically any differences found in the LI between

muscle strains, muscle types, and cellular components which are involved

in muscle regeneration (myoblasts, fusing myoblasts, central and

peripheral myonuclei, satellite cells) and tissue repair (fibroblasts'

endothelial cells¡ and the extracellular matrix'
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Inthisstudyapost-embeddingproteinA-colloidalgold

immunocytochemistry technique was developed to visualize the bFGF

antigenic binding sites in diaphragm and hindtimb (soleus) skel-etaI muscle

from mdx and control C'7BL/ScSN mice aged 6-7 weeks. This technl-que was

based on the known affinity of Protein A for IgG antibodies, the

effectiveness of colloidal gold particfes as an electron dense marker¡ and

the stability of the complexed protein À-colloidal antibody IabeI

(Bendayonl-986;l-987).Theinitialtissueprocessingfotelectron

microscopy foll-owed established protocols as described bel-ow' The

immunogold labeIIing process however' was developed empirically' by

extensive testing of previously published labelling methods and many

control procedures, prior to its implementation in this study'

8.1 Processing for electron microscopy:

Mdx mice (C57BL/10 ScSn mdx) and their normal age-matched control

mice (cslBL/lOScSn) were bred by brother-sister matings from original

breedingpairs(BulfieldetaI.,]-984)andhousedaccordingtothe

canadian councir on Animar care in the university of Manitoba central

Animal care Facility. Diaphragm muscles were removed from six-week-old

control mice and from seven week old mdx mice under 1:1 ketamine and

xy}azine anaesthesia (.03cc/20g). The muscles were dissected whole,

pinned immediately through tendon insertions and ribcage into natural

restinglengthpositions,andimmersedinl.5tsglutaraldehyde(in

sorenson,s phosphate buffer) at room temperature for ten minutes' The

muscle tissues were then trimmed into blocks with a razor blade to remove

tendon, bone" and sites of procedural trauma. Leaftets of diaphragm

muscle sections were dissected perpendicular to the ribcage from the

ventrolateral costal region near the insertion of the phrenic nerve

(Stedman et al- , L99l-) .

primary specimen fixation continued by immersion of blocks in 1'53
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4oC buffered glutaraldehyde for two hours, followed by two ten minute

rinses with O.lM Sorensen's phosphate buffer (SP). Tissues were stored

overnight at 4oC in SP containing 5å sucrose-

post-fixation in lt osmium tetroxide (in SP) for two hours at room

temperature preceded dehydration through increasing concentrations of

ethanol (3OB to 1OOB) and then methanol. Muscle tissue blocks were placed

for 10 minutes each in 1:1 methanol: propylene oxide followed by lOOt

propylene oxide to complete the dehydration process.

Resin infiltration of the tissues was initiated with a 1:1 propylene

oxide: Epon 812 mixture for three hours duration on a rotator. Specimens

v/ere placed in label-Ied EM flat embeddinq molds filled with pure Epon,

mixed fresh prior to use, and oriented for either cross or Longitudinal

sectioning. Molds were left for twenty-fours hours in a fume hood, and

then polymerized at 6Ooc for 48 hours.

Thick transverse and longitudinal sections were cut from each block'

stained with toluidine blue, and photographed using the UFX-IIA Nikon

Labophot microscope and TX-400 B & W film for orientation prior to viewing

by the TEM (PhilliPs 300).

Resin blocks were trimmed and sectioned to pale gold interference

color and were collected on cleaned 200 mesh nickel grids (JBS # s251) '
which had been rinsed in glacial acetic acid (3 minutes), l-00t ethanol

(one minute) r and f ive rinses of doubl-e distilled r,rater (Johnson &

Beattica, 1989 ). Tissue sections mounted on grids were dried'

demagnetized and stored for later use.

8.2 Immunogold labelling protocol:

post-embedding gold labelling protocols were performed by floating

the grids, section side down, on dropÌets of room temperature solutions in

closed chambers (petri dish cover on clean parafilm). Grids were blotted

between each step but not allowed to dry until the tabelling procedure was

completed. Slow spinning of the grids on a magnetic stir plate lVarndelI
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& Pollack, 7981), gentle stream rinses, and dipping techniques were used

during the extensive rinsing procedures. Fresh OA solution (1% Ovalbumin

and 1t skim milk powder in O.O1M Phosphate-buffered saline (PBS)) and oAT

solution (0.05? Tween-20 and 30 mg/ml sodium chloride added to OA

solution) were made and filtered extensively just prior to use. The use

of anti-capillary forceps and regular demagnetizing of both forceps and

grids (Speiss et aI. | 7gB'7 ), proved helpful and were included in the final

protocol.

To begin the immunogoi-d labelling process, grids were floated on

double distilled water (ddH2O) for five minutes and then etched with

freshly prepared saturated aqueous sodium metaperiodate (NaMp) (0.19m/ mI

pBs) for one hour (Bendayan, 1983; Johnson & Bettica, 1989) to unmask

potential- bFGF antigenic sites. Grids were blotted and washed with ddHrO

(five minutes) and PBS (five minutes followed by 10 second stream rinse)

to remove aII traces of NaMp. Grids were then double blocked using OA

solution for five minutes (Johnson & Bettica 1989), and then 0.15M glycine

(Bendayan, personal communication) for twenty minutes to reduce

nonspecific staining and block low affinity binding sites.

FoIlowing blocking, grids were exposed to basic fibroblast growth

factor antibody (bFcF Ab), provided and characterized as highly specific

by Kardami (Kardami & Fandrich, 1989, Kardami et al.. 1990¡ and previously

reported (Anderson et al.. 1993) at a 1:100 dilution in OAT for two hours

at room temperature. Grids were washed in three 5 minute rinses of OA

solution to remove unbound antibody. A secondary goat anti-rabbit

immunoglobulin serum (Atlantic Antibodies, Sigma) diluted 1:100 in OAT was

applied to enhance the signal achieved by the primary bFGF Ab. Following

a two hour incubation period, the grids were washed in three 5 minute

rinses of OA solution to remove unbound serum and again provide a protein

block of the low affinity binding sites.
protein A linked to 10 nm coIIoidal gold particles (sigma) was

diluted 1:l-00 in OAT and used as the electron dense tag for the secondary
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antibody. Grids were exposed for one hour at room temperature to the

protein A-gold coIIoid, followed by extensive rinsing with OA solution (5

times), PBS (three times), and ddH2O (iO second gentle stream rinse

foll-owed by fifty rapid dips). Grids were dried, demagnetized and stored

overnight. A complete summary of each staining run was recorded (Table

2).

Contrast staining for EM viewing followed an established protocol

involving exposure to uranyl acetate for two hours and washing in ddHzO

followed by double strength lead citrate (.00375 gn./1-2.5 mI ddHzO) for 3

minutes" Grids were rinsed for five minutes each in O.O1M NaOH fol-lowed

by ddgrO, dipped rapidly fifty times into beakers of ddH20 dried thoroughly

and demagnetized. UnlabeIled grids were coded by a second observer (JEA)

to effectively double bl-ind the grids prior to viewing on a Phillips 300

TEM.

l4uscle sections were scanned under Iow power on the TEM to locate

myonuclei and sites of cellular infiltration and/or active dystrophy"

Higher magnifications (step I to 10, equivalent to x3630 to x5940

according to manufacturer) were required to confirm the type and location

of the myonuclei and to visualize bound 10 nm. gold particles. Micrographs

of areas of interest were taken using roll film. The date, magnification'

photograph code, grid code, and surnmary of observations were recorded for

each photograph on a form developed fot this purpose. The sites

photographed were then illuminated with an intense beam in the electon

microscope to confirm that the particles noted were in fact goId. by their

consisteni- síze, precisely round shape, and great electron density

(Bendayon. 1986). As this process potentially resulted in tissue

distortion, it was employed only foÌlowinq photography of a visual field

in situations where signal clarity was questioned. The film was developed

and contact prints made for orientation and selection, prior to formal

data collection.
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8.3 Development of immunogold protocol:

Significant experimentation was required in the first phase of this

research project to develop the final immunocytochemistry protocol unique

to this particular tissue type and antibody. Many variables were assessed

and multiple experimental trial runs were needed to determine optimum

conditions and ensure satisfactory control Procedures had been evaluated.

The results of the initial trails are summarized on Table 3. Since

previous work with immunolocaliztion for bFGF in dystrophic tissue was

done on hindlimb muscles, the preliminary experiments and observations

were established in soleus muscle. OnIy when specificity and sensitivity

were reproducible and satisfactory was the diaphragm tissue stained'

Cytoskeletal integrity appeared adeguately preserved by immersion

fixation in this study, therefore perfusion fixation was discontinued.

Lower concentrations of glutaraJ-dehyde ( 1.5t ) appeared to maintain

morphology and antigenicity (Bendayan, l-983 ) while higher ( 3t )

concentrations resulted in decreased antigen localization.

The tissue embedding resin selected was changed from Araldite'

used during initial trial-s, to Epon 8l-2 which proved more stable to both

Iabetling and EM viewing procedures. In particular, the Epon 812 appeared

to withstand intense illumination/heat With minimal tissue distortion.

To minimize the potential for contamination, nickel grids were

cleaned with a regime of gJ-acial acetic acid, ethanol' and distilled

water. The grids appeared cl-eaner under EM observation, than those

washed only in absoLute ethanol or distilled water. However, grids were

more prone to corrosion and etching if not rinsed sufficiently'

particular¡-y if old (ie. not fresh) sodium metaperiodate (NaMp) was used

to etch sections (see below).

To improve tissue adherence, grids with sections were initially

heated overnight at 4O-5Ooc (Johnson & Beattica, 1989). This practice was

found to be of marginal value and discontinued in later trails.

In attempts to minimize environmental contamination and solution
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evaporation during the labeIIing procedure, closed chambers were required"

Glass covered, wax-Iined petri dishes or cell culture box Iids proved

effective but susceptible to contamination with repeated use' Sheets of

Parafilm covered by a petri dish lid provided a suitable working surface'

Etching with a diluted stock solution of sodium metaperiodate (NaMp)

resulted in corroded grids as the stock solution gradually turned acidic'

Nalfp, freshly prepared and filtered just prior to use, eliminated this

problem. Experiments using a double etching protocol that included the

addition of sodium ethoxide (Johnson & Bettica 1989), resuJ-ted in fragile

sections prone to tearing. As the antigen accessibility did not appear to

improve significantly by this double etching procedure' the use of sodium

ethoxide vras discontinued.

At several steps during the protocol the tissue was exposed to a

blocking solution containing albumin. The initial protein blocking

solution containing 1t ovalbumin in O.O1M PBS was improved through the

addition of skim milk powder (Johnson & Beattica' 1989)' resulting in

greater apparent specificity of stain. A second blocking step, 0'l-5M

glycine for a twenty minute period, was included during the final trials

and enabled significantly higher concentrations of the primary antibody to

be used (from l-:400 to L:1oo). This resu,lted in good visualization with

minimal background staining.

Experiments completed with refrigerated OA and OAT stock solutions

demonstrated their rapid decomposition and bacterial contamination and

resulted in poor labetling. Good specificity was obtained when the

solutions were mixed and filtered just prior to use' or by using stock

solutions stored fresh frozen in premeasured viats at -2OoC.

Filtering of aII solutions was very important to minimize potential

sources of contamination. The OA/OAT solutions were centrifuged, Buchner

filtered (medium grade filter paper), and millipore filtered (8 and 2'5

microns) prior to use. AII other solutions were millipore filtered prior

to use, with the exception of the final ddH2o rinses. Difficulties in
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filtering the hiqh protein OA/oAT solutions with millipore filters

resulted their elimination from the final working protocol.

The primary bFGF antibody was tested at multiple dilutions including

Iz20, L:25, 1:40, 1:60, 1:80, 1:100. 1:160, I:2OO, I:25O, 1:300, I:4OO'

1:500, 1:600, 1:800, and 1:1OOO. InitialIy the lower dilutions resulted

in significant background staining and a low specificity of label' A

1:400 ditution of bFGF Ab in OAT provided good specificity with l-ow

background labeIIing and was selected as optimum. al-though later trials

which included a secondary blocking agent enabled 1:200 and 1:100

concentrations to be used effectively. The introduction of OAT in lieu of

1% ovatbumin/PBS as the diluent for the primary antibody' secondary

antibody and protein A-coLloidal gold also improved specificity. As noted

by Stirling (1-990), the addition of Tween-20 proved extremel-y effective in

reducing non-specific gold probe reactions.

Initiat trials did not include the use of a secondary antibody

between applications of the primary antibody and protein A-9oId to

sections. Labelling under those conditions was clear but very sparse.

With the addition of a secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody (diluted l-:100

in OAT) to the staining protocol, successfuf and amplified IabeIIing was

evident. Table 1 provides a schematic of the final immunogold labelling

process.

The use of 20 nm. gold particles enabled easy visualization of the

antigen binding sites during early trials; however, penetration was

limited. The introduction of smaller 10 nm. gold particles resulted in

increased particle penetration and antigen accessibility but proved

significantly more difficult to locate by the TEM and on printed

micrographs. Trials in which Protein G was substituted for Protein A-

colloidal gold, did not demonstrate improved reactivity' as was

anticipated and the use of Protein G \^¡as discontinued.

8.4 Experimental Controls:
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specificity of the labelling achieved by the final immunogold protocol.

controÌ procedures incl-uded: a) omission of the primary bFGF antibody'

b) preabsorption of the primary bFGF antibody with excess bFGF (Gibco), c)

omission of the Protein-A colloidal gold tag, and d) use of preimmune

rabbit serum (Vector) in lieu of the bFGF antibody. Controls a and c were

run with each staining procedure from the onset of the project, while

controls b and d were run during procedures after the final goLd-IabeIIing

protocol was established. As previously stated, aIl grids were coded and

the identities of photographs established only after the morphometric

analysis was comPl-eted.

8.5 Morphometric and Data analysis:

Micrographs of myonuclei and mononuclear ceIIs for analysis were

selected from contact prints and foltowing review of observation notes'

Negatives which contained images of presumptive myoblasts, fusing

myoblasts, satellite cells¿ central nucleir peripheral nuclei,

fibroblasts, endot,helial cel-Is, and mononuclear infiltrative cells of

known magnification x3630 to x5940, were enl-arged and printed to similar

contrast at a 5"x7" size on resin-coated photographic paper (Kodak) ' The

individual photographs were then grouped according to final magnification

(19,500x, 25roOOx or 32,000x) and principle cell type. as evaluated by

two independent observers using strict incÌusion/exclusion criteria.

Presumptive myoblasts were identified in particular based on the

description provided earlier in this paper: a prominent, central nucleus'

enlarged nucleoli, relatively scant cytoplasm, abundant ribosomes, Golgi,

RER system, multiple mitochondria, and possibly a smalI accumulation of

muscle filaments in non-muscIe, non-fibroblast, non-endothelial ce11s.

Other cell types of interest in this study were of both myoblast

Iineage (including myoblasts, fusing myoblasts, central nuclei, and
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satellite ceIls) and non-myoblast Iineage (fibroblasts and endothelial

cells)" For each type of ceJ-I, nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments were

examined, in addition to areas of endomysial and eipmysial ECM. The areas

of sarcoplasm evident between peripheral myonuclei and the external lamina

were assessed separately from other regions of sarcoplasm.

photographs were excluded from final analysis if the two observers

failed to definitively or consistentty identify the cel-I type(s) depicted;

if sections appeared torn, distorted or immediately adjacent to grid bars;

Lf visible regions of contamination or dirt were evident; or if the

overall quality of the photograph was compromised (eg. poor focus, cloudy

or obscured portions of visual field, damaged negative, poor print

contrast).

A digitized computer graphics tablet with the Sigma-Scan program

(Jandel) was used to assess the actual nuclear, cytoplasmic, and

extracellular compartmental areas of each working photograph. fndividual

calibrations htere entered into the computer for each of the three

photograph magnifications prior to scanning for the area in ¡1m2. CeIluIar

compartments were outlined in pen on the coded photographs, numbered, and

traced in order. These steps were required to enable a later "gold

particle count per pm?" to be determined with accuracy for each

compartment.

Individual gold particles were local-ized under conditions of high

illumination and magnification on the micrographs. Particles were

identified, circled, and classified as individual particles or smaIl

cl-usters (2-B particles) depending upon their proximity to each other'

GoId particles located within twenty microns of each other (twice the

particle diameter) were designated as a cluster. GoId particles located

at least twenty microns from each other were scored as individual units of

goId. Each gold count was repeated on at least two separate occasions to

ensure accuracy and check reproducibility. The gold particle count was

then entered with the corresponding cellular compartment area following
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decoding of micrographs, using a standard computer spreadsheet (Quatro Pro

and Lotus I-2-3). Spreadsheet column headings included: micrograph code

number, animal strain, muscle type, antibody dilution. and TEM

magnification fol-lowed by a complete Iisting of the area(s) and gold

counts for each ceII type and compartment (nucIeus, cytoplasm, sarcoplasm,

ECM) evaluated. This enabled a final labelling index (LI ) to be

generated, that calculated the number of gold particles per micrometer2 for

each area of interest. The LI was derived using a macro with the

following formula, which weighted each cluster as containing on average,

3 gold particLes:

LI= Sinqle particles (number) + 3x(cluster number)

area in ¡-lmz

As the working photographs were decoded, and the observations were

entered into the computer spreadsheet, data was sorted according to animal

species, muscle type, and principle ceII type. Labelling indexes were

compared both within and between the two animaL strains using the NWA

Stat-pak statistics program. Two- and three-way ANOVA statistical tests

and Duncan's tests r.Jere used to determine,the statistical signif icance of

f indings. A I'ptr val-ue of f ess than . 05 was used to re ject the nuII

hypothesis that there r^¡ere no significant differences in the LI for bFGF

Iabelling between the muscle cell- populations and/or between the two

strains. a Maclntosh computer and Cricketgraph were used to graph the LI

data.
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9. O RESULTS

Results suggest pronounced differences exist across muscle types

(hindlimb and diaphragm), cell types (myoblast, peripheral nucl-ei, central

nucleio satellite ceIls, fibrobl-asts, endothelial cells) and animal

strains (mdx and control) with respect to ultrastructural morphology' In

addition, the bFGF LI generated through this study proved significantly

different both across ce1I types and muscle typesr and between the animal

strainsr supporting the project hypotheses. General observations related

to these findings and the development of an effective immunolabelling

technique for mdx and control muscle tissue are summarized separately

below.

9. 1 Immunogold Labetling Technigue:

An effective tool for ultrastructural localization of bFGF in mdx

dystrophic skeletal muscle using immunocytochemistry was developed

following extensive experiments. The final immunogold protocol (Tab1e 2)

was refined from a series of over thirty successive trial runs (Table 3)

and resulted in good tissue preservation, penetration' high specificity

of the gold label, and minimal background staining (Figure 5C). These

variables are important criteria in determining the technical success of

the final immunogold protocol which was developed.

During the development phase of this project it became apparent that

a myriad of factors potentiatly influence the immunocytochemistry process.

Table 4 summarizes observations of specific variables which were found to

impact the finat signal clarity. Each variable was considered

independently throughout the development phase of this project and

multiple control procedures were implemented to minimize their effects

(reviewed previously) .

Etching with sodium metaperiodate for one hour gave good exposure of

the antigenic sites embedded within the Epon 812 epoxy resin, as evident

by the consistently Ìabelled cellular compartments (nuclear, cytoplasmic,
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extracelluar) in cells of various types (Figures'ltBt & 9 containing areas

of differing tissue electron density). Doubte etching resulted in fragile

grids and sections prone to tearing (Figure 12C) and was discontinued"

DoubIe blocking of the muscle tissue sections appeared to mask the

Iow affinity receptor sites effectively and improve IabeI specificity

(compare figure 6c with 94, 98). Effective gold IabeILing of bFGF

epitopes was evident with minimal background staining with a 1:400 (bFGF

in OAT) plus OA bLock, however further signal amplification was desired.

This was achieved by the introduction of a second block using 0.15M

glycl-ne. and a 1:100 (bFcF:OAT) dilution which resulted in improved tissue

penetration, signal amplification (more IabeI in similar or identical

areas), clarity in localization of bFGF epitopes (resulting from denser

labeling on antigenic sites), and particle resolution (Figure 5).

Blocking solutions proved unstable due to their high protein content

which could also result in increased nonspecific binding of Protein-A

gold, and the partial masking of the visual field during TEM scanning. It

was important that blocking solutions were mixed fresh and filtered

extensively just prior to their use, and a low protein-binding filter

paper in a Buchner filter proved sufficient for this purpose. Alternately,

the use of filtered, previously frozen blocking agents proved satisfactory

(Figure 8).

The introduction of a secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody

significantly amplified the visible signal- markedly. To confirm that the

colloidal gold tag was indeed recognizing the bFGF epitope following the

introduction of this secondary Ab, control runs in which the primary Ab

was omitted were included. The omission of the primary bFGF Ab in trials

containing the secondary goat anti-rabbit Ab, resulted in an absence of

visible signal (Figures 5d' 12b).

Other control procedures which were implemented included presorbtion

of bFGF Ab with excess human recombinant bFGF antigen (Ag) (Gibco) ' and b)

use of preimmune rabbit serum in lieu of bFGF Ab. The complete absence of
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gold particles on alternate sections treated in the same experiment run

with presorbed primary antibody confirmed the specificity of the label to

the primary bFGF antibody (compare 6D with 94,98). There was only low

Ievel, diffuse background labeIIing when sections were incubated with

preirrìmune rabbit serum. The initial- presorbtion trial in which the

antibody-antigen combination was reacted for two hours prior to incubation

of sections, failed to inhibit aII signs of labelting. However, this

random, nonspecific labeILi-ng was later reduced or eliminated when the Ab-

Ag complex was refrigerated overnight, prior to use' suggesting that the

success of the Ab-Ag presorbtion process is in part time dependent'

Use of protein A-colloidal gold containing 20 nm particles to

visualize the bound Ab-FGF (1-:1OO bFGF:OAT), was found to give a very

l-imited labelling of tissue sites (Figure 6A). The introduction of 10 nm

gold particles resulted in greater numbers of visualized binding sites in

a single run on alternate sections after using the identical primary and

secondary antibody dilutions. The smaller size particles (10 nm versus 20

nm) were much more difficult to locate (compare 5A with 5C, 5A with 8A) -

Micrographs were enlarged to 5"x7" final working copies in order to

measure both the individual ceLlular compartmental areas and make the

corresponding corresponding gold counts. Cellular compartment areas vrere

scanned and the areas tabulated confirmed by frequent and random

repetiLion of measurements. Gol-d counts were repeated for each photograph

and randomly checked for consistency and accuracy by an independent

observer, who found results to be consistent and within 5% of original

counts. The calculated labelling index (LI ) gave a reasonable

identification of the total number of gold particles per micrometerz of

cellular compartment area. Since single clusters of 2-B particles were

designated as containing 3 particles on average' the index (LI) is Iikely

an underestimation of the total particles. Use of the index enabled a

standardized comparison to be made across strains in al-I ceII types

observed in diaphragm striaÈed muscle.
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Two observations should be made prior to discussing the statistical

analysis of the indices. First, it is important to note that the

population of fusing myoblasts and centrally located myonuclei evident in

this study appeared to be unique to dystrophic mdx tissire and could not

be correlated with a similar cell type in the control strain in that

control muscle was not regenerating (compare Figure 1D \^/ith l"A). second,

the results of the LI drawn from this study are based primarily upon

observations of control and mdx diaphragm striated muscle. Preliminary

comparisons between the mdx soleus and diaphragm muscles have been

included however, as they display clearly two divergent responses of mdx

striated muscles to the dystrophic insult. To date very Little has been

reported on the mdx diaphragm and bFGF distribution has not been studied

in mdx muscle at the EM level. Therefore comparisons with prior LM

studies of bFGF in mdx soleus muscle (Anderson et aI., 1991"¡ Anderson et

â1., l-993) provided vital preliminary information from which this project

was develoPed.

9.2 Tissue MorPhologY

The ultrastructure of control diaphragm (DIA) tissue is comparable

to that of any mature skeletal mammalian muscle, apart from considerations

of muscle architecture. In cross section, control DIA demonstrated

essentially homogeneous, dense, polygonal myofibres containing numerous

mitochondria, myofibriJ-s and contractile elements with a definitive

sarcomere array, peripheral myonuclei, and bl-ood vessels (Figure J-A) ' The

satellite cells vrere sparse in number (as reflected by the low "n" value

in the tabtes), though readily identified based on their distinct

appearance and para-sarcolemmal location (Figure 3A). Interstitial and

endomysial fibroblasts comprised the most readily apparent non-muscle celI

type, followed by endothelial celIs. Of interest were small pockets of fat

and fibrous tissue noted interfasicularly, extrinsic to intact myofibres

in control DIA samples (Figure 18). The appearance of periodlc pockets of
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collagen and adipose extracelluar infiltration in the control muscle were

prevalent enough to mislead this observer, when making preliminary

conclusions based on TEM viewing of double blinded specimens, that the

control tissue was in fact dystrophic. Control muscle however, did not

demonstrate many areas of free myoblasts or inflammatory cells, the

presence of fusing or centrally migrating myoblast populations' or any

intracellular accumulations of fatty tissue as evident in mdx tissues

(compare Figures 1A and 2A).

Mdx muscle ultrastructure in contrast, demonstrated significant extra-

ceIIul-ar accumulations of mononuclear infiltrative cells and adjacent

regions of myofibre damage and repair, in both the diaphragm (DIA) and

hindlimb (SOL) muscle of 6-7 week old mice (Figures 24, 3C). In both mdx

muscles, segmental necrosis had initiated episodes of myofibre

degeneration and attempts at regeneration. During the early stages of

cell death/Iysis, the myonucleus assumed a pyknotic appearance (Figure

1C), accompanied by structural disruptions such as sarcomere fraying or

splitting, loss of individual myofilaments and swel-Iing of mitochondria

(Figure 2D) and vacuolation of the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) and T-

tubule vesicles (Figure 2E). With myofibre degeneration' a diversity of

mononucl-ear cell types infiltrated the necrotic zone. At the EM level'

these infiltrative cells were observed to include Iarge numbers of

presumptive myoblasts, fusing myoblasts, fibroblasts, and macrophagesr

with somewhat lower numbers of Iymphocytes, mast cells, and

polymorphonucl-ear leucocytes evident (Figure 1D, 2A, 3C). Early attempts

at myoregeneration were successful, aS evident by the concurrent

appearance of migratory myoblasts, fusing myoblasts' myotubes' and

centrally nucleated myofibres in dystrophic DIA samples (Figure 1D, 2A).

Once centralty nucleated however. DfA myocytes were also noted to display

myofibrillar disarray and structural compromise (Figure 2B) ' suggesting

that a second wave of damage to the same segment of these fibres was

possible. Myofibrils continued to appear frayed with poorly organized
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sarcomere banding, and were found in environ of very low amounts of

glycogen and abnormal mitochondria foJ-Iowing one initial phase of

myogenic repair (Figure 2D). The SR swelling, characteristic of the

initial necrotic insult, appeared to persist in regions, and may have

further Iimited the successful reformation of adjacent sarcomeres (Figure

2E). The second wave of damage to previously regenerated fibres (Figure

1D) again involved infiltrative mononuclear cells, necrotic debris and

fibrosis. The significant accumulation of collagen described in the mdx

DIA, appeared early on in the disease process in the ECM (Figure 2c),

though fibrosis was most pronounced near the perimysium surrounding

fascicles. Fibrosis was evident in the endomysium, defined for the

purposes of this study as the myofibre external lamina and interstitial

endomysium, although to a lesser extent. Collagen infiltration appeared

very much more pervasive in the mdx diaphragm than in any other tissue

studied in this project. signs of concomitant adipose celf infiltration

were evident at this stage of development, and Iipid droplets were noted

intracell-ularly in myofibres (Figure 2D).

At the ultrastructural level, the initial stages of segmental

necrotic insult, mononuclear infiltration' myoblast migration, fusion, and

myofibre regeneration were indistinguishable in mdx soleus muscle from

that described for the mdx diaphragm (compare Figures 1A & 4D, 3A & 1D, 38

& 2A). During active dystrophy, the mdx soleus interstitium also contains

a dense heterogeneous assortment of infiltrative cells which phagocytize

debris and repopulate areas of necrosis (Figure 3C). Myoblasts invade in

synchrony with many inflammatory cetl types (Figure 4c) and fuse with

each other or to surviving segments of myofibres inside the original

external lamina sheath (Figure 1OB,C) to reestablish myofibre continuity

(Figure 3A and 4A). UnIike the mdx diaphragm however, the soleus

myofibres reorganize and appear more resistent to further rounds of

dystrophic insult, although such are reported (Anderson et aI., 1987).

StructuraJ- integrity appears to be reestablished in a gradual but
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successful manner (compare Figures 4A and 48). Characteristic banding of

.t-he sarcomere is re-aligned both within and between the individual

myofibrils in a fibre, resulting ultimately in a morphology characteristic

of adult striated skeletal muscle apart from the appearance of central

nuclei (Figure 48 insert). Mdx soleus muscle escapes the interstitial

fibrosis and adipose infiltration characteristic of the dystrophic

diaphragm (Figure 48) and interestingly, appears to escape further rounds

of degeneration, at Ieast at this age. Signs of subsequent degeneration

were not apparent in centrally nucleated mdx soleus muscle at six weeks-

of-age. The mechanism by which this hindlimb muscle is able to escape

further dystrophic insult despite the persistent absence of the dystrophin

protein product is as yet unknown, though these observations perhaps

support the theory for work-related muscle injury secondary to dystrophin

def iciency (Petrof et al ., l-993) .

AIso of interest were the appearance of neuromuscular junctions in

newly regenerating skeletal muscle. Figure L2C depicts a myofibre

undergoing significant degeneration, though still maintaining an intact

neuromuscular junction (NMJ). At higher magnifications it is possible to

observe truncation of the secondary synaptic folds in regenerating

striated muscLe fibres. In general mdx NMJ of regenerated fibres appear

to lack the complexity evident at normal NMJ sites since synaptic clefts

are shallow and secondary fotds are shortened, irregul-ar, and widely

spaced (Figure l-2D).

The actual stages of the myogenic repair process were observed and

recorded at the ultrastructural l-evel during the course of this study.

Following cell necrosis and degeneration, many different inflammatory

mononuclear ceIIs were attracted to the degenerating tissue. These

included mast cells (Figures 4C and 114), polymorphonuclear leukocytes

(Figure 118), macrophages (Figure 11c, 1D, 3C) and lymphocytes (Figure

l_l_D, 2Ar. Also evident within this inflammatory cell population were

mononuclear myoblasts in varying stages of differentiation (Figure 1-D),
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presumably a,Ëtracted to the wound site, possibty by a chemotactic signal

such as bFGF.

Myoblast stem cel-Is, thought to arise from activated satellite cell

populations, \¡rere evident initially in close association with the

inflammatory infiltrate (Figure 4c). At the EM level' presumptive

myoblasts were recognized by the presence of morphological features

including an oval nucleus, prominent nucleolus' scanty cytoplasm with

plentiful ribosomes, and weIl-developed but short RER cisternae (Figure

4C) " As the myoblasts begin to differentiate and synthesize contractile

proteins, a random and then parallel accumulation of intermediate

filaments was observed beneath the plasma membrane was observed (Figure

l_oA). The myoblast appeared to undergo a series of phenotypic

transformations to assume an eJ-ongated appearance which included the

accumulation of dense heterochromatin in the nucleus, and the presence of

an increasing number and complexity of ceIIuIar organelles within an

enlarging cytoplasm (Figure 1OB). Fusion with adjacent myoblasts to form

myotubes (Figure 1OB) / and with the sarcolemma of existing myofibres

(Figure 3C) were evident as two distinct mechanisms by which

reconstitution of myofibres was initiated' The fusion of cells,

following close approximation often within the external lamina, evolved

by complex, highly interdigitating limiting membranes (Figures 1OB' 10C).

As definitive myotubes were reformed, polymerization of the protein

filaments was inferred by the observation of their longitudinal

orientation into more typical sarcomere arrays. Mitochondria also

appeared to undergo transformation as they elongated and became oriented

in cl-ose association between the individual myofibrils. After fusion, the

myonuclei appeared to migrate centrally as contractile filaments were

synthesized and deposited at the myofibre periphery (Figure 2A). With the

restoration of both sarcolemmal and sarcoplasmic integrity' regenerated

myoblast nuclei appeared vesicular with large nucleoli as noted previously

(Figure 1D), in a prominent central position within myofibres, surrounded
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by an organized array of contractile elements (Figure 10D)'

9.3 Results from Gold Particle Labelling:

The bFGF labelling index (LI) derived during this study was applied

to determine if there were statisticalLy significant differences between

mdx and control animals for most ceII types and compartment spaces

assessed. Cell- types most clearly labelled for bFGF in either strain

included myoblasts, endothelial cells, fibroblasts, satellite cell-s, and

peripheral nucl-ei" Nuclear and cytoplasmic compartmental LIs were

evaluated individually for each cell type and a comparison v,as made also

between extracelluar and intracellular/sarcoplasmic bFGF Lrs.

Initial impressions generated while collecting data from the working

copies of cotloidal gold-stained muscle tissue micrographs, indicated that

visible differences existed between control and mdx muscle tissue bFGF¡

a)_though this was only confirmed after micrographs were decoded. Greater

amounts of bFGF were evident on control than on mdx cells for the majority

of cel-1 and compartment types. These included fibroblasts (Figures 5A'

58) n peripheral nuclei (Figures 74, 78), myoblasts (Figures BA, BB) ' and

endothelial celIs (Figures 94, 98). It was difficult to ascertain if

there were visible differences in particular regions of nuclear and

cytoplasmic localization of bFGF, though clearly elevated levels of bFGF

were evident in the EClf when compared to the sarcoplasm. For all tissues

examined, gold particJ-es vrere often observed to be bound to collagen

(Figures 5A, 5C), with greater amounts of bFGF visualized adjacent to the

perimysium than within the interstitial- endomysium (compare Figures 54,

7A) . This would be consistent with earlier reports of intense

pericellular staining for bFGF evident in mdx hindlimb muscle at the LM

level (Anderson et aI., 199L¡ Anderson et aI., 1993).

Initial impressions also indicated that, irrespective of animal

strain, certain cell populations demonstrated preferential binding for

bFcF. Circul-ating myoblast cells in particuJ-ar appeared to present with
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the greatest amount of gold-tagged bFGF epitopes, followed by endothelial

ceIIs. As results were compiled, the myoblast population was delineated

further into four distinct subgroups according to the degree of

differentiation, for purposes of statistical- analysis. This enabled a

comparison to be made of the LI of freeÌy migrating myoblasts (defined as

having been activated, possibly dividing, and then withdrawn from the cell

cycIe, and, committed to the muscle lineage), fusing myoblasts (defined by

the presence of fusing adjacent membranes), central nuclei (defined as

myoblasts which have completed a cycle of myoregeneration), and satellite

ceIIs (defined previously as a visibly distinct resting precursor

population of myoblast stem cells in mature striated skeletal muscle which

lie between external lamina and sarcolemma). Initial impressions

suggested that there was a progressive decline in the amount bFGF evident

in these different myoblast populations which correlated with the stages

of initial differentiation, fusion, migration and quiescence' This

impression was later confirmed statistically as discussed below'

Macrophages were amongst the mononuclear celIs that appeared to

IabeI welI for bFcF within dystrophic striated muscle. To a lesser

extent, but also labelled, vtere mast cells' PMN' and lymphocytes (Figure

1l-). Myelin sheaths and neuronal axons demonstrated the presence of bFGF

in very much smaller amounts than evident in myonuclei, as did the region

of a synaptic cleft (Figure t2 At 1,2D) | also in agreement with previous

observations by LM (Anderson et al., 1991). Together, these observations

suggest a multimodal and multicellular distribution of bFGF across tissue

types and cellular compartments within normal and dystrophic skeletal-

muscles. These observations appear to be consistent with what is reported

in the literature about the many roles bFGF may play in regulating tissue

repair through modulation of cellular proliferation and differentiation.

A relative absence of bFcF-gold Iabets was evident within the lumens

of blood vessels lumen (Figure 5C), or over erythrocytes (Figure 9A) and

mitochondria (Figure '7A, 78). This vras interpreted to support the
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specificity of the bFGF label as applied by this technique and protocol

(as the Iiterature suggests these sites do not demonstrate bFGF), and was

used as a measure of nonspecific background staining during the protocol

development. The relative absence of gold particles was also evident on

micrographs taken from sections subjected to control procedures (Figures

5D, 6D, tzB) | confirming again a high specificity of the colloidal gold

tag to the bFGF antigen and the specificity of the developed protocol'

9.31- Labelling Index AnalYsis:

A series of statistical tests was completed on the raw data

generated in this project to test the initial impressions of labelling.

A probability of <0.05 was established as the point at which the null

hypothesis would be rejected. Two and three way ANOVAs' Duncan's Multiple-

range test, and unpaired t-tests were used to determine the statistical

significance of the LI results. The individual statistical tests

completed are described in brief below, and have been surnmarized in a

composite manner in Tables 5A (DIA) and 58 (SOL) '

Initially, a two-way ANOVA test was used to compare nuclear and

cytoplasmic localization of bFcF in mdx and control diaphragm migrating

myobtasts to ascertain if a) greater levels of bFGF are found in myoblasts

during the successful maintenance of a muscl-e or a myogenic response and

b) if there v¡as a difference between nuclear and cytoplasmic localization

of 5FGF. The latter comparison was made in all cell types studied, with

the aim of clarifying further the potential source and/or route of entry

of bFcF in the ceII since significant differences between intra- and

extra- nuclear localization of bFcF might provide important information

concerning the autocrine, intracrine' or paracrine regulation of bFGF for

a given celI type. Results of this ANOVA indicated a statistical

significance (p=O.OO3) between the labeIIing index of the two mouse

strains, with control circulating myoblasts demonstrating greater amounts

of bFGF than mdx myoblasts. There was however¡ no difference between the
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cytoplasmic and nuclear distribution of bFGF within either strain

(P=0. s7 ) -

A three-way ANOVA test looked at differences in the nuclear and

cytoplasmic bFcF between control and mdx diaphragm myoblasts and fusing

myoblasts to determine if the presence of bFGF decreases significantly

during the early phases of myoregeneration. Results demonstrated a

significant difference between the myoblast populations in different

strains (p=<O.OOl-), with control diaphragm exhibiting notably higher

levels of bFGF than mdx diaphragm. Within the mdx diaphragm muscle

itself, greater amounts of bFGF were evident in the circulating myoblast

population than in the fusing myobÌasts, confirming initial impressions'

There was no statistical difference found between nuclear or cytoplasmic

LI within the three cel-I types (p=0 -46),

A comparison was then made of the bFGF LIs between the four

distinct mdx diaphragm myoblast subgroups to ascertain if the trend

towards decreasing levels of bFGF evident during myobJ-ast maturation was

in fact persistent into futly differentiated regenerated muscle. A one-way

ANOVA confirmed statistically significant differences existed between each

of the four stages of the myonuclei (p=.01). Further analysis using a

Duncan's MuJ-tiple-range test indicated tþe major significant difference

(p=.05) to lie between the levels of bFGF evident in pools of mononuclear

extracellular myoblasts (most immature) and the intracellular central

nuclei (most mature). In addition it was noted that satellite cells

tended to have a fower bFcF LI than migrating myoblasts, however the

relatively small number of observations likely precluded this difference

from reaching statistical significance. However, this and the previous

ANOVA test, supported the observation that the bFGF content of mdx

myoblast nuclei diminishes significantly following migration to the site

of regeneration.

To further clarify this impression, a comparison was then made

between the nuclear and cytoplasmic bFGF LIs for each of the four myoblast
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subgroups in mdx diaphragm. A two-way ANOVA suggested there might be

differences between the cell- types, although again the very small number

of satellite cell- observations appeared to timit the statisLical

significance of such (p=0.07). Consistent with earlier findings" there

was no significant difference evident between the nuclear and cytoplasmic

bFGF LIs for these ceII types (p=0.81).

To assess differences in the nuclear and cytopLasmic content of bFGF

in two myoblast populations (unbound myoblasts and satellite cells)

between mdx and control diaphragm muscle a separate 3-way ANOVA was

completed. Sateltite ceIIs and circulating myoblasts only could be

compared between the two groups, since fusing and centrally nucleated

myoblasts were unique to the dystrophic muscle in this study. Borderline

statistical significance was achieved (p=.08), again Iimited by the

relatively smalI number of satellite cell- observations made. Both mouse

strains displayed more bFGF in myoblast poopul-ations than the satel-Iite

celIs, although this was not stastically different between nuclear or

cytoplasmic localization (p=.77). This unfortunately smalI number of

satell-ite cells, however does appear to be representative of population

size as described in current literature (Grounds et al.' l-991-). A large

number of satellite cells was observed and photographed in this study.

However, they were excluded from final statistical analysis as they were

not stained with the final protocol itself. Consequently, a large pool of

cells was used for preliminary development of the technique and for

observations of morphology but were discounted from statisticat analysis

of LIs.

To confirm these initial results which suggest that bFGF appears

equally distributed between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments of

discrete cell types, two two-way ANOVA tests \¡/ere completed which analyzed

the nuclear and cytoplasmic LIs in cells thought to synthesize and/or

store bFGF. A comparison between control and mdx endothelial cell

compartments revealed significantly greater amounts of bFGF in control
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than mdx diaphragm muscle endothelial cells (p=.005)' but no difference

was noted between compartments 1p='53)' A significant difference was not

obtained during the comparison of fibroblast celIs between the strains

(p=0.17) or between compartments (p=.33), although there appeared to be

more bFGF evident in control than mdx fibroblast cells irrespective of

nuclear and cytoplasmic localization.

To verify the observations that bFGF localization within the cell

nucleus was not significantJ-y different from that in the cell cytoplasm,

a three-way ANOVA was completed that compared nucfear and cytopLasmic bFGF

in mdx and control- endothelial, fibroblast, and myobJ-ast populations.

These three celI Lypes represent the most frequently observed

mononucleated ceII populations within actively dystrophic muscle in this

study, which by comparison would tell us about differences in bFGF

distribution between myogenic and non-myogenic cell-s. Interestingly'

significant differences were observed between strains (p=0.0000) and cell

types (p=O.0O3l-) though not between nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments

(p=.SASS). The greatest amount of bFGF (nuclear and cytoplasmic) was found

in control myogenic cells (circulating myoblasts), then, in descending

order, in control endothelial celIs, control- fibroblasts, mdx circulating

myoblasts, mdx endothelial cel1s, and lastIy mdx fibroblasts' A

significant interaction was evident between strain and ceII type (p='O2)'

This means that for the control cell types, differences in bFGF were

larger than between the mdx celI types.

Peripheral muscle nuclei (PN) represent a population of stable'

non-dividing myonuclei evident in normal and dystrophic striated skeletal

muscle. The bFGF content of peripheral nuclei and the sarcoplasm located

between their nuclear border and the external sarcolemma (designated ECM

cytoplasm or -ÐECM in the tables) were analyzed using a two-way ANOVA to

determine if initial impressions that more bFGF was observed in the ECM

cytoplasm than in the nucLeus or remaining muscle sarcoplasm were

accurate. Statistical- results failed to confirm significant differences
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for diaphragm muscle between mouse strains (p=. B0 ) or cellular

compartments (p=.90), since the bFGF label only tended to be higher in

control peripheral nuclei than in mdx.

Statistical analysis next compared the bFGF LI of mdx and control

diaphragm sarcoplasm to determine if intracellular accumulations of bFGF

are reduced in tissue which is morphologicatly compromised. An unpaired

t-test confirmed a one-sided significance of p=9 'oo2: significantry less

bFGF was evident in dystrophic than control sarcoplasm, perhaps

accounting in part for its limited regenerative capacity following

repetitive dystroPhic insult-

The intracellular bFGF content in diaphragm muscle for both

strains was then compared to that of the extracelluar matrix (ECM) - The

ECM serves as a significant physiological reservoir for bFGF, which once

bound to the abundant heparin sulphate proteoglycans found in ECI'I

collagen, becomes relatively stable. It was of interest therefore to

extend the previous comparison of the intracellular levels of bFGF in

normal and dystrophic muscle to include bFGF levels in the ECM' most

notably to determine if the dystrophic diaphragm, which demonstrates much

more collagen than control, would in fact bind greater amounts of bFGF"

A two-way ANOVA was completed which found significant differences between

both the animal strains (p=.01) and between the sarcoplasmic and EcM

accumulation of bFGF (P=.001). control diaphragm demonstrated

significantly more bFcF both within the sarcoplasm and in the ECM than

mdx, although in both strains significantly more bFGF was labelled in the

ECM than in the sarcoplasm. TnterestingIY, the dystrophic diaphragm

muscle which demonstrated significantly more extracellular fibrosis and

collagen infiltration and theoretically a greater ability to bind bFGF,

demonstrated significantly l-ess bFGF than its control counterpart- This

suggests thaL the amount of endogenous bFGF produced and seguestered by

control diaphragm muscle tissue is greater than that evident in mdx' or

conversely that the turnover of bFGF in mdx ECM is higher than in controL
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muscl-e.

In combination, this series of statistical tests yielded results

consistent with the preliminary observation of decoded micrographs' There

\^/ere greater amounts of bFGF evident interstitiatly¡ extracellularly, and

within most types of myonuclei in control than in mdx diaphragm muscle

tissue. This suggests that bFGF may play a role in the maintenance of

muscle integrity, and that reduced levels of bFGF are evident in one

muscle tissue which exhibits stages weII into the process of dystrophy

progression. of interest then, would be a comparison of mdx diaphragm

bFGF LIs with those of mdx hindlimb soleus muscle. Both tissue types

experience a common myofibre insult secondary to dystrophin deficiency;

however, only the mdx soleus demonstrates the capacity to regenerate.

The immunogold Iabelling technique for bFGF was developed and

applied on hindlimb muscle tissue initially to confirm LM findings. The

focus of this study was the morphology of diaphragm muscle and the

distribution of bFGF in that muscle, which reproduces the degenerative

changes of DMD and is therefore of great clinical interest. Observations

included below regarding the bFGF LIs in stained sections of soleus muscle

were taken from those sections processed at the same time as diaphragm

muscle by the final staining protocol. The comparison of the DIA and SOL

muscles in mdx and control populations presented below thus represents

only a preliminary and very limited study which, while interesting' must

be interpreted with caution, particularly in comparing to diaphragm bFGF

LIs "

g.4 Labelling indices (LI): diaphragu and hindlinb:

preliminary attempts to compare the bFGF content in dystrophic

hindlimb (soIJ) and diaphragm (DIA) muscles were limited by the narrow

field of soleus muscle observations which met the full inclusion criteria.

The immunogold labelIing protocol was originally developed on sections of

two mdx hindlimb muscles (extensor digitorum longus and sol-eus), allowing
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statistical significance of

differences between mdx SOL and

observations to be made

such is limited. The

DIA muscle were described

9.4I Comparison of Control and mdx Soleus LIs:

As shown in Table 58, similar statistical tests were applied to

assess the differences between control and mdx soleus cell types and

compartments. Given the caution regarding the Iimited data pool from

which results were drawn, the foltowing observations were made. More bFGF

appeared to label in mdx than in control hindlimb tissue. This is

consistent with earlier reports (Anderson et al., 1991-) and is interesting

considering the enhanced regenerative capacities of the mdx soleus

compared to control muscles (Zacharias & Anderson, 1991-). Duncan's

MuItiple-range test confirmed that there was significantLy more bFGF was

evident in endothel-iaI ceIIs¡ peripheral muscle nuclei, and in the

cytoplasmic compartment between the peripheral nucleus and the external

lamina (EcM cytoplasm) in mdx SoL than in control SoL muscle (p<.05). The

stronger labelling evident in the dystrophic soleus endothelial cells

furthur supports this Iocation as a recognized site of bFGF synthesis.

Likewise, the large amount of bFGF evident in the mdx sol ECM may be

related to its enhanced production, secretion, storage, and/or liberation

in actively regenerating rather than guiescent tissues, suggested by

DiMario and Strohman (l-988) and Anderson et aI.(1991-). What is unusual

however is the significantly elevated bFcF Iabelling of mdx soleus

peripheral nuclei (PN) and adjacent cytoplasm, which contrasts markedly

from the consistently Iow levels of bFGF evident in the same areas in each

of the three other muscle types examined (mdx DIA, control DIA and SOL).

The importance of the enhanced staining for bFGF in the peripheral nuclei

and adjacent sarcoplasm is unclear, but may suggest that PN are not in

fact as "quiescent" as presumed in regenerated mdx soleus muscle fibres.

Indeed many other structural features of immaturity in mdx muscle
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including myogenic regulatory gene expression (Bielharz et âI., 1992),

muscle fibre typing (Anderson et aI., 1988), nuclear location (Anderson et

âI., 1988)r contraction speeds (Anderson et al., 19BB) and tropomyosin

phosphorylation (Heeley & Anderson, 1993) are reported.

Significant differences were also evident between the individual

myoblast populations in control and mdx soleus muscl-e (p<.05), with more

bFGF evident in each of the four myoblast subgroups in the mdx compared to

the control- strain. There \,¡as also a significant difference in the bFGF

LIs between myoblast and non-muscle cells (endothelial cells and

fibroblasts). Similar to those findings reported earlier for the DIA' the

greatest amount of bFcF \¡ras evident in endothelíal cells followed in

descending order by myoblasts and fibroblasts. Also consistent with

findings from the diaphragm was a significant interaction bet\¡reen ceII

type and strain for both muscle (myoblasts and peripheral nuclei) and non-

muscle (endothe)-ial ceIIs and fibroblasts) celIs. The differences between

nucleear and cytoplasmic bFGF LIs across all cel1 types and compartments

were not significant, as for diaphragm muscle.

Both control and mdx sol-eus muscles demonstrated that signicantly

more bFGF was labelled in the ECM than was internalized within the muscle

sarcoplasm (p<.01). This, too, is consistent with results from the DIA'

and indicates that extracellular seguestration of bFGF is more prominent

thañ intracellular accumulation of this growth factor in many types of

straited skeletal muscle. Table 6B presents in graph form these

preliminary results which suggest that the mdx SOL muscle generally

demonstrated much more gold-Iabelted bFGF than the control SoL across all

cell and compartment types.

9.42 Comparison of Mdx Soleus and Diaphragm LIs:

Initial comparisons were also made between successfully regenerating

(SOL) and poorly regenerating (DIA) muscle in the mdx mouse, as presented

in Table 6C. Results indicate that much more bFGF ,Áras evident in the mdx
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soleus than the diaphragm. This would be consisent with observations of

the differences in regenerative capacity previously noted between the two

muscle types.

The IabeIIing indices of the the four myoblast subgroups were

compared between the mdx soleus and diaphragm muscles using a two-way

ANOVA. Results failed to show a statistically significant difference

between the hindlimb or diaphragm myoblasts (p=.37), Iikely due to the

Iimited data. However, there was a significant and consistent difference

between the LIS for individual myobJ-ast subgroups (in descending order:

migrating, fusing, central nucleated, satellite celIs) (p=.05)- Again

there was no significant difference between nucl-ear and cytoplasmic bFGF

LIs "

Table 6C suggests that the amount of bFcF labelled in the hindlimb

satellite cells and central muscle nuclei is greater in the diaphragm

counterparts, however further testing is required to verify this

interesting suggestion that there is ongoing activation of bFGF in SoL but

not in DIA muscle precursors and regenerated myonuclei. The differences in

bFGF labetling between the mdx diaphragm and soleus displayed in Tabl-e 6C

appear larger in endothelial ceLls, peripheral nuclei, and ECM, where much

greater LIs are evident in the soleus than in the diaphragm.

Preliminary observations therefore appear to suggest that there are

greáter bFGF LIs are evident in mdx soleus than in mdx diaphragm tissues,

this includes IabeIIing of intracel-Iular and ECM compartments, and

mononuclear myoblast nuclei in particular. It al-so appears that, in

general, the greatest amount of bFGF was found in mdx SOL muscle followed,

in descending order, by conLrol DIA and SoL, and finally mdx DrA. The

precise quantity and distribution of bFGF within the soleus, and between

soleus and diaphragm cannot be compared reliably, based on the limited

data, although preJ-iminary statistical tests indicated significant

differences (Tables 58, 68, 6c). Clearly the firm documentation which was

provided for the diaphragm (Tables 54, 6A) is needed to confirm
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observations derived from this study and others on the soleus (Anderson et

âI., 1997; Anderson et al., 1993). Although preliminary observations of

bFGF in hindlimb skeletal muscle are interesting and quite distinct from

those of the diaphragm, the discussion of results will be confined to the

diaphragm, which has been studied in greater detail-

9.5 summary3

The statistical findings comparing bFcF distribution in dystrophic

and nondystrophic diaphragm muscle are summarized on Tables 5 and 6.

Significantly greater bFcF LIs vrere evident in control than mdx diaphragm

for the following ceII types and compartments analyzed: circulating

myoblasts, satel-Iite celLs, endothelial cel-Is. muscle cytoplasm

(sarcoplasm) and extracellular matrix. Greater amounts of bFGF were

evident in cells of myogenic Iineage than in nonmyogenic celIs, and

control cell types showed significantly greater variation between cell

types than \^/as evident for mdx diaphragm ceI1 types. There vrere no

statistical- differences between the bFGF LI of nuclear and cytoplasmic

ceIIular compartments.

Also observed was a significant decrease in the bFGF LI with the

increased IeveI of differentiation between the myoblast population

subgroups for both strains, with the greatest LI in circul-ating myoblasts

prior to fusion. Although these observations r^rere limited by a relatively

smalI sample of satellite cells, they do correlate with the known effects

of high levels of bFcF that promote myoblast proliferation over

differentiation. These data represent the first known attempt to

correfate bFcF with myoblast differentiation and fusion at the

ultrastructural level, and also the first El,f study of bFGF in mdx skeletal

muscle tissues.

Preliminary observations comparing control and dystrophic hindlimb

(SOL) and diaphragm (DIA) muscle indicate significant interactions exist

between mouse strain and specific muscle cells (myoblastr peripheral
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nuclei) / non-muscle cells (endothelial ceIIs, fibroblasts) and cell

compartments (sarcoplasm and ECM). The amount of bFGF evident in the mdx

diaphragm is significantly compromised in comparison Lo that evident in

the mdx SoL and in both controf muscle types, suggesting a strong

correlation between the amount of bFcF present and the integrity of the

muscle. Large amounts of bFGF are evident in actively regenerating muscle

and lesser amounts in relatively quiescent or stable muscle, with the

Ieast amount of bFGF evident in muscle tissue that is unable to overcome

dystrophic insult through myoproliferation, at least according to the

immunostaining protocol which was developed, appÌied, and quantified in

this study. These conclusions woul-d support the initial hypotheses.
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10. DISCUSSfON;

This discussion wiII examine the results of this study in relation

to each of the specific objectives cited previously. It will also attempt

to address the implications of these findings to the clinical management

of those afflicted with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Unless otherwise

stated, the muscle type in question is diaphragm. This is for two

reasons: 1) Iittle is known about the mdx diaphragm and therefore it was

the principJ-e focus of this study, and 2¡ preliminary results indicate

that bFGF IabeIIing indices for mdx hindlimb tissue are consistent with

earlier studies of bFGF localization at the LM level, and more

importantly, are notably divergent from those evident in mdx diaphragm.

10.1 Development of techuique:

The first of three specific objectives for this study has been met

through the development of a technique which is effective in Iocalizing

and quantifying the presence of bFGF in mdx and control skeletal muscle at

the ultrastructural level using immunogold Protein A immunocytochemistry.

The final protocol cl-early labelled bFcF epitopes in control and mdx

skeletal muscle tissue with low background staining. This was achieved by

a combination of titrating the concentrat.ion of the primary antibody,

increasing the incubation time, and treating the sections with two

blocking solutions prior to immunolabelling. The immunogold labelIing

proved both sensitive and specific as evident by signal quenching

following control procedures which included: use of pre-immune rabbit

serumi omission of primary antibody; and presorption of the primary

antibody with excess bFcF. Label specificity was also indicated by a

consistent absence of gold particles over distinctive cellular

compartments thought to lack bFcF (mitochondria, vessel lumen), and from

non-tissue regions of resin sections.

Bendayon et aI. (l-987) noted that the nature of tissue fixative,

embedding medium, and conditions of embedding can interfere with colloidal
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gold inì$unolabelling. Muscle tissue cytoskeletal integrity appeared welÌ

preserved following immersion fixation in 1.5È glutaraldehyde followed by

postfixation in 1å osmium tetroxide and routine progressive dehydration in

ethanol, methanol, and propylene oxide. Although osmium fixation has been

linked with the potential destruction of antigenic sites (Bendayon &

Zollinger, 1983), its inclusion in this protocol significantly enhanced

the visualization of cytoskeletal morphology, important in determining

ceII compartment boundaries.

Embedding specimens in epoxy resin may mask or al-ter antigenic

sites. Epon 812 was selected for use in this study however, based on

reports of its stability during processing and scanning and its

suitability for immunolabelling procedures that require high resolution

(Bendayon et aJ-., 1987). Results suggest that etching of resin embedded

sections with sodium metaperiodate prior to immunolabelling did expose the

antigenic epitopes as reported (Bendayon et â1., 1987). However, the

exact percentage of bFGF antigen sites which are uncovered by etching is

only speculative, and since the etching process may potentially denature

surface antigens, it should be used cautiously.

Variations in skel-etal muscle tissue density and composition may

cause variations in both the depth/densily and integrity of the epoxy

resin covering the bFcF epitopes. Therefore it is possible that a single

conóistent etching step may unmask surface antigenic sites in a variable,

almost random manner dependent upon the plane of section, and may not be

truly representative of the tissue in vivo. However, the relative

consistency of labelling observed between strains, celI type, and

compartments in this study, the relatively low statistical standard errors

in diaphragm data, and the excellent correlation with light microscopic

studies of the same nature (Anderson et al., l-991-) suggest that the

etching procedures included in the finaL protocol did result in consistent

and reproducible epitope exposure despite variations in tissue density and

composition. The Iarger range of standard errors evident in the ECM (non-
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cellular areas) of both tissue types may be attributed to the combination

of endomysial and perimysial ( interstitiat ) ECM areas rather than

inconsistent labelling in a single compartment.

The introduction of newer Iow temperature embedding media such as

Lowicryl and acrylic-based resins such as LR White designed specifically

for immunocytochemical techniques, have been reported to result in

enhanced retention of surface antigenic sites combined with adequate

morphological preservation (Stirling, 1990). They should be considered

for comparison in future projects of this nature. However, these

alternative resins require completel-y different processing and

polymerization, and a new protocol would have to be developed and tested

extensively to determine if the intensity of the specific label under

study was improved. Conditions of optimal label-Iing must be worked out

empirically for each class of antigen, tissue binding site, and embedding

medium used. Tissues processed by a cryoultramicrotome demonstrate good

retention of labelIing properties, but morphological preservation, and

therefore surface antigenicity may be compromised during that type of

processing.

Alternate approaches to enhance bFcF Iabetling may be possible

through the introduction of a monoclonal rather than polyclonal antibody

for bFGF. However the greater specificity of monoclonal antibodies and

con'sequent binding to the highest affinity sites, frâY result in a lowered

density of the probe and label (Stirling, 1990). Alternately, one could

consider the use of a polycl-onal- antibody which recognizes a broader range

of bFGF peptides and variants than that characterized for the antibody

used in this study (Kardami et al., 1990; Anderson et al-, l-991-; 1993).

The bFGF antibody used in this protocol is characterized as highly

specific for bFcF and recognizes the majority of the amino terminus

(residues l-241, though not all the variants of bFGF that may actually

exist in the muscle tissue. This could Iead to an underestimation of the

amount of bFGF present. Kardami et at., (1990) reÇornmended the use of
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several different antibodies to immunolocalize bFGF in given tissues,

atthough they noted a greater consistency in immunoflourescence staining

for bFGF in skeletal muscle than for smooth or cardiac muscl-e. Some

underestimation was given to these experiments in that presorbed controls

had Ag-Ab reaction for up to 18 hours (overnight), while sections were

only "stained" for 2 hours by the primary Ab to bFcF. Such sections would

thus show label preferentiatly over the more rapid binding higher affinity

siLes.

The use of different antibodies for bFGF has been demonstrated to

result in variations of immunolabell-ing patterns in mdx hindlimb muscle

(as discussed for the comparison of reports by Anderson et aI.,1991 with

DiMario and Strohman, 19BB). Different bFGF antibody preparations could

be tagged with gold labels of varying sLzes, perhaps mapping bFGF epitopes

in a more composite manner than when a single preparation is used.

Additional methods for potentially amplifying the final signal could

include introduction of a Protein G or Protein AG colloidal gold

substrate, thought to bind with greater affinity to the goat

immunoglobulins of the secondary antibody (stirling, 1991-), or through

application of silver enhancement techniques to magnify the generated gol-d

tabel (Bendayon, 1991). Pre-embedding .immunolabelling techniques, in

which immunoreagents are allowed to penetrate into the specimen prior to

the'completion of fixation, have been found to be particularly useful for

antigens sensitive to embedding procedures. A comparison of muscle

tissues Iabelled both pre and post-embedding could provide further

information regarding the stability and specificity of the bFcF

immunolabel achieved in this study, though extensive testing would be

required to develop a reJ-iabIe pre-embedding protocol specific to these

tissue and antigen types. Given the success, albeit arduous, of the

labell-ing generated by this post-embedding immunocytochemistry protocol

developed for bFGF in mdx striated muscle, the value of such an exercise

would be questionable.
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Gold particles of smaller size are known to demonstrate less steric

hindrance (Stirling,1990). The introduction of 5 nm gold particlesn

therefore may produce enhanced tissue penetration and in turn better
signal generation. Observations made during the development of this
protocol, which compared the label-Iing produced by 2Onm and 10 nm Protein

A gold particles however, indicated that conclusive localization of the

numbers and sites of gold l-abel-Ied epitopes is significantly more

difficult in this particular muscle tissue when small-er gold tags are

used. Heterochromatin, nuclear membranes. and ceÌlular inclusions in mdx

and control osmicated muscle sections at times masked the presence of l-O

nm gold particles due to the competing background electron density of the

organelles. The localization and quantification of gold particJ-es that

are even smaller may require the tissue to be non-osmicated. This in turn
however woul-d severely limit both the study of tissue morphology and the

clear distinction of cellular compartments and contents required to
generate a J-abelling index. Bendayon et â1., (l-987) in reviewing the

effects of tissue processing on colloidal- goJ-d cytochemistry concluded

that for all methods examined, gold particles remain essentially at the

surface of sections and that exposure of the binding sites by the cutting
procedure is in fact one of the priryq_ determinants of successful-

quantitative evaluation.

IO.2 Review of tissue morphology:

The second specific objective of this project !¡ras to study the

muscle ultrastructure of mdx and control hindl-imb and diaphragm muscle and

then to generate a labelling index of gold particles per unit area in
defined myogenic ceIIuIar compartments. Morphologicat analysis was

completed on micrographs of control and mdx hindlimb and diaphragm

striated muscle enlarged from x9,000 (for overview of tissue sections) to
x24,OOO (to enable accurate analysis of cell- type and compartments),

although figures were reduced for the purposes of this thesis. The
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control muscle, both diaphragm and hindlimb, presented in cross section as

dense, homogeneous, polygonal myofibres containing.numerous mitochondria,
a definitive sarcomere array, and essential typical mammalian

cytoarchitecture, as reviewed earlier in this paper and by the work of
others (Anderson et al., 198?).

The assessment of the morphology of the mdx hindlimb muscle

micrographs was consistent with earlier reports citing the unusual ability
of mdx hindlimb muscles to overcome the effects of dystrophic insult
through successful myoproliferation and regeneration (Anderson et al.,
1-987; Anderson et al-., 1991; Grounds and McGeachie, 1"992¡ Anderson et al.,
1993). The mdx hindlimb skeletal- muscle demonstrated significant
dystrophic insurt between 6-7 weeks of a9ê, as evident at the
ultrastructural level by marked segmental fibre necrosis and vacuolation,
swerJ-ing of the sarcopl-asmic reticul_um, myof ibrir f raying,
hypercontraction and disruption of the sarcomeres, mononuclear ceII
infil-tration, and degeneration of both centrally and peripherarry
nucleated myofibres (Grounds et al., in press; Anderson et ar., 1987). At
the ultrastructural level infiltrative mononuclear cells were

characterized by the presence of migratory presumptive myoblasts (muscle
precursor celIs which 1ack cytoplasmic protein filaments), fusing
myoblasts, mast cells, macrophages, poJ-lrmorphonuclear leucocytes, and

lymphocytes. fn synchrony, these mononuclear infiltrative celÌs are
known to facil-itate successful skeletal myoregeneration through
phagocytosis of necrotic material- and the proliferation and fusion of
muscre precursor cel-Is (Grounds and yabronka-Reuveni, j,gg2).

Following the spontaneous onset of limb muscle destruction in mdx

mice and mononucrear cerrurar infil_tration, the phases of myofibre
regeneration were evident in hindl_imb muscle at 6-7 weeks, with the
concurrent presence of myoblasts which were migrating, differentiating,
and fusing to form muLtinucl-eated syncytial myotubes separate or
continuous with stumps of surviving myofibrirs (Robertson et al., l_990).
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Satellite cells, which are the principal source of muscle precursor celIs

(Maurot 7967; Grounds, 1991) were evident between the basal- Iamina and

sarcolemma of myocytes in numbers that were consistent with previous

reports estimating their representation at 4-7% of the total myonuclei in

healthy adult tissue (Snow, 1981).

Mdx hindlimb muscle, when compared to control hindlimb muscle,

demonstrated greater numbers of migrating presumptive myoblasts, fusing

myoblasts, and mononuclear infiltrative cell-s, consistent with a tissue

undergoing significant necrosis and repair. Satellite ceII activation and

myotube formation can occur in the absence of the infiltrating leucocytes

(Grounds and Yablonka-Reuveni, in press), and in this study examples of

myoblasts without Ieukocyte infiltration were observed in regions of

active dystrophy and repair. Mdx hindlimb muscle on cross section

demonstrated significant central nucleation, a diversity of fibre

diameters, and a notabl-e lack of adipose tissue infiltration or fibrotic

change in the endomysium, again consistent with earlier reports (Anderson

et aL., 1987¡ L991-¡ L993¡ Grounds & McGeachie, 1992).

The neuromuscular junctions in DMD freguently show ultrastructural-

abnormalities which incl-ude focal- degeneration of the junctional fo1dg,

simplification of the postsynaptic cleft.and/or widening of the synaptic

cleft (reviewed in Nagel et aI., 1990). Similar observations were evident

in rirdx hindlimb neuromuscular junctions which, following myoregeneration,

appeared distinctly truncated with a reduction in synaptic folding and

redistribution of post-synaptic molecules such as acetylcholinesterase

(Lyons & Slater, l-991-). This junctional remodelling was thought to be

associated with the vulnerability of the plasmalemma secondary to the

dystrophin deficiency, and interestingly was not associated with impaired

neuromuscular transmission (Nagel et al., l-990). Very similar changes in

NMJ structure were seen in mdx diaphragm muscl-e in this study.

Control diaphragm muscle did not demonstrate the degenerative or

regenerative histological changes evident in dystrophic tissue. This
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meant that there vrere no fusing myoblasts or centrally nucleated fibres
present for comparison to mdx muscle, although a low incidence of central

nuclei (up to 1-2t total myonuclei) has been reported in normal skeletal

muscle secondary to normal wear and tear (Zacharias & Anderson, l-991).

There has been much speculation regarding the potential myriad of

factors that might influence the exceptional sustained muscle regeneration

evident in mdx hindlimb muscle. Grounds and Yablonka-Reuveni (in press)

proposed that regenerative capacities typified by mdx hindlimb muscle are

not a unique property of mdx mice per se, but rather are species-specific.
This conclusion was based upon observations made following experimental

injury in control and dystrophic muscle tissue from a variety of animal-

species in which the mdx and control parent mouse strains were felt to

demonstrated significantl-y upreguJ-ated myoregeneration, although precise

statistical anaJ-ysis was limited. Whether these species-specific

differences are due to inherent differences in the proliferative

capacities of muscle precursor ceIIs. the influence of development on the

dystrophic process, or the impact of the host environment (eg. growth

factors) on new muscle formation (Anderson et al., l-993) is as yet

unknown. This theory of species-specific proliferative differences

however fails to explain why the dystrophic diaphragm of the same mdx

mouse strain demonstrates a notably impoverished myoregenerative response,

and suggests that other factors may be involved in mediating the

exceptional limb muscle repair.

Studies of control and dystrophic hindl-imb report that although it
is difficult to determine the absolute numbers of muscle precursor cells
present in vivo in striated muscJ-e, it appears their proliferative

capacity diminishes with factors such as age and repetitive cycles of

necrosis and degeneration (Grounds & Yablonka-Reuveni, in press; Zacharias

& Anderson, l-991-). Whereas differences relating to aging fail to explain

the differences evident between mdx hindlimb and diaphragm tissues in this
study, it is plausible that the repetitive cycles of dystrophic insult and
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regeneration, more prevalent in mdx diaphragm muscle/ are the causative

reason for an inhibition of the proliferative capacity of muscle precursor

cells (both satellite and interstitial). more significant in the

diaphragm, resulting ultimately in an expressed phenotype similar to DMD.

In summary. observations of cytoskeletal morphology of the hindlimb

muscle in control and mdx dystrophic mice are consistent with earlier

publications (Dangain and Vrbova, 1-984¡ Anderson et aI., L987; 199L ' 1992¡

Grounds and Yablonka-Reuveni, in press) and provide a good base from which

to compare and contrast hindlimb skeletal muscle ultrastructural

histopathotogy with that of the mdx diaphragm about which very IittIe is

known.

Recent publications have noted the mdx diaphragm to display an

exceptionally divergent response to dystrophic insult compared to its

hindlimb counterpart muscles, such that the mdx diaphragm is felt to

reproduce the degenerative skeletal muscle characteristic of DMD (Stedman

et âI., 1991; Dupont-Versteegden and Mccarter, 7992). Both studies

conclude mdx diaphragm muscle is more greatly perturbed by dystrophic

insult than hindlimb muscJ-e, and extrapolate that this may have important

clinical implications which make the mdx diaphragm an exceLlent model for

human DMD. The paucity of studies focusing on the mdx diaphragm made it

an absorbing and fascinating tissue on which to focus this study.

At the EM level control- diaphragm muscl-e demonstrated muscle

architecture comparabl-e to that observed in control hindlimb sections, as

reviewed above, with the addition of somewhat greater connective tissue

representation than in hindlimb muscle. Mdx diaphragm muscJ-e, however,

was readily apparent to be morphologically distinct from both control

muscle and the mdx hindlimb counterpart. Unlike mdx hindlimb muscle, the

mdx diaphragm (DIA) demonstrated persistent and invasive dystrophic damage

despite ongoing attempts at myoregeneration. The observations of Stedman

et al., (L991), in their landmark paper introducing the mdx diaphragm as

a viable model for human clinical DMD, showing previously regenerated
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central nucleated myofibres undergoing successive rounds of necrosis with

significant fatty and fibrotic infiltration, were confirmed by this study.

However, not aLl the observations made in Stedman's initial paper were

supported by observations generated in this study. concurrent foci of

myofibre degeneration, necrosis and Iimited regeneration \^rere evident

throughout the mdx diaphragm with signs of regeneration persisting Lo 7

weeks, which is well past the 30 days noted by Stedman. A wide variation

in fibre size and architecture, and significant connective tissue

proliferation, thought to occur by 6 months of age, were in fact prevalent

in regions throughout the mdx diaphragm by 6-7 weeks of age. Consistent

with the earLier report however, the dystrophic lesions in the diaphragm

were indistinguishable from those evident in hindlimb muscle, and the

initial histopathology was very similar to that described previously for

mdx hindl-imb muscle.

A clearly visible difference in the quantity and density of collagen

was evident between the two mdx muscl-e types, and between control and mdx

diaphragm muscle. The most dense and most pervasive interstitial fibrosis

and fatty infiltration was evident in mdx diaphragm, although some pockets

of interstitial fibrosis and fatty infiltration vrere found in control

diaphragm tissue. This is consistent with_ the work of Marshall et a1.,

(1989) who noted a marked accumuLation of collagen in both the endomysium

and'perimysium of dystrophic muscle as compared to age-matched control,

although their work focused on the mdx soleus and was not supported by

hrork in other labs. It is known that in muscle tissue, the ECM plays an

important physiological role in maintaining the quiescent state .of

satellite cells and in regulating muscle precursor proliferation and

fusion (Grounds, 1991). Changes in the composition of the extracellular

matrix have been reported to adversely influence new muscle formation by

changing the balance of ECM composition in favour of the proliferation of

fibroblasts and adipocytes at the expense of muscle precursor cell-s

(Robertson et al., l-990). This hypothesis is supported by observations
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described for mdx diaphragm tissues in the present study. Increased

fibrosis may also Iimit myoregeneration by affecting the physical

juxtaposition and appropriate longitudinal orientation of myoblasts prior

to fusion and the formation of myotubes (reviewed in Marshall et âI.,

1989 ) .

In addition to enhanced fibrosis, mdx diaphragm muscle demonstrated

significantly elevated mononuclear cell infiltration, similar to the

histopathology described previously for actively dystrophic muscle. Mdx

diaphragm muscle, during the phase of active dystrophy demonstrated the

presence of many myoblasts, possibly distinct from the reduced

proliferative capacity shown by DMD myoblasts grown from muscle biopsies

(Blau et al., L983).

Gol-d-labelled bFGF was most prominent in the myoblast mononuclear

population, although fusing myoblasts/myotubes, macrophagesr mast cells'

and pMN leucocytes expressed bFGF in lesser amounts. ft is known that

phagocytosis of necrotic debris is a vital component of the regenerative

process and invading macrophages in both mdx and control diaphragm

tissues did contain bFcF to varying extents. It has been suggested that

macrophages may also mediate myoregeneration through delivery of bFGF in

an effective spatial-temporal manner to si.tes of injury, thereby promoting

successful myoregeneration in a second more localized manner.

10.3 RevÍew of Labelling fndex:

10.31 Technique:

The IabeIIing index which was generated to represent overall

IabeIIing of gold particles in cel-l compartments htas effective and

consistent in distinguishing control from mdx diaphragm, though it

represents conditions of deliberate underestimation. A conservative

approach was taken in data collection, and a majority of Lhe micrographs

were discounted from final morphometric and statistical analysis as they

failed to meet all of the inclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria for this
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project reguired micrographs to be: cell types identified by the

consensus of two independent observers prior to decoding; immunolabelled

following onJ-y the final working protocol ¡ free of contamination, debris

or processing artifacts including tears, knife marks, chatter, negative

scratches; focused sharply such that cellular membranes and gold particles

were sharply defined; contrast stained and printed in a manner that

enabled precise distinction of cellular and compartmental borders yet did

not mask the electron dense gold tags by competing background densities

(evident for example in nucl-ear heterochromatin, cellular inclusions, or

lead precipitates); and printed at magnifications from x18,000 to

x24,OOO. Micrographs of undifferentiated presumptive myoblasts were often

excluded from final analysis as they demonstrated ambiguous morphology

which prevented definitive consensus agreement between observers.

There are many factors with the potential to impact the labelling

index. Errors ãuring the processes of data collection and manipulation in

an appropriate statistical format cannot be discounted, although several

measures were taken to minimize potential sources of these handling

errors. These included the double blinding of muscle sections prior to

viewing on the TEM, maintenance of strict inclusion criteria, and random

checks by a second observer to verify tþe consistency of both the gold

count and the final LI generated. AII the micrographs which were analyzed

were felt to be representative of the tissue type of origin. There is

however, always the possibility that the cells which reached fulI

inclusion criteria represented only a distinct portion of the total muscle

to be studied. To minimize this possibility tissues vrere sampled in a

consistent manner from the mid-belly of muscle fibres following procedures

described previously (Anderson et aI., 1987¡ Stedman et aI., l-991).

The generation of the labelling index ascribed a value of three gold

particles to each gold cluster counted. This represented a conservative

estimate of cluster content, which ranged from two to eight particles. If

a larger number had been used to represent the gold particle count in the
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each cluster, this would have furthur magnified the differences in the

results between the control and mdx populations. This reason' also

supports the premise that the label-Iing index represents a conservative

estimate of the bFGF tissue content.

Any of the variety of factors discussed previously under the review

of methodology have the potential to impact upon the accuracy of the final

LI (Table 4). The processes of EM fixation and immunolabelling affect

epitope visualization and IikeIy result in a much more restricted

definition of label than that evident in LM immunoflourescence studies.

Nonetheless, the localization and quantification of bFGF at the periphery,

nuclei, and sarcoplasm of striated hindlimb muscle is in quite good

general agreement with previous reports (Anderson et aI.. 1991; Kardami et

al ., l-990).

However, the truly exciting product of this EM study is the much

greater detail of l-abelling and the greatly enhanced resolution of ceII

identification and ]ocalization of bFGF-Ab binding in these tissues. At

the ultrastructural level, preferential- Iocalization for bFGF were evident

for both strains and aII muscle types studied, over nuclear

heterochromatin and on perimysial and endomysial collagen. The strong

Iabe1ling of myosatellite cells and of small recently-formed mdx skeletal

muscl-e fibres reported for mdx hindlimb skeletal muscle (Anderson et al.,

1991-) was not observed in the mdx diaphragm. fn so much as the myogenic

responses of the mdx diaphragm are significantly compromised, it is

logicaJ- that a significantly lower LI would be found for its cell types

and compartments, if the labeIIing index positively correlates with

regenerative capacity. The finding of greater amounts of bFGF in mdx

soleus muscle and control diaphragm which demonstrate sustained successful

myoregeneration and maintenance respectively, is consistent with earÌier

studies, although the preferential- expression of bFGF in mdx over control

hindlimb muscle is reversed when one considers diaphragm muscle.

Therefore it is important when reviewing publications on mdx skeletal
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muscle to clearly ascertain the source of the muscle (ie. hindlimb vs.

diaphragm¡ prior to the interpretation of results.

3-O . 32 Interpretation:

The localization of lower bFGF in most mdx diaphragm cell types and

compartments may act to allow terminal differentiation and reduce the

proliferative stimulus to muscle precursor cell-s, in turn decreasing the

sustainable viability of the myofibres (Linkhart et aJ-., 1981; Brunette &

GoIdfine, 1990). In comparing the myoblast populations, it is interesting

to note that the largest labeIIing index, indicative of the greatest

amount of cellular bFGF, was found in migrating presumptive myoblast

populations prior to their differentiation and fusion. It r¡ras also

observed that the amount of bFGF detected by immunogold IabeIling

decreased following myoblast differentiation and fusion into myotubes, and

was at its lowest following migration of the myoblasts into a central

position within the myofibre, a new and important finding in this study.

The spontaneous inhibition of bFGF expression has been attributed to down-

regulation of the bFGF receptors by either autocrine or paracrine methods

(Fox & Swain, L992',, and has been speculated to carry on for one or tr¡ro

generations. Down-regulation of bFGF s.ynthesis in turn would permit

expression of myogenic genes and result in final- commitment to the muscle

Iineage and the production of muscle-specific proteins such as contractile

filaments vital to muscle function (Beilharz et al.. 19921.

Lohrer Lfs for bFGF in mdx diaphragm myofibres were evident both

intrinsically (within the peri,pheral nuclei and sarcoplasm) and

extrinsically (wit.hin most infiltrative mononuclear cells and in the EcM).

This may relate to the apparentLy lower leveI of maintained proliferative

stimulus to myoblast stem cell- populations in mdx diaphragm muscle,

possibly incl-uding both satellite cell-s and discrete non-muscle eeII types

with an identified potential to express myogenic phenotypes (fibroblasts,

adipocytes, pericytes) (Grounds, 1990). The diminished proliferative
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stimulus in turn might further limit the potential reservoir of cell-s

which can respond and regenerate new muscle following a dystrophic insult

in the immediate locale.

The LT determined for endothelial cells in this study also

demonstrated marked bFGF labelling compared to fully differentiated muscle

celIs, irrespective of strain or muscle type. This correlates well with

the known role of endothelial cells in bFGF synthesis, and may relate to

their impact in normal tissue maintenance and vascularization of nevr

tissues.

The extracelluar matrix of the diaphragm in either strain also

demonstrated high bFGF LIs¡ with lower bFGF labelling evident in mdx

muscle. Earlier work by DiMario and Strohman (L988) correlated greater

concentrations of FGF in the endomysium with increased regenerative

capacities, and this observation appears not inconsistent with

observations of diaphragm muscle (ie. intact muscle in control versus

dystrophic muscle in mdx. Possibly more specific testing of this idea

would study control and mdx diaphragm at an earlier age (prior to

dystrophy) or after an imposed injury to both.

EarI ier reports showed intense cytoplasmic anti-bFGF immunolabeJ- ling

in degenerating mdx cardiac and skeletal li.ssues when compared to control

or intact nondegenerating mdx fibres (Anderson et aI.. J-99J-). In addition

newly regenerating fibres in mdx skeletal muscle were identífied by their

strong bFGF }abelling in mdx muscles which was greater than in surrounding

mdx skeletal or control fibres. Such relative staining levels were in

fact reversed in this study: the control diaphragm generally expressed

more bFcF in intact fibres. myoblasts and non-muscle celIs. This staining

in view of the fail-ure of the mdx diaphragm to demonstrate sustained

recovery following persistent dystrophic insults, supports the position

that greater amounts of bFcF are evident in healthy skeletal muscle,

either intact (as in the controt diaphragm) or regenerated (as in the mdx

hindlimb). Whether these differences reflect an increased synthesis of
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bFGF or increased accessibility of bFGF in intact or regenerated muscle is
unclear. AIso uncertain is the difference in epitope detection between

'che two slightly different polyclonal antisera (produced by two rabbits)

against two samples of the same bFcF peptide (Anderson et al., 1991 vs.

Anderson et â1., 1993 and present study). What is known is that the

increased bFGF expression precedes and likel-y promotes myoregeneration by

acting as a chemotactic agent for invading mononuclear ceIIs and

phagocytes, by providing contact guidance to cells converging at the site

of injury, and by stimulating the proliferation and differentiation of

migratory cells at the Iesion site (reviewed in Grounds 1991; Anderson et

al., 1991). These roles for bFGF may have important clinical- impJ-ications

in the development of future therapies directed towards DMD and are

discussed in greater detail below.

The bFGF LIs for diaphragm muscle tissue indicate that the synthesis

and accumulation of bFcF occurs pervasively throughout the regenerating

muscle tissue in mdx muscle and in normal tissue, and not in unique

pockets, such as cLose association with satelÌite cells. This is an

important difference from previous reports, such as one by Bischoff

(L990), who demonstrated that focal injury in myofibres releases a

localized competence factor, thought tg be bFcF, that specifically

activates satellite cells. The presence of additional serum factors

however were reguired for further satel-Iite cell proliferation and

differentiation, indicating that there is an orchestrated series of

events, mediated by local and humoral responses to injury, necessary for

the entire repair process. Exposure to bFcF in particular sites or

Ieve1s, when combined with other growth factors and hormones, has been

shown to be one mechanism for regulation of satellite ceII activity
(reviewed by Allen & Rankin, 1990; Chen & Quinn, L992). The significant

amounts of bFGF localized in control diaphragm ECM and endothelial cells

therefore, have the potential to activate quiescent satellite cells and

improve their response to bFGF through receptor-mediated mechanisms in a
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paracrine manner. It is aì-so possible that the lower LI in mdx than

control endothelial cells hints at impaired angiogenesis in the mdx DTA

which would have a negative impact on muscle repair. Muscle tissue which

demonstrates successful myoregeneration should exhibit a more prolific

satellite stem ceII pool which can respond to the mitogenic effects of

bFGF and also in turn, synthesize bFGF (Grounds , I99U Anderson et al' '

1e91 ) .

The bFGF LIs were }argest in mononuclear, undifferentiated myoblasts

in either strain, consistent with the knowledge that bFGF upregulates

muscle precursor ceII proliferation. A gradual and persistent decline in

bFcF LI was evident during the phases of differentiation (through fusion

to differentiation and quiescence). Following fusion and central migration

of the myoblast nuclei, the relative amount of labelled bFGF was lower in

myoblasts of both strains. However it is still unknown whether the bFGF

labell-ed in this study was made by those myogenic cells or simply acting

in those sites after originating in non-muscle cells. This question is

currently addressed in the Iab using in situ hybridization techniques to

study mRNA transcribed from the bFGF gene.

10.4 Inplications and Speculation:

The findings of this study, while intriguing from a basic research

standpoint, also have clinical significance when reviewed in light of

current efforts underway to develop therapies to ameliorate the

devastating sequelae of DMD. Colbert and Curran (1991-) noted that the

medical. rehabilitative, and psychosocial concerns of those with DMD are

extensive and unique because of the progressive nature of the disease and

the age group involved. The prolonged course of the illness has a

financial and psychosocial impact on the individuals, their families and

significant others, and society (Bartalos, l-991). Extending the quality

of life for those with DMD by medicaJ-, pharmacological, and technological

advances, has also identified the need to target therapy to systems
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associated with human interaction, self-carer productivity, and leisure.

Respiratory insufficiency and muscle weakness limit the social and

physical participation of individuals with DMD in each of these areas

within the first decade of their l-ives. Ultimately cardio-respiratory

insufficiency and failure prove lethal (Colbert & curran. l-991).

Therefore it is of prime importance in DMD to target early intervention

toward preserving strength and integrity in the heart and diaphragm

muscles, rather than in the timb muscl-es per se. This project involving

an animal model f.or DMD, represents one attempt to study in greater

detail the morphology of the dystrophic diaphragm, and better understand

of the rol-e of a powerful- myogenic growth factor, bFcF, in the disease

process. This study has implications for the mdx animal model and

myoregeneration, as wel-1 as to current therapy approaches to DMD therapy.

An interesting but perplexing guestion remains as to what factor(s)

evident in mdx hindlímb muscle are absent or compromised in the mdx

diaphragm, which make the latter susceptible to rampant fibrosis and fatty

infiltration characteristic of DMD? Successful myogenesis is dependent

upon a complex series of interactions involving among oth"r things,

discrete cell types, growth factors, hormones, proteases, angiogenesis,

and the ECM. Although bFcF is only one cgmponent of the overall process,

it has been cited as a vital mitogenic, angiogenic, and competence factor

for skeletal muscle tissues (Florini & Magri, 1991). Differences in bFcF

expression between mdx hindlimb and diaphragm skeletal muscle tissues may

reflect intrinsic differences in the synthesis and seguestering of bFcF,

or conversely may reflect a rate of protease-mediated bFGF turnover that

differs between the muscle types.

Two important conclusions are generated through morphological and

statistical anaLysis of the bFcF labelling indices generated in this

study. The first is that the pattern of cell-u1ar localization of bFGF

epitopes does not appear to differ significantly between the mouse strains

or tissue types, and is consistent with the patterns visualized with
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immunoflourescence at the LM l-eveI in earlier studies from this lab

(Anderson et al., lggl-; 1993). The second conclusion is that the quantity

of bFGF evident in skeletal muscl-e varies significantly both between the

animal strains and within the dystrophic muscle types. Greater amounts of

bFGF were detected in regenerating or intact skeletal muscle than in

actively dystrophic regions in degenerating diaphragm myofibres. In the

control diaphragm, endothelial cell and myoblasts contained the Iargest

amounts of 1FGF/¡tmz of section area¡ followed in descending order by the

ECM, the sarcopJ-asm. fibroblasts, satellite cells and peripheral nuclei.

In the dystrophic diaphragm, the largest amounts of bFGFfpmz wete in the

ECM, followed in descending order by myoblasts. endothelial celIs,

fibroblasts, satellite celIs, central nuclei. fusing myoblasts, and

peripheral nuclei. As well there was no significant difference between the

amounts of bFGF detected in nucl-ear vs. cytoplasmic compartments of any

cell type studied. This is interesting given what is known about the

storage and activation of bFGF.

The sites of synthesis of bFGF remain elusive, although satellite

ce1ls, endothelial cellsf and macrophages are known to express limited

quantities of this growth factor, at least in vitro. In vivo, very recent

work in the lab has shown that fusing mypblasts in new myotubes express

bFcF mRNA (Garrett and Anderson, unpubtished observations). As bFGF lacks

a signal sequence essential for secretion outside the cell, it is thought

to be released into the ECM by sub-Iethal ceII injury and cell lysis

and/or alternatively secreted already bound to heparin sulphate

proteoglycans (HSPG). As the labelling indices failed to demonstrate a

significant difference between nuclear and cytoplasmic localization of

bFGF in diaphragm skeletal muscle, they do not elucidate potential nuclear

sites of bFGF synthesis which could be targeted therapeutically. However

one micrograph (Figure 10D) at high magnification appeared to show radial

arrays of bFGF-gold labelling in the central nucleus of a regenerated

fibre, which suggests that nuclear proteins may organize the binding of
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FcF to DNA. However, the bFGF LIs indicate significantly greater levels

of the growth factor in the ECM than in the sarcoplasm in both normal and

dystrophic skeletal muscl-e, J-ikeLy bound to low affinity, but highly

abundant receptors associated with HSPG. Future confirmation of bFGF

receptor l-ocations at the presumed sites of action can be made only by

inference from immunolocalization techniques, in paraIIeI with in vivo in

situ hybridization methods to visualize mRNA expression of those g'enes.

Given the specificity for the bFGF-Ab characterized by this study which

did not distinguish between nucÌear and cytoplasmic compartments, it can

be assumed only that gold label was present on bFcF epitopes exposed on

the muscle tissue surfaces. It is likely that these epitopes are

associated with both high and low affinity bFGF receptors, as well as

within bFGF molecules along the path of synthesis, storage, secretion and

action, so the label is not indicative of the site of action.

The significant binding of bFcF to collagen in the ECM (and

therefore to HSPG) is J-ikely an important reservoir of this growth factor

for muscle tissue. As reviewed earlier, when bFGF is mobilized from the

ECM HSPGs, it binds to high affinity cel1 surface receptors (l-30 kD

proteins) and is rapidly translocated into the cell nucleus where it
generates a "growth signal". While this.study offers evidence of intra

and extracellular localization, none of the autocrine. paracrine, or

intfacrine mechanisms which might modulate the bioactivity of bFcF in

skeletal tissues is clearly ruled out by this work.

The consistently low bFGF LIs evident in dystrophic diaphragm muscle

therefore are interesting, considering the muscle displays both extensive

fibrosis (and therefore HSPG) and persistent non-Iethal ceII injury and

Ìysis. Theoretically, therefore, these findings should correlate with an

increased quantity of bFcF being localized extracelluarly in dystrophic

skeletal tissue when compared to nonfibrotic, intact healthy muscle if the

rate of synthesis and secretion were equaI. In contrast, Iower

extracellular bFGF was found in dystrophic than normal- healthy muscle.
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This suggests that the synthesis of bFGF is under markedly divergent

feedback regulation between control and mdx diaphragm tissues and as weII

suggests that the composition of the dystrophic diaphragm may be distinct

and important. Perhaps bFGF on l-ow affinity HSPG receptors is exposed to

heightened levels of proteases or muscle enzymes in the dystrophic

diaphragm, to result in less stable and therefore less "active" bFGF

foltowing expression and release in the dystrophic diaphragm.

Given the understanding that bFGF is a vital mitogen for muscle

repair and regeneration, it is interesting to consider how a change in

bFGF expression could relate to the development of future therapies for

DMD. Current research efforts into myoblast transfer therapy and gene

replacement, two key therapeutic approaches, emphasize the importance of

influencing conditions that regulate muscle regeneration (as reviewed in

Grounds, L99O). It is known that multiple factors modulate the

proliferation of muscle precursor cells (mpc), including exercise' passive

stretch, innervation, trauma, and the presence of soluble growth factors

(Allen & Rankin, L99I¡ Anderson et al., unpublished observations). It is

also known that the process of muscle regeneration after injury and

myoblast transplantation, involves revascularization, cellular

infiltration and phagocytosis of necrotic material- by macrophages, and

proliferation of mpcs, (Grounds, l-990). CIinica1Iy, there are several

important issues to be addressed during attempts to facilitate the repair

of damaged (dystrophic) muscle. Some of these incl-ude obtaining an

adequate population of myoblasts; delivering and maintaining the myoblast

population where regeneration is required; providing a matrix for

proliferation, orientation and differentiation of myoblasts; and

facilitating vascularization into areas of new growth (Caplan et êI.,

L988) As reviewed earlier. each of these processes is known to influenced

in part by bFcF. Therefore' exogenous application of varying

concentrations of bFGF in association with other growth factors and

hormones known to regulate mpc proliferation and differentiation ( such as
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IGF and thyroid hormone) could potentiate successful myogenesis following

both myoblast transfer therapy and gene transcription therapy"

AlternateIy, by altering myoblast sensitivity to bFGF in vitro, one might

impact the myogenic process in vivo by mechanisms along the autocrine

pathway. This could be tested by treating mdx muscle with bFGF-Ab to

prevent effective regeneration, presuming the mice were immunosuppressed

during treatment.

To potentiate the effects of exogenous application of bFGF one would

need to develop a mechanism which upregulates the high affinity cell

surface bFGF receptors. This could facititate more rapid internaLization

(possibly preventing protease digestion) of bFGF from the ECM along the

paracrine pathway. ParalleI to the enhancement of high affinity receptor

activity, would be the need for concomitant activation of low affinity

receptors that bind bFGF within the ECM. Increasing the physiological

reservoir of stabilized bFGF in the ECM without further proliferation of

fibrotic tissue, possibly by heparin injections, would provide dystrophic

muscle with a needed source of bFGF that would be continuously mobil-ized

to interact with ceII surface receptors. This could prove important in

promoting, among other things, successful myoblast transfer and persistent

regeneration in DMD tissues.

10.6 Addressing the guestion:

The question persists as to what factor(s) are absent or compromised

in the mdx dystrophic diaphragm that makes it susceptible to the rampant

fibrosis and degeneration characteristic of human DMD. Further studies

that compare the mdx diaphragm with the hindlimb soleus muscle' which

demonstrates a conLrasting and pronounced regenerative capacity' are

clearly needed. Also needed are further studies that address the

perplexing clinicaL issue of why mdx mice demonstrate normal longevity, in

contrast to individauls with DMD, despite significant diaphragm pathology

similar to DMD.
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There are multiple factors which, in combination' may explain the

different phenotypes evident in mdx hindlimb and diaphragm muscle. The

organization of the diaphragm muscle differs from that of the soleus in

terms of its development, innervation, structure and lack of stationary

insertions" The embryological origin of the diaphragm is from four sources

(the septum transversum, the pleuroperitoneal membranes, the dorsal

mesentery of the esophagus, and the body wall (¡4oore, 7991') rather than

the single source of the soleus progenitor populations derived from

somitic mesoderm. OrdaIh (1992) suggests two distinct myogenic lineages

exist in the somitei one giving rise to the axial muscles and the other

giving rise to the timb musculature. As not all muscle precursor cells

demonstrate the same proliferative capacities' the different

embryological origins of the two muscle types are likeIy to contribute to

differences in disease expression.

Diaphragm muscle fibres are arranged into a distinctive segmental

IeafLet organization, connected at either end to a mobile surface which

moves upwards and doqrn in addition to lengthening and shortening. Unlike

the soleus muscle, the insertion points of the diaphragm muscle are not

typically stationary. This places different mechanical stresses on each

diaphragm myocyte than those placed on the soleus fibres' and may

exacerbate work-induced muscle injury. The work performed by the

diaphragm is thought to be greater than of any other muscle in the mdx

mouse (Stedman et al., J-991; Petrof et a} ., l-993). In contrast to limb

muscle the diaphragm is required to maintain a more or less constant work

rate throughout fife for reasons of survival (Petrof et al., in press¡. A

Iarge vrork load and rate in combination with membrane fragility due to

dystrophin deficiency, and saturation of the muscle regenerative capacity'

may overcome the relative protection afforded by smaller fibre size in the

mdx diaphragm and lead to its ultimate degeneration (Petrof et aI., l-993).

Histologically both the soleus and diaphragm are characteristic of
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striated skeletal muscle. However they each possess unique fibre types

which may contribute to the differential disease expression evident in the

mdx mouse and DMD tissues. Rapid declines with age in the ability of the

mdx diaphragm to generate active tension, and of the individual myofibres

to shorten and to withstand membrane stress during force deveÌopment have

been reported. Such functional deficits were Iinked to the high rates of

respiratory failure evident in patients with DMD (Dupont-Versteegden &

Mccarter, 1992; Petrof et aI., 1993). AIso reported are the observations

that adult mdx diaphragm muscle demonstrates a 35t net Ioss in the

sarcomeres, severe loss of tissue compliance and elevated intracellular

calcium levels leading to increased protein degradation and in turn, a

decrease in respiratory function (reviewed in Dupont-Versteegden &

Mccarter, 7992; Stedman et â1., 1'992). Similar observations are

anticipated within the DMD population.

Not all dystrophin deficient muscles express a similar phenotype.

Small-calibre skeletal muscle fibres and cardiac tissue appear to exhibit

minimal dysfunction in those with DMD and in mdx mice (Karpati et al.'

l-988). Matsuma et aJ-., (!992) proposed that the significant increase of

dystrophin related proteins (DRPs) evident in mdx but not control skeletal

muscle tissue could compensate for the dystrophin deficiency by retaining

dystrophin associated sarcolemmal proteins (DAPs) in the extrajunctional

regions of the sarcolemma. They note t.hat DAPs appear preserved in small

skeletal and cardiac muscle but did not mention limb muscles, and proposed

that upreguJ-ation of DRPs, Ieading to retention of DAPs, might be a

potential therapy for DMD. The presence of DRPs in Lhe neuromuscular

junctions and sarcolemma of the dystrophic diaphragm warrants

investigation, þased on the present findings. Hypothetically one might

expect to find greatly reduced DRP, and therefore DAP' content in the mdx

diaphragm when compared to the soleus, which coul-d also explain part of

the difference in myofibre integrity between the two g5!¿' muscles.

A question of great clinical interest however, is why, despite
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significantly compromised respiratory function, mdx mice demonstrate

normal longevity. The compensatory recruitment of accessory respiratory

muscles, the prevention of overstretch myofibre injury by increased

interstitial fibrosis and muscle stiffening, and the slowing of twitch

kinetics combined with enhanced type I MHC expression have been proposed

as distinct mechanisms that promote survival of the mdx mouse. Petrof et

aI. (1992 ) reported that although the maximal twitch and tetanic tension

in the mdx diaphragm were reduced to 15 and 20* respectively of control

val-ues, there was a concomitantly substantially enhanced muscle endurance

and an eight-fold increase in type I myosin heavy chain (MHC) expression.

The known infl-uence of low bFcF on satellite ceII senescence and on

subseguent MHC expression could al-so affect muscle function.

In conclusion, the process of myogenesis during muscle repair is

highly complex, involving a series of carefully orchestrated events

modulated in part by the interaction of growth factors, hormones, the ECM,

and mononuclear infiltrative cells. Appropriate levels of bFGF are one

vital- component of this process with known effects on cell proliferation,

gene expression, and differentiation. Results of immunogold localization

of bFcF showed significant differences in the relative amount but not

distribution of bFGF between the mdx, dystrophic diaphragm, which

demonstrates histopathology comparable to that of DMD, and its healthy

control counterpart. These results may have implications for the

development of new therapies for DMD including myoblast transfer therapy

and gene transcription therapy, and suggest the need for further

application of this technique and others in Lhe study of degenerating and

regenerating dystrophic muscl-e.
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Figure 1:

Fiqure 1A:

Figure 18:

Fiqure 1C:

Fiqure 1D:

i.3 0

Micrographs of control (A'B) and mdx (C,D) diaphragm muscle.

Control DIA demonstrating dense polygonal myofibres, containing the characteristic sarcomere
array and numerous mitochondria surrounding a small- vessel with endothelial cell (e) in
interstitium. (X5460) .

Interfasicular pockets of adipose tissue in Control DIA. Note borders of adipocyte i-+¡ and
internal accumulation of debris. (x4065).

Myofibre demonstrating the early stage of cell death following dystrophic insult in mdx DIA.
¡¡óte the pyknotic central nucleus (CN), vacuolation of sarcoplasmic SR, swollen
mitochondria, and disruption of sarcomeres (-+). (X8300).

Fibre degeneration during the stage of early regeneration by a centrally nucleated (CN) mdx
DIA myofibre. Note the significant mononuclear infiltration including: a fibroblast (f)
synthesizing collagen; a macrophage phagocytozing necrotic debris to assist early repair
piocess (m€); myoblast (m) migrating to site of injury to synthesize new myofilament
proteins; and early myotube formation (mt). The central nuclei from an earlier round of
muscle repair are évident in a fibre which is undergoing a second round of dystrophy" The
larger CN is vesicular and contains a prominent nucleolus. Note the presence of endothleial
cells (e) in the endomysium. (X5500)
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Figure 2:

Fíqure 2A:

132

Micrographs of mdx diaphragm myofibre ultrastructure.

Significant infiltration and myofibre degeneration indicates a second wave of damage has
ocóurred in previously repaired, centrally nucleated (cn) mdx DIA muscle. Infiltrative cells
include: fibroblast (f), Iymphocyte (lo), macrophage (center of photo), myoblast (n), and
myotube (bottom left). (x5500).

Central nucleation, characteristic of myoregeneration, in mdx DIA. Note poorly organized
sarcomere bands near areas of the fibers with few organelles, low glycogen content and
iregularly shaped mitochondria. (x7700).

Mdx DIA demonstrating marked fibrosis in the endomysial extracellular matrix (ECM). (-))
indicates collagen bundle. (x77OO).

High magnification of mdx DIA myofibrils in a degenerating fibre shows disrupted sarcomeres,
myófifrif splitting 1-r¡, swollen mitochondria (*¡, and a Iipid droplet (t). (x13'000).

High magnification of mdx DIA sarcoplasm demonstrating good preservation of Iipid bilayers
in- sarcbplasmic reticulum (-t) and triads as well as of the myofilaments. Note the
vacoul-ation of SR. (X41, OOO ) .

Fiqure 28:

Fiqure 2C:

Fiqure 2D:

Fiqure 2E:
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Figure 3:

Fiqure 3A:

:"3 4

Micrographs of degenerating mdx soleus muscles.

Focal segmental necrosis is evident as pervasive myofibre degeneration in this 6 to 7-week-
old mdx soleus (SOL) muscle (*). Satetlite cells (s) Iie between the external lamina and the
sarcolemma, the reserve poot of muscle precursor ceIls. Fibroblasts (f), an endothelial cell
(e), and a myoblast (center left with large nucleolus) infiltrate the damaged region.
(xs200).

An area of mdx SOL adjacent to the previous figure (34), demonstrates a peripheral nucleus
(pn) in an intact fibre, and extensive collagen deposition in the endomysium. Note a
myoblast has reached this area which contains many fibres with disrupted myofibrillar
organization. (X7l-00 ) .

This micrograph of a SOL from 7-week-old mdx, during the phase of active dystrophy,
demonstrates a dense accumulation of heterogeneous mononuclear infiltrative cells to
phagocytose and repopulate the necrotic tissue. Adjacent to intact regions of muscle (top
right & bottom left), external lamina sheaths (-+) contain degenerating fibres, with
macrophages (m0) and myoblasts. (X4400).

Fiqure 38¡

Fiqure 3C:
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Figure 4:

Fiqure 4A:

Fiqure 48:

136

Micrographs of mdx (A,BrC) and control (D) soleus muscle.

This series of plates shows that structural integrity of mdx SOL myofibres is reestablished
in a gradual process. A centrally nucleated (cn) myofibre demonstrates both cross and
longitudinal sections of fibrils early in the disruption of this fibre. (X4000).

Fotlowing successful regeneration, the mdx SOL demonstrates the typical characteristics of
adult striated skeletal muscle although fibres are central nucleated (cn). These regenerated
myofibres show good structural integrity atong with restoration of sarcomere banding. The
eñdomysium contains blood vessels (bv), and a mast cell (-+). The inset at higher
magniiication, demonstrates the well-preserved Z band, I band, and mitochondria in these
fibres. (x4100 & x23,700).

A mast cell with granuJ-es shown inside the external lamina (-)) of a degenerated mdx SOL
myofibre, and a myoblast (m) attracted to the site of damage. The myoblast demonstrates a
tãrge oval nucleus, prominent nucleolus, and scanty cytoplasm, characteristic of its cell
type in an unfused precursor state. (X8300).

Myofibres of an intact control SOL muscle demonstrating characteristic poJ.ygonal fibres
aiound a blood vessel (bv), quiescent peripheral nuclei (pn), and the absence of mononuclear
ceIIs or fibrotic infiltration into a region of endomysial connective tissue with very scant
collagen deposition. (x1300).

Fiqure 4C:

Fiqure 4D:
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Figure 5;

Fiqure 5A:

Fic¡ure 58:

Fiqure 5C:

L38

Micrographs of fibroblasts and an endothelial cell from cont,rol and mdx diaphragm to
demonstrate gold immunolabelling and its removal by omission of the primary antibody
(D).

A control DIA fibroblast is shown adjacent to the perimysium and a collagen deposit in the
ECM. Circles indicate some of the dense bFGF labelled with 10 nm Protein A-gold evident in
this tissue type (x25,000)"

An mdx DIA fibroblast also from the region of the perimysium, processed in same manner as 5a
(above), demonstrates many fewer particles labelling bFGF. AII gold particles are circled
on this photograph. (x25t000).

This micrograph demonstrates good tissue preservation and IabeI penetration after
immunolabelling with the final protocol developed on control DIA muscle. Note the selective
gold labelling for bFGF over ECM collagen (c), and on the endothelial and fibroblast ce1ls,
but minimal background staining over the acellular vessel lumen (*). (X25f000).

This control DIA fibroblast was in a section which was processed without the primary bFGF
antibody demonstrates an absence of gold particles, indicative of the specificity of the
Iabel for the bFcF epitope. (X25t000).

Fiqure 5D:
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Figure 6:

Fiqure 6A:

l_40

Micrographs of endothelial ce1Is which demonstrate changes in the immunostaining
protocol which affect specificity of label.

An endothelial cell from the mdx DIA, surrounded by collagen (c) processed with 1:100
dilution of the primary antibody, a secondary goat anti-rabbit antibody, and 20 nm Protein
A-colloidal gold. The 20 nm gold particles are easier to visualize (see circles), but their
limited tissue penetration has restricted the extent of labelling. (X25,000).

This is an example of a micrograph excluded from morphometric analysis as it did not meet alI
the inclusion criteria. Tissue was processed with a t:25 diltuion of primary antibody, and
demonstrates clumps of extensive nonspecific staining (-Ð) which crosses ceII boundaries.
(x25 ,000 ) .

This endothelial cell from a mdx SOL muscle was labelled after incubation in a single
blocking agent, and then a 1:250 dilution of the primary antibody. îhe micrograph was
excluded from morphometric analysis as it demonstrates nonspecific Aold labelling over an
area of contamination 1-r¡. SmalI and larger clusters and single particles are also present
(circled). (x25,000)"

An enothelial cell from a control DfA muscle demonstrates a nearly complete absence of Iabel
from all compartments following overnight presorption of the primary antibody with excess
bFGF antigen (human recombinant bFcF, cibco). The absence of gold particles confirms the
specificity of the label for bFcF. The single gold particle (circled) is an example of the
typically low level of nonspecific background staining. (X25,OOO).

Fiqure 68:

Figure 6C:

Fiqure 6D:
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Figure 7: Micrographs of peripheral nuclei from mdx (A) and control (B) diaphragm muscle
demonstrat'ing bFcF gold-labels (as indicated by smalI circles) after staining with the
final protocol. More gotd particles are noted in control (B) than mdx (A) intact
muscle. Note the relative absence of collagen in the dystrophic and control muscles
1) close to the endomysium and 2) between the intact non-degenerating myofibres. The
absence of gold labels over mitochondria indicates minimal background staining for this
tissue type. (X26,300).

r42.
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F:Lgure 8: These micrographs of myoblasts from mdx (A) and control (B) DIA demonstrate gold-
tabelted þ-FGF (as indicated by the small circles). Note the reduced bFGF evident in
dystrophic (A) versus control (B) DIA, and the large accumulations of gold label on
collagen (B bottom). (X33,850).

L44
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Figure 9:

L46

Micrographs of endothelial cells from mdx (A) and control (B) DIA demonstrate gold-
tabetled bFcF (as indicated by the small circles). Note the absence of label over the
vessel lumen and erythrocyte, indicative of the relatively specific localization of
bFcF. Although the mean LI may not appear represented by the control micrograph (b),
this image provides a good example of the difficulty in visualizing l-0 nm gold
particles on tissue with high competing background contrast. such as over
heterochromatin. on the original working microraph several additional gold particles
and clusters were visible over the control cell heterochromatin. (X34,5O0).
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Figure 10:

Fiqure 104:

Fiqure 1OB:

Fiqure 1OC:

Fiqure LOD:

l.4B

A series of micrographs which demonstrate different structural stages in muscle regeneration.

A myoblast (muscle precursor cell) which has synthesized small accumulations of myofilaments
(--t) in the cytoplasm prior to fusing. (X19,400).

A myoblast with dense heterochromatin in the nucleus, is in the early process of fusing to
an adjacent myoblast. Note the interdigitation of plasma membranes (êt) which occurs just
prior to fusion into a myotube. (X19,400).

An early myotube during fusing which will eventually reestablish myofibre continuity. Arrows
1<+¡ indicate the complex interconnections between the Iimiting membranes of adjacent muscle
precursors cells. (XL9,400).

A regenerated myotube demonstrates a characteristic central or eccentric nucleus internal in
the myofibre with highly organized myofibrils. There appear to be collections of gold
particles over radial accumulations of nuclear filaments in the top right quadrant of the
nucleus, suggesting bFGF on nuclear (possibly DNA) binding sites. (X2].,t2OO).
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Figure 11:

Fiqure 114:

Fiqure 118:

Fiqure LlC:

Fiqure ll-D:

L5o

This plate shows representative micrographs of mononuclear infiltrative non.'muscle cells
attracted to an area of recent degeneration in the mdx DIA.

A mast ceIl is r'eleasing histamine granules. (x25¡000)

A polymorphonuclear lymphocyte contains a bilobed nucleus. (xL5¡000)

A macrophage containing dense lysosomes. Two myoblasts (m) are adjacent to the macrophage"
(x20,000)

A lymphocyte showing a very dense heterochromatic nucleus which occupies almost aII of the
celI. (X20,000)

GoId labels for bFGF were generally evident in descending order, on the macrophage,
mast cell, and PMN (not shown here) suggesting their potential role in accumulating,
synthesizing, or transporting bFcF at/to the site of injury.
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F5-gure 12:

Fiqure 124:

Físure L2B:

152

Micrographs of nerve cross-sections and neuromuscular junctions in mdx SoL muscle"

A few gold particles are visible over myelin sheaths (my) and nerve axons (a) adjar:ent t.o
Schwann cell (swn) which appear normal in this section. (X25,000)

This section of mdx SOL was processed without a primary antibody to bFGF, and has no gold
particles on the myelin sheath (ny), axon (a) or Schwann cell (s$m) in a region of active
dystrophy. The absence of gold label demonstrates the minimal influence of non-specific
conditions which might spuriously label bFGF and many other epitopes with gold particles.
( x20, 000 )

A low magnificatíon of mdx SOL shows a myofibre undergoing degeneration (darker cell in
centre of micrograph) which has maintained a very long, circumferential synaptic connection
with a nerve at the neuromuscular junction (-t). Double etching of tissue sections has made
the tissue prone to tearing and caused corrosion of the grid, which deposited pieces of the
grid bar (çt) on tissue sections. (X10,300)

A regenerated mdx SOL myofibre with a neuromuscular junction which demonstrates truncated
folds and shallow, irregular, and widely-spaced secondary synaptic clefts. These junctiions
are histologically aberrant although they are functional. (X25,000)

Fíqure 12C:

F.iqure 12D:
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TaþLe l-s Schematic representation of the immunogold
labeliing process"

cor roídal gord particJ-e 

- 

æprotein A

secondary antibodY

primary antibody

section containing
exposed antigen



Table 2: Lab worksheet of the final immunogold
lvas used with each experiment to
foIlowed, and Iist observations which
outcome of labelling experiments.

]-54

protocol, which
record methods

might affect the
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#4.
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#6:

#ô.

l) Lrrpose of' r'un:

fr.

#10:

#IJ:

#16:

#11:

lJ1 )1.f ra.

u1.1 .

#r2:

# 15:

i.l 1 0.tr IO.

flitcHznct ì r^_.*
r Float grids section side down on ddl{20" '5 mrns'
,- ;' --- - - 

" saturated aqueous NaMp 
- 
('lçn/mlPBS) 

: : '60 mins

t-- Wash in dd lfzo, float section side down" '5 mrns'
',*;;;'h i,_, pBS...5 mins, then 10 sec. gentle stream rinse

/tu¡tuÄocor'o r,an ¡r,r,r¡¡e :-@rock nonspecific binding: oA

)- - Block for Ì:ackground staining: 0' l5M

i - lii*uty antiboáy ut -.----.-----.- 
dil-ution

)-'f^lash grids in oA solrn 3 x 5 mlns" '

\- - s""o.,á..y antibody at 1: IOO dilution

sol'n...5 *)¡?.
glycine... - ]Jmtns

( in OAT) . . .2 hours
T 2 3'.

( rn oÁr) . . .2 hours.
r 2 3-.

w ith nm. gold -I- wash in oÀ sol'n 3 x 5 mrns ' ' '
\- - GoId Labelling using Protein-- 

-Diluted t:1OO in OAT" " I hour'

)_
)) _
L)

Wash in pgs. -.5 mins, then lO sec' gentle stream rlnse
wash in dd H2o: lo sec. gentle stream rinse, dip 10 x in

5 successive beakers ddH2O'
BIot. drY and leave overnight'

þ:onrRasl srelNlNe:t"@te, centrifuged & filtered...2 hours-

\ * T"=,h grids ddH2O " '5 mins rê, dip LO
)* r^lash grids in dd H2): l0 sec' gentle stream rtns

in 5 successive beakers ddH20'

) Btot drY and Ieave overnight'

)

)

)

Lead Citrate (fresh), centrifuged & filtered"'3 mrns'
(L/2 pellet Ñaoh ,0.3'7 5 mg'Pbcit , 12' 5 ml ddH2o)

wàsir q.iA= O - lM Naoh 5 mins '
Wash lrids ddH2o ""5 mins'. ri* 1^ v
WashinddH2o:lOsec'gentlestreamrinse'dipl0Xrn

5 successive beakers ddH20'
Blot. dry.

5qm skim miff powder, 50 ml PBS
(0.052)i 10 ml oA, .3 gln NaCI. 5 microltr. Tween-20



Tab-le 3: This table summarizes the
staining experiments during

tocol

1s6

variables assessed by separate
the development phase of the finai

rotoco

VARIABLES TESTED CONCLUSIONS

Fixation:

Perfusion vs. immersion

3B vs. 1.58 glutaraldehyde

cytoskeletaJ- integrity maintained
with immersion

1.58 gave reasonable fixation, 3B
decreased bFGF detection

Embeddinq:

Araldite vs. Epon contrast and post-etching
stability under the TEM beam was
better with Epon

Grid Pre ration:

Cleaning: ethanol vs.
glacial acetic acid +
ethanol + ddH20

Grids with sections heated
overnight vs. processed
without orior heatino

acetic acid regime resul-ted in
very clean grids; water rinsing
must be thorough or grids etch
and corrode considerably

tissue adherence to grid improved
marginally with overnight heating

Etchinq:

Sodium metaperiodate freshly
prepared vs. stock solution
grids.

Etch with sodium ethoxide
and sodium metaperiodate vs.
only with sodium
metaperiodate

stock solution turned acidic,
resulting in corroded grids

double etching resulted in very
fragile sections, prone to
tearing without significantly
improving antigen accessibil-ity
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Blockins and Rinsinq:

Protein block with 1B
ovalbumin in 0.01M PBS vs.
with 1B ovalbumin + skim
milk powder in PBS

OA and OAT solutions mixed
fresh vs. refridgerated
stock

0.15M glycine added after
primary block with OAT
solution

OA and OAT solutions
centrifuged & Buchner
filtered vs. as above plus
millipore filtered

Rinsing with 0.01ùÍ PBS and
ddHro vs. rinsing with oA
solution

Rinsing by floating grids on
drops vs. dipping in
solutions vs. jet-stream
rinsing vs. slow spin on
droplets using magnetic stir
plate

Iess non-specific background
staining with the addition of
skim milk powder

fresh solutions were more
consistent when processing and
reduced contamination on grids

background staining much less
with glycine block, allowed use
of lower dilution of PrimarY
antibody

millipore f iltration decreased
contamination and retained
blocking of nonspecific staining

improved specificity with OA
solution

slow spinning technique resulted
in cleanest grids with low
background, although sections
easily tear if spun after grid
sinks into droplet. Needs close
monitoring. Rapid serial dipping
yielded good results.

Primarv Antibodv:

Diluted with 1t ovalbumin in
0.011-{ PBS vs. diluted with
OAT solution

Dilutionsz Lz20, ]-z4Q, 1:80,
1: l-00, J-: 160 , 1-z2QO, l:25O ,
1:300, 1:400, 1:500, 1:600,
1:800, and 1: l-000.

Omission of primary antibody

Incubation with primary
antibody vs. incubation with
primary antibody plus excess
bFGF

improved, specificity with OAT

Iower diLutions resulted in high
background staining. Without
glycine, 1:400 clearly labelled
muscle sections with low
background; with glycine block'
1:LOO maintained low background
and improved signal

only sections exposed to primary
antibody were labelled

characteristic staining patterns
were absent following
presorbtioni antibody staining is
specific

Secondarv Antibody:

Goat anti-rabbit secondary
antibody vs. no secondary
antibody

use of secondary antibody
amplified labelling; results
easier to visualize by EM
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Protein A-coIloidal qold:

2Onm vs- 1Onm particles improved J-abeJ-ling with lonm gold
particles: small clusters of
particles seen over the same
sites as in grids l-abelled with
20nm particles. 20nm particles
easier to locate
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Table 42 This table summarizes factors that influence bFGF
localization "

Variable comments

Tissue processing fixation, embedding, specimen
preparation & sectioning protocols
aII infl-uence outcome

ImmunogoJ-d
labelling

etching, bJ-ocking, Iabel-Iing,
tagging, and washing protocols al-1
affect tissue integrity and signaJ-
clarity

Contrast staining uranyl acetate may mask tag, l-ead
particles may mimic gold, contrast
staining for enhanced morphometric
analysis makes gold visual-ization
difficult, but allows morphological
study

TEM viewing cellular organelles, inclusions (eg.
nuclear heterochromatin) may mask
gold particles. optirnal viewing
conditions (high il-l-umination and
rnagnification) may distort sections
or result in regions not scanned.
Focus must be acute for accurate
counts. Areas adjacent to grid bars
or with tissue tears may trap unbound
gold and must be avoided

Micrograph
viewing

contrast printing for enhanced
morphometric analysis detracts from
gold visualization



Table sAs Labelling index (LI)
immunostaining of muscle
muscLe.

cell type
myoblastþt

fusing
myobJ-ast{

sate I I ite
cel-l-{

regenerated
muscì-e{

aspecta

nucl-eus
cytoplasm

muscleì

nucleus
cvtoplasm

fibroblast4i

data for colloidal
and non-muscle cells in

nucleus
cvtor:lasm

endothelialOi

control LI (n)

nucleus--CN

4.L7 + 1,.20 (4)
3.L2 t 0.75

extracellular
matrixf

nucleus-PN
sarcoplasma

..Ðecm

f: indicates significant difference from the other myoblast populations
@:indicates significant difference between myoblast ceIl types and non-muscle cel-ls
a:there was no significant difference between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments
i:indicates significant interaction between ceIl type and strain (control or mdx)
--'-Þecm: indicates the cytoplasm compartment between peripheral nucleus and external lamina
a: indicates significant difference between these two parameters for both control and mdx

n

nucleus
cytoplasm

1,.42 + 0.70 (3)
o.94 + 0. 16

ca

nucl-eus
cytoplasm

160

gold-IabeIIed anti-bFGF
control and mdx diaphragm

s slqnr_frcant

endornysium +
externala

lamina

r.28 + 0"65 (7)
2.40 t O.47 (66)
0.70 t o.24

mdx LI (n)

1_"46 + 0.34* (23)
1,.'77 + 0"36*

L.87 + O.49 (18)
t_.39 + 0.27

o.74 t 0.11 (1e)
0.5L J 0.09

4.73 + r"52 (1-4)
3.63 t 1,.23

l_

1_.09 + 0"21_* (4)
L.34 + 0.14*

erence from contro

3.6s + O.37 (64)

1.06 + O"26 (15)

o.47 + 0"23 (3)
o.92 + o.L2* (59)
L.20 + O.73

r.25 + 0.25 (1s)
t_. 06 + o.29
j- 

" 39 t 0.34* ( 1"2 )
1,.26 t 0.33*

Y

z.60 t 0"35* (78)

or Duncanrs tests ]T ean + SE)



Table sBs Label-ling index (LI)
immunostaining of muscle
muscle.

cell t
myoblastþi

fusing
myoblast

satellite

regenerated

aspecta

nucl-eus
cytoplasm

muscl-e

muscleí

nucleus
cvtonfasm

f ibrobJ-ast@r

data for colloidal
and non-muscle cells

nucleus
cvtopl-asm

endothelial@'

control- LI (n)

nucl-eus--CN

1. 65 + 0. e1 (4)
1.50 + O.49

extracell-ul-ar
matrixf

nucl-eus-PN
sarcopJ-asma

->-'ecm

f: indicates significant difference from the other myoblast populations
@:indi-cates significant difference between myoblast ceIl types and non-muscl-e cell-s
a:there l{as no significant difference between the nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments
i:indicates significant interaction between cel-l- type and strain (control or rndx)-#ecm:indicates cytoplasm compartment between peripheral nucl-eus and external l-amina
a: indicates significant difference between these two parameters for both control- and mdx

ln

nucl-eus

3.42 + 1_.0 (3)
0.98 + 0.40

cytoþlasm

rcates sr-gnrtl_cant dtfference from control by

nucl-eus
cvtoplasm

gold-labeI
in control

endomysium +
external

laminaa

o "77 + 0.15 (L2)

mdx LI (n)

0.85 + O.17
o.73 + O.28 (6

2.22 t L.42 (r2)
r.45 + 0.41_

o "94 + 0.66 (3)
l_. 31 t 0. 84

L6t

led anti-bFcn
and mdx soleus

r.24 + 0.65 (4)
0. 51_ + 0. 09

1.01- + o.62 (6)
0.75 + O.46

5. 68
r.34 + 0.14

1.61 t O.47 (r2)

3.70 + L"57 (3)

3.43 + 0.82* (6)
l_.60 + o.71,
4.48 + l_.36*

1.30 + 0.11_ (s)
2.L2 + 0.80 (1-4

4.63 + 2.23* (s)
3 .42 + 1_.58

2"84 + 2"88 (2)

or Duncan's tes mean J SE)



Table 6A:

I62

Comparison between control and mdx strains of the gold-J-abelled 'bFcF

indices (LI) from diaphragm muscl-e. Myonucl-ei labelled for bFGF include
migrating myobJ-asts (M) , fusing myoblasts (FM), central myonuclei (CN) ,satel-fite cells (SC), and peripheral nuclei (PN). Other cell types and
compartments which label-l-ed for bFGF include endothelia] celIs (E),
fibroblasts (F), the sarcoplasm (S), and the extracellul-ar matrix (ECM).
Significant differences between control and mdx straj-ns are indicated by
an asterisk (*) "

Comparison between contro1 and mdx straj-ns of the gold-Iabelled bFGF
indices (LI) from soleus muscle" CetI types and compartments label-led
for bFGF as noted in Figure 6A above.

Table 6B:
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Tab1e 6C: Comparison between mdx
Iabelled bFGF indices"
noted Figure 6A..

diaphragm and mdx
Cel-1 types and

soleus muscles of the gold-
compartments labelled are as
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